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enhancement of air traffic flows in the airspace surrounding airports.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Terminal airspace operations are becoming increasingly busy, and air traffic levels in ECAC
terminal areas in the period to 2020 are forecast to rise significantly. Present day sequencing in
busy terminal areas is usually achieved by open-loop vectoring. This method is very flexible and is
a well-proven means of maintaining the required runway throughput although the intensive
workload imposed on air traffic controllers (ATCOs) can approach excessive levels. The attendant
degradation in operating efficiency because of increased holding times (and knock-on delays),
aircraft flying low in radar patterns and unnecessary fuel consumption, as well as significant
concern about the detrimental environmental impact of emissions and noise, have all highlighted
the need to develop innovative and cost-effective ways of enhancing traffic handling without loss of
capacity or eroding safety levels.
Several elements have been identified as potential contributors to improve TMA and approach
management in the areas mentioned above, providing or supporting alternative solutions to openloop vectors. These are: Precision Area Navigation (P-RNAV) applications, Point Merge
System procedures (PMS), Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA), and Advanced Arrival
Manager (AMAN)
The PMS is a method to merge arrival flows, developed by the EUROCONTROL Experimental
Centre (EEC) as an innovative technique to improve the efficiency of terminal airspace operations.
It associates a dedicated P-RNAV route structure with a systemised operating method to integrate
arrival flows into one sequence while keeping aircraft on FMS lateral navigation mode, thus
allowing efficient use of FMS advanced functions and consequent optimisation of vertical profiles.
It is important to note that there are no significant cost-related extra resources required, either on
the ground in the Air Traffic Control Centre or in the air, provided the aircraft has P-RNAV
capability.
As part of on-going development work to evaluate the potential for the PMS to provide the
improvements sought (in terms of operational feasibility, efficiency and potential benefits), a realtime air traffic management simulation (RTS) based on Dublin TMA operations was carried out at
the EEC in January/February 2008 in collaboration with the Irish Aviation Authority. Dublin Airport
movements have risen dramatically over the past decade and forecasts have shown that demand
will continue to rise, at approximately 8% per annum, in the short- to medium-term. Consequently,
a second, parallel, runway has been planned for commissioning in 2012 to meet the expected
traffic increase. Recognising the demand likely to be placed on their services the Irish Aviation
Authority (IAA) has also made plans for the period to 2012 and beyond and consequently added
number of specific IAA objectives, including new sectorisation, and amended controller working
practices and procedures based on Single Person Operation (SPO) sectors. The Annex records
comprehensive data obtained during the RTS and provides detailed validation analysis of that
data. To complement those results the operational viewpoint was sought and evaluated through
questionnaires and face-to-face interviews with the participating ATCOs.

RESULTS OVERVIEW:
Workload: For the 2012 traffic demand, workload using traditional open-loop vectors was
extremely high and achievement of the required throughput was not thought to be possible.
However, the introduction of the PMS reduced workload significantly, with an average reduction in
instructions passed by R/T of 45%, and demand was able to be accommodated without excessive
workload.
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Situational Awareness and Planning: Approach controllers reported that they were better able to
efficiently plan their traffic flows when the PMS was introduced and that the ability to keep aircraft
on FMS trajectory enabled better anticipation of traffic evolution.
ATCO Acceptance and Traffic Handling: ATCOs agreed that the introduction of the PMS, together
with implementation of SPO within the Dublin airspace enabled a more efficient and balanced
distribution of traffic to be delivered to the airport. Comparison between metered traffic (as
provided by AMAN-like scripting) and non-metered traffic flows proved that controller efficiency and
planning significantly improved when smooth traffic flows into the simulation airspace were
provided.
Environmental and Economic Issues: The concentration of aircraft tracks provided by adherence
of aircraft to the PMS procedures would have a beneficial effect with regard to noise and emission
exposure. Furthermore, by enabling aircraft to initiate Continuous Descent Approaches after
leaving the PMS sequencing legs additional benefit regarding fuel usage would be gained.
Safety Issues: A generic PMS Case is being developed by EUROCONTROL and the potential
impact of non-nominal situations (e.g. sequencing leg run-off, missed approaches, weather
affecting the PMS) is being addressed. However, during the RTS, it was observed that, from a
subjective viewpoint, PMS does not appear to pose any more significant concerns than present
day operations.
Training: A recurring theme in research into advanced ATM technique development is the concern
that ATCOs would suffer from ‘deskilling’ as the ‘system’ largely changes their role from active
controlling to passive monitoring. Although there was some apprehension here before the
simulation was carried out, this was largely offset by the job satisfaction achieved by ATCOs
handling far greater volumes of traffic more efficiently. Furthermore, ATCOs still have to use their
skills to achieve the appropriate spacing between aircraft on final approach. It is clear,
nonetheless, that appropriate and adequate training on normal and non-nominal situations would
be necessary for both ATCOs and pilots.
Capacity Maintenance: Whilst 2012 traffic demand could not be accommodated by the current
methodology, it was shown that the demand could be satisfied when PMS was introduced. ATCOs
reported that it was easier to provide minimum spacing on final approach and thereby they were
typically able to achieve an extra two arrivals per hour. Indeed, when parallel runway operations
were tested as an ad-hoc exercise after the formal part of the simulation, airport movement rates of
78 aircraft per hour were achieved from a segregated (i.e. one runway dedicated for departures
and one for arrivals) operation.
Flight Efficiency and Predictability: Analysis showed that PMS significantly increased trajectory
predictability and reduced track dispersion, which would enable better planning and collaborative
decision making between ATC, the airline operators and the airport authority. The PMS working
methodology dramatically reduced the need for holding.

CONCLUSIONS OVERVIEW

The RTS showed that PMS has great potential benefit for implementation in the increasingly busy
and complex terminal airspaces of ECAC in the years to come. From the Dublin point-of-view, the
RTS confirmed that their planned new sectorisation and Single Person Operations, coupled with
P-RNAV procedures and implementation of PMS, would be able to accommodate the expected
increased traffic demand resultant from the introduction of a second runway at Dublin Airport. In
addition, by enabling aircraft to perform CDA, PMS has the potential to enable significant
environmental benefits and fuel savings to be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The purpose of this document is to present the results and findings of the real-time
simulation1 based on the Dublin TMA, conducted in January and February 2008 at the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC), in collaboration with the Irish Aviation
Authority (IAA).
This simulation forms part of a series of validation exercises aimed at investigating the
operational feasibility, efficiency and benefits of solutions based on the use of RNAV route
structure in TMA, with main focus on arrival flows.
The validation report corresponds to the step 4.3 of the EUROPEAN Operational Concept
Validation Methodology (E-OCVM) (Ref. [1]). The reported findings may allow further
improvement of the concept of operations for managing arrival aircraft flows in the TMA,
and contribute to orient and focus subsequent validation activities in this area.
The document is structured as follows:
 The following sub-section introduces the context of the simulation.
 Section 2 briefly presents the operational context of terminal airspace operations and
gives an overview of the concept elements and procedures object of the present
validation.
 Section 3 describes the simulation objectives.
 Section 4, 5 and 6 describe respectively the simulation setting, the experimental
design, and the conduct of the simulation.
 Section 7 presents the simulation results.
 Section 8 summarises the main findings and proposes recommendations for future
validation exercises.
1.2. CONTEXT OF THE SIMULATION
The simulation was conducted in the context of the Agency Research Work Programme
for Mid-Term Concept Validation (MTV) Cycle 0 studies related to the management of
flows in the TMA (Ref. [2]), leading up to Episode 3 Cycle 1 validation activities of the
SESAR proposed solutions for the execution phase of the airport and TMA operations
(Ref. [3], [4]), later in 2008.
These studies are aimed at evaluating ways of significantly improving flight efficiency
within terminal airspace and reducing environmental impact while potentially increasing
capacity and levels of safety within the short to medium timescale.
The simulation more particularly assessed the benefits of employing specific P-RNAV
procedures, based on the “Point Merge” integration method, and enabling extensive use
of RNAV routeings and embedded Continuous Descent Approach techniques for arrivals.
This experiment followed on initial validation activities in generic, simple and
unconstrained environment with various configurations, conducted up to now at the EEC
(these activities are listed in Ref. [5]). These small scale experiments performed an initial
assessment of the benefits and limits of the use of P-RNAV based Point Merge System(s)
to integrate two, three or four arrival flows towards one runway.
1

The term “experiment” is also used.
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As a step forward, these elements were here assessed in a more dense and complex
terminal environment, airspace and traffic mix, with single airport and single runway, with
the objective to gain a better understanding of their impact on controllers working
methods, tasks and performance. Data including feedback from the controller perspective
was gathered through this more realistic human-in-the-loop exercise in a representative
environment, in order to obtain a more complete picture of their operational feasibility and
potential benefits.
As part of the validation activities of the MTV Cycle 0, the main aim of the real-time
simulation was to investigate the feasibility of using an RNAV route structure in TMA with
the application of a specific P-RNAV procedure for arrivals. It was not possible to obtain
resources including controllers from the main partners in Episode 3. However, the IAA
was planning to redesign its Dublin TMA airspace for operations prior to 2012 which
included the introduction of P-RNAV SIDs and STARs, and it was therefore agreed to
conduct this simulation with both Episode 3 and IAA objectives.

2
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OPERATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1. CURRENT SITUATION
In today’s terminal airspace operations, progressive merging of arrival flows into a runway
sequence is most often performed through the use of open-loop vectoring. Speed, radar
vectoring (heading) and level instructions are issued to build and maintain the sequence.
It generally requires numerous actions to deviate aircraft from their most direct route if
path stretching is required, and later put them back towards a waypoint or the runway axis
for integration. Where the controller cannot maintain a steady sequence of aircraft, holding
patterns are used.
For being highly flexible, this method also requires an intensive use of R/T, and
consequently contributes to increase controller workload, especially in congested traffic
situations where the number of managed aircraft is more important2.
Terminal airspace operations are becoming increasingly busy, and traffic levels in ECAC
terminal areas in the period of 2012 are forecast to rise significantly. A growing number of
TMAs already frequently operate near their maximum capacity. In this context, open-loop
vectors operating method often reaches its limits, not only by causing additional workload
for the controllers, but also by being detrimental to efficiency (increased holding times and
delays), and source of environmental issues (emissions and noise, aircraft often flying low
and slow) and economical issues (increase in fuel consumption). In addition, the low
predictability of aircraft trajectories hinders air and ground-based tools optimal operation.
Various initiatives addressing the different issues related to the terminal airspace
development exist, or are being developed, within EUROCONTROL and by a number of
stakeholders. Amongst these, a number of elements have been identified as potential
contributors to improve TMA and approach management in the areas mentioned above,
providing or supporting alternative solutions to open-loop vectors. These elements were
proposed as candidates for operational feasibility assessment within the Dublin TMA
environment and context during this real-time simulation. These are: Precision Area
Navigation (P-RNAV) applications, Point Merge System procedures (PMS), Continuous
Descent Approaches (CDA), and Advanced Arrival Manager (AMAN). Each of these
elements is briefly presented hereafter, as well as their interoperability, expected to be in
itself an important contributor for improvement.

2

Problems raised by the open-loop vectoring for both the air and ground sides and the overall system
performance are detailed in Ref.[2].
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2.2. POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTORS FOR IMPROVING TMA OPERATIONS
2.2.1. Precision Area Navigation (P-RNAV)
Area navigation (RNAV) is a method of navigation which permits aircraft operation on any
desired flight path without the necessity to fly point-to-point between ground-based
navigational aids. Aircraft RNAV equipment automatically determines aircraft desired flight
path by a series of waypoints held in a database.
In comparison to the Basic-RNAV (B-RNAV) procedures with cross-track accuracy of
±5nm suitable for en-route operations, the Precision-RNAV (P-RNAV) procedures provide
an enhanced track keeping accuracy of ±1nm, which makes them suitable for use in
terminal airspace.
As compared to the open-loop vectors operating method, the principal advantage of PRNAV procedures is the fact that aircraft fly accurate and predictable flight paths,
providing aircraft operators with the opportunity to employ flight management systems to
the best advantage. On the other hand, one of the key difficulties lies in maintaining some
form of flexibility as the integration of aircraft flows may require expediting or delaying
aircraft, typically by path shortening or path stretching through pre-defined route
modifications. At high traffic loads, this lack of flexibility makes the controllers often revert
to radar vectoring in order to optimise the arrival flow.
Within the context of the Dublin TMA RTS, the new design of the airspace introduced
P-RNAV routeings including SIDs and STARs.
2.2.2. Point Merge System (PMS)
The Point Merge System3 is a new method to merge arrival flows, developed by the EEC
as an innovative technique to improve the efficiency of terminal airspace operations. It
associates a dedicated RNAV route structure with a systemised operating method to
integrate arrival flows into one sequence while keeping aircraft on FMS lateral navigation
mode, thus allowing efficient use of FMS advanced functions and consequent optimisation
of vertical profiles. Open-loop radar vectoring is not used, except for recovering from
unexpected situations. It enables extensive application of RNAV for arrivals in TMA in a
more flexible manner than existing P-RNAV applications, and also Continuous Descent
Approaches contributing to noise reductions and fuel efficiency.
As illustrated in Figure 2-1, the dedicated RNAV route structure relies on the following key
elements:
Sequencing legs and merge point.
Before the merge point, a “sequencing leg” of a pre-defined length is dedicated to path
stretching/shortening for each inbound flow. Integration of arrival flows is performed by
merging inbound flows to a single common (merge) point using “Direct To” instructions
(i.e. be kept for a certain amount of time on the leg for path stretching, or inversely sent
early direct to the merge point for path shortening). After this merge point, aircraft are
established on a fixed common route until the exit of the point merge system (FAF), as a
transition before ILS interception.

3

4

Detailed description of the Point Merge System to be found in Ref. [2].
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Integrated sequence

Merge point

Envelope of
possible paths

Arrival flow

Arrival flow

Sequencing legs (at iso-distance from the
merge point)

Figure 2-1: Example of point merge system
(Two parallel sequencing legs)

The geometry of the point merge system (based on equidistance of any point of the
sequencing legs to the merge point) ensures that the controller can easily and intuitively
determine the appropriate moment to issue the “Direct To” instructions for each aircraft,
based on its spacing with the preceding aircraft in the sequence. Excepting RNAV
capabilities, no specific airborne functions or any ground tool support is required.


Within the context of the Dublin TMA RTS, the Point Merge system design has been
adapted to the Dublin TMA airspace constraints (detailed in § 4.1.5.2).

2.2.3. Continuous Descent Approach (CDA)
A CDA (Ref. [6]) “is an aircraft operating technique in which an arriving aircraft descends
from an optimal position with minimum thrust and avoids level flight to the extent permitted
by the safe operation of the aircraft and compliance with published procedures and ATC
instructions”, so as to intercept the approach glide path at an appropriate height for the
distance to touchdown, with the objective of reducing aircraft noise, fuel burn and
emissions.
CDA can be optimised within energy, speed and safety constraints by avoiding, as far as
possible, unnecessary flap, air brake and engine thrust and avoiding early lowering of
landing gear. Aircraft energy and speed management is therefore a critical factor in
successful CDA implementation.
Within the context of the Dublin TMA RTS, due to the Point Merge System design and
integration within the available airspace, CDAs were directly embedded within the system
in order to allow presenting the aircraft at the suitable altitude on the merge point.
2.2.4. Arrival Manager (AMAN)
The objective of AMAN is to advise controllers in upstream ACC sectors to adjust
approaching flights in a manner ensuring a smooth flow of traffic entering the TMA in
order to use the airport’s capacity in the most efficient way, in particular by reducing the
need for conventional holding.
AMAN is a sequence planning and support tool for arriving traffic. System trajectories for
airborne and non-airborne aircraft are assessed to accurately determine runway demand
ahead of expected use. AMAN uses data from the surveillance system (through the
trajectory prediction function) and is supported by the flight data processing system.
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The AMAN functionality:
 Establishes the initial arrival sequence, based on the first-come, first-served rule, for
the stream of inbound traffic considered, and subsequently optimises it to take into
account different factors.
 Generates advisories for the controllers in order to meet and maintain the optimised
arrival sequence.
 Presents advisories to controllers through the timeline HMI.
 Automatically adapts the established inbound traffic sequence to the actual traffic
evolution as well as to the controller decisions deemed necessary to meet exceptional
cases.
Within the context of the Dublin TMA RTS, AMAN operation was simulated through providing
traffic samples with artificially metered arrival traffic flows.
2.2.5. Interoperability of the Contributors - Expected Benefits
It was anticipated that joint introduction of these elements would yield more important
benefits in terms of safety, efficiency, capacity, economy and environmental impact than
individual implementation of each of them.
 Point Merge, and to a lesser extent other existing P-RNAV procedures, were
expected to provide predictable and optimised routeings within the terminal airspace
without the controller having to intervene with radar vectoring, thus providing the
ability to carry out CDAs and so optimise descent profiles and flight management
systems’ operations. This can be achieved, even with high traffic load.
As well as these expected benefits, the use of the Point Merge technique may also
have some limitations, as for example lack of flexibility (Ref. [7]): once the aircraft
sequence is decided and the aircraft put on direct route to the merging point, only
speed adjustments can be used to maintain the sequence. Any subsequent sequence
change requires temporarily reverting to open-loop vectoring, losing the benefit of the
system for a certain time. Hence the importance of an optimised arrival sequence,
continuously adjusted to runway demand, as provided by:
 AMAN: it provides even distribution of inbound traffic, allowing a supposedly more
efficient use of the P-RNAV and Point Merge operational procedures, decreased
holding times and a better management of the controller workload.

6
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SIMULATION

3.1. GENERAL AIM
As part of the validation activities of the MTV Cycle 0, the main aim of the Dublin TMA
real-time simulation was to investigate the feasibility of using an RNAV route structure in
TMA with the application of a specific P-RNAV procedure for arrivals, and to get an initial
assessment of its operational benefits and limits as compared with the current working
methods based on open-loop vectoring, from a controller perspective.
Within the Dublin TMA environment, the specific P-RNAV “Point Merge” integration
technique and related procedures, enabling application of RNAV routeings and favouring
use of Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) segments embedded within the system, was
used.
These new procedures were assessed against the current working methods both with,
and without the support of a metered traffic flow, as provided by an Arrival Manager.

3.2. SPECIFIC IRISH AVIATION AUTHORITY AIMS
This general aim met part of the aims targeted by the Irish Aviation Authority, main cooperating partner for this simulation by providing the operational environment and
resources, as expressed in the following (extracted from Ref. [8]):
“In our environment with traffic growth running at 8% per annum and a new parallel runway
planned for completion by 2012, the IAA must develop plans for the safe, efficient and cost
effective provision of terminal ATM in the Dublin TMA. More particularly the IAA requires
assistance for the following:

 Investigation of the introduction of modern terminal operations principles with particular
emphasis on the use of P-RNAV for final approach sequencing.

 Development and testing of operational procedures with regards to the introduction of Single
Person Operations (SPO) in all DATCC sectors.

 Further testing and evaluation of the DATCC initiatives for the reorganization of the DATCC
North Sector airspace and procedures as simulated in the real time simulation conducted at the
DATCC Training Centre from 3rd September to 28th September 2007. These initiatives include:





Establishment of unidirectional routes
Widening of the P600 airway
Implementation of new P-RNAV SIDS and STARS
Implementation of Area of Responsibility

 Development of operational procedures to support the implementation of parallel runway
operations at Dublin (RWY28 L/R and RWY10 L/R) and the inherent integration of departures
and arrivals based on agreed runway usage parameters.

 Development and evaluation of operational procedures to support the introduction of an
Advanced Arrival Management System (AMAN) in DATCC.”

Parallel runway operations and complete AMAN functions will be taken into account in a
later phase4.
Only the first three points were addressed in this simulation:

4

Although AMAN operation is already simulated in this first RTS, but solely through provision of metered
traffic.
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 Through the use of P-RNAV SIDs and STARs and the Point Merge system based on
Precision Area Navigation in the different experimental conditions.
 Through manning of each sector by a single controller (Single Person Operations) in
all the conditions.
 Through using the new reorganisation of the airspace and procedures, as provided by
the DATCC, in all the conditions.
Note: as all the experimental conditions, including the baseline, involved the Single
Person Operations and the new airspace organisation, no objective comparison with the
current situation (i.e. sectors manned by two controllers) can be made. The feasibility and
controller acceptance of the Single Person Operations and airspace reorganisation were
only assessed by controllers’ subjective evaluation, based on their experience of the
current situation and also on baseline tests using 2 person sectors that were run in Dublin
prior to this Dublin TMA simulation.

3.3. SIMULATION HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES
The general aims stated above are broken down into the following set of objectives
classified into two categories: Human Factors aspects for assessment of operational
acceptability of the simulated conditions, and Performance and Safety aspects related to
the Key Performance Areas of interest for TMA operations addressing the use of RNAV
route structure (Ref. [4]).
3.3.1. Human Factors Aspects
 H1: Familiarise the controllers with the procedures based on Single Person
Operations and the Point Merge system working methods.
 H2: Investigate the feasibility-usability and controller acceptance of:




The Single Person Operations, both in the context of optimised (metered , as
presented by an Arrival Manager (not evaluated in this report)) and non optimised
arrival traffic flows.
The Point Merge system working methods, both in the context of optimised
(metered) and non optimised arrival traffic flows, as presented by an Arrival
Manager.

Note: for all the following objectives, the impact of the Point Merge system was assessed
both in the context of optimised (metered) and non optimised arrival traffic flows, as
presented by an Arrival Manager. This is described in full detail in the § 5.1.
 H3: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on the controllers’ roles and tasks.
 H4: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on the controllers’ workload.
 H5: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on the controllers’ situation
awareness.
 H6: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on the controllers’ perceived
efficiency and problem solving.
 H7: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on the controllers’ job satisfaction.

8
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3.3.2. Performance Aspects






P1: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on TMA capacity.
P2: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on flight efficiency.
P3: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on environment.
P4: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on safety.
P5: Assess the impact of the Point Merge system on trajectory predictability.

3.4. LOW LEVEL OBJECTIVES
The low level objectives related to the simulation high level objectives are listed in Table
3-1 below. The term “conditions” in the description of the low level objectives refers to
experimental conditions as defined in the § 5.1. A more complete table showing the
measures associated to the low level objectives is provided in Annex A; the description of
the tools and techniques used to obtain the data, is provided in the § 5.4.
Table 3-1: Low level objectives

High Level Objectives

Low Level Objectives

HUMAN FACTORS aspects

H1. Familiarisation

H1.1 - Train controllers on the new P-RNAV procedures and SPO,
and use of the Point Merge System (PMS) and embedded CDA
H1.2 - Let the controllers work with the new P-RNAV procedures and
SPO, and with PMS-CDA procedures in simulation

H2. Acceptability,
feasibility

H2.1 - Investigate the feasibility and controllers’ acceptance of the
Single Person Operations
H2.2 - Investigate the feasibility and controllers’ acceptance of the
Point Merge system working methods as compared with the current
working methods
H2.3 - Investigate the effect of a metered flow resulting from an
AMAN operations, on the current working methods and on the
feasibility and acceptability of PMS
H2.4 - Assess the suitability of HMI

H3. Roles and tasks

H3.1 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on controllers’ roles,
responsibilities and task distribution

H4. Workload

H4.1 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on controller perceived
workload
H4.2 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on the task load

H5. Situation awareness

H5.1 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on controller perceived
Situation Awareness and “mental picture” of traffic

H6. Performance and
problem solving5

H6.1 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on controller perceived
efficiency, decision making and problem solving

H7. Job satisfaction

H7.1 - Investigate the effect of the conditions on controller job
satisfaction and changes to controllers current skills / competencies

PERFORMANCE and SAFETY aspects

P1. Capacity

P1.1 - Assess the effect of the conditions on runway capacity

P2. Flight Efficiency

P2.1 - Assess the effect of the conditions on overall flight efficiency
P2.2 - Assess the effect of the conditions on time and distance flown

5 These aspects are integrated within controller feedback comments and are not treated in a specific separate section of

the report
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High Level Objectives

Low Level Objectives

HUMAN FACTORS aspects

P2.3 - Assess the effect of the conditions on fuel consumption
5

P3. Environment

P3.1 - Assess the effect of the conditions on gaseous emissions
P3.2 - Assess the effect of the conditions on noise emissions

P4. Safety

P4.1 - Assess the effect of the conditions on perceived safety level
P4.2 - Assess the potential benefits and possible detrimental effects
on safety-related events

P5. Predictability

10

P5. - Assess the effect of the conditions on trajectory predictability
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EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

4.1. OPERATIONAL CONTEXT
All the detailed information is available in Ref. [8].
4.1.1. Airspace Characteristics and Separation Standards
The Dublin RTS was based on the new airspace organisation of the Dublin TMA as
planned for 2012, including the following characteristics:
 modification of the North sector by introduction of uni-directional and widened airways
and of the related procedures;
 new P-RNAV based SIDs and STARs;
 two new Intermediate North and South sectors in addition to the Area North and South
sectors, and the related controller positions, each sector manned by a single controller
(Single Person Operations-SPO);
 two Holding controller positions (North and South);
These characteristics were shared by all the experimental conditions described in § 5.1
below.
The simulation area (see Figure 4-1) included all of the airspace of Dublin Control Area at
and below FL 245, and the Dublin TMA with Dublin (EIDW) airport. RWY28 was used for
Arrivals and Departures in mixed mode (details in § 4.1.4). Feeding into the Dublin
Control Area, it also included airspace from Shannon, London and Manchester. There
was only one active military area (D5).

Figure 4-1: Map of the Airspace Simulated
(Measured Sectors highlighted)
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The following horizontal and vertical separations were applied in the simulation:
Table 4-1: Separation Standard Applied in the Simulation

Horizontal Separation
Application
Separation
Within Dublin TMA
3 NM
Outside Dublin TMA
5 NM

Vertical Separation
Application
Separation
Below FL290
1000 ft
Above FL290
1000 ft (RVSM)

4.1.2. Measured and Feed Sectors
The simulation area was divided into measured and feed sectors.
All Measured sectors were “Single Person Operations” manned by an Executive
controller and equipped with one Controller Working Position (CWP), whereas current
operations dictate that two controllers are allocated to each sector. Because of the
significant traffic demand increase expected for 2012, as evaluated in this particular
simulation, it was decided that one additional position for the Final Director (see
description in § 4.1.5.2 below) would be introduced for the PMS scenarios. Therefore,
because the number of measured positions depended on each of the specific scenarios, it
is not possible to make a direct comparison between the two staffing level requirements.
Each Feed sector was staffed by one controller. The feed sectors represented the
FIR/UIR, state and regional airports that interface with the measured sectors. The primary
feed sector task was to feed traffic to the Measured sectors, to respond to inbound coordination requests and to carry out pilot orders using the hybrid CWP according to the
traffic requirements.
The transition level used for the simulation was FL60.
Table 4-2: Characteristics of the Sectors

Sector
Code
AN
AS
IN
IS
AP

Sector name
Area North
Area South
Intermediate North
Intermediate
South
Approach

Measured or
Feed
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured
Measured

HN

Hold North*

Measured

HS

Hold South*

Measured

CO
FI
FN
FS
TR

Coordinator
Final Director**
Feed North
Feed South
Tower

Measured
Measured
Feed
Feed
Feed

Vertical limits
FL125 to FL245
FL125 to FL245
FL085 to FL125
FL085 to FL125
2500’ to FL085
FL060 – FL140
FL080 – FL140 (with PMS)
FL060 – FL140
FL090 – FL140 (with PMS)

Measured sectors limits
500’ to 2500’

Ground to unlimited
Ground to unlimited
Ground to 3500’

*Only one hold position (either HN or HS) was manned at any one time.
**The Final Director position and role was in operation only when Point Merge procedures were
employed.
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4.1.3. Meteorology
The following default meteorological conditions were simulated:
Table 4-3: Simulated Meteorological Conditions

METEO Condition
Temperature
Surface wind direction -velocity
Wind direction variation (with altitude)
Wind speed variation (with altitude)
Atmospheric Pressure (QNH)

Environmental Setting
12˚ Celsius
280˚ magnetic / 5 knots
Veering 30˚ up to FL300 (then linear)
Increasing by factor 4 up to FL300 (then linear)
1013

Initially, for the purpose of maintaining controller interest, small variations in each traffic
sample were planned to be introduced to each simulation exercise by slightly changing
wind velocity and direction. It was finally decided that the traffic load and complexity did
not require any further enhancement.

4.1.4. Traffic Scenarios
The traffic scenarios were based on two traffic samples representing typical 2007 morning
(AM) and evening (PM) busy periods from Dublin TMA weekday operations. The first half
of the each sample was built for balanced mixed mode operations to/from RWY28, the
second half included only a few departures to allow application of reduced separations for
arrivals (3nm instead of 5nm at touchdown). These two samples were experimentally
comparable6. Each of the samples was increased to 140% for the measured exercises to
correspond to the traffic level increase of 40% forecasted for 2012, and was then
“metered” in order to obtain two additional traffic samples with a smooth flow of arriving
aircraft, representing operation of an AMAN.
Training samples were developed on the same basis from these four samples for initial
training purposes, each of them reduced to 70% so as not to overload the controllers
during the familiarisation phase.
The resulting eight traffic samples used during the training sessions and in the different
simulation conditions are shown in the table below.
Table 4-4: Traffic Scenarios

Training traffic

Measured traffic

Morning (AM)

Evening (PM)

Morning (AM)

Evening (PM)

Non metered flow

DT70AN

DT70PN

DM140AN

DM140PN

Metered flow

DT70AM

DT70PM

DM140AM

DM140PM

Traffic name de-code: D = Dub_TMA simulation; M = Measured exercise / T = Training
exercise; 140 = 40% increase on 2007 traffic level / 70 = 70% traffic load level; A = weekday
AM traffic / P = weekday PM traffic; N = non metered traffic flow / M = metered traffic flow.

4.1.5. ATC Procedures and Controller Tasks/Roles
6

The traffic variations were matched as far as possible in terms of load and complexity. The two samples
presented the same characteristics (same load level, same P-RNAV equipage level, same mixed mode
operations). Their difference mainly laid in aircraft identification and a slightly different structure of the traffic.
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The Point Merge System introduces new ATC procedures and accordingly new controller
roles and tasks. This section summarises the working procedures used in both the current
operations conditions based on open-loop vectoring, and in the Point Merge conditions.
Only a rough description, focused on the main controller tasks in each condition is given
here, detailed description of all the procedures is provided in Ref. [9].
4.1.5.1. Current working procedures
Figure 4-27 illustrates the airspace and route structure used for the current operations
conditions. Note that in the following text the current working procedures mainly based on
open-loop vectoring are also called “Vectoring” working methods, procedures or
conditions.
P-RNAV routes (in blue) stream the traffic towards both Initial Approach Fixes (IAFs),
ROKNA in the North and TULSO in the South, which were also used as primary holding
fixes. Downstream, from the IAFs to the Final Approach Fix (FAF) OP, a vectoring area
was provided to finalize the approach towards the ILS axis interception (at 3000ft) with
FIN28 as merging point, and then to the runway (RWY28). Although non active during the
simulation except for the D5 area, the military areas are also shown (red and pink areas).

BOYNE

BAGSO
WALSH
DROGA

ROKNA

LIFFY

OP
FIN28

TULSO
UK AIRSPACE

SYMMO

GERVO

LIPGO

Figure 4-2: Airspace Structure for Current Operations

7

Note that as the main focus of the simulation was on arrivals, only the arrival routes are displayed on the
map.
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In this configuration, seven controllers were in charge of managing the inbound and
outbound traffic, according to the following description.
 Area controllers (AN-Area North and AS-Area South)
The Area controllers handled the incoming traffic from the adjacent FIR in accordance
with the Letters of agreement (LoA). Then they descended inbound traffic to FL130 and
transferred it to the Intermediate controllers (IN and IS) when the aircraft were clear of any
potential conflicts within Area controller’s Area of Responsibility (AoR). They were also in
charge of handing over the departure traffic to the appropriate adjacent FIR, in
accordance with the LoA, once this traffic has been transferred by the Intermediate
controllers. In addition, when the corresponding (North or South) Holding position was
open, Area controller had to transfer all subsequent arrivals directly to the Holding
controller.
 Intermediate controllers (IN- Intermediate North and IS- Intermediate South)
The Intermediate controllers were responsible for the resolution of any potential
conflictions of arrivals with departing traffic and for delivery of cleared arriving traffic at
210kts IAS to the Approach controller in descent to not below A5000ft. In addition, the
Intermediate controllers were holding traffic as necessary when no Holding position was
open. They were also handing over the departure traffic to the Area controller.
Note that to transfer arriving aircraft to Approach, the Intermediate controllers used the
Handover procedure instead of the Transfer procedure, in order to let the Approach
controller decide on the appropriate moment of accepting the aircraft.
 Approach controller (AP)
The Approach controller was in charge of sequencing the traffic coming from both IAFs to
the FAF before transferring it to the Tower controller. To do so, the controller used openloop vectors within the vectoring area to lead the aircraft towards the ILS axis interception
(at 3000ft).
 Coordinator controller (CO)
The Coordinator controller was in charge of managing the overall inbound and outbound
aircraft flow handling strategy within the TMA, coordinating the work of all the other
controllers in order to achieve orderly and safe traffic conditions. Depending on the traffic
density and on the incoming traffic, the Coordinator was in charge of deciding to open or
to close one of the Holding positions.
 Holding controllers (HN-Holding North and HS-Holding South)
The Holding controller was in charge of the holding traffic as soon as it became too busy
for the sole management by the Intermediate controllers. Therefore, the position was not
systematically open. Note that during the simulation only one of the Holding positions
(either HN or HS) was manned at any one time.
Note that for technical reasons linked to the simulation environment, the Holding positions
were considered as the Planning positions of the associated Intermediate sectors, but with
a separate frequency. Specific Transfer procedures were developed and taught to the
controllers to transfer aircraft directly from the Area to the Holding controller instead of
transferring it to the Intermediate controller.
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4.1.5.2. Point Merge working procedures
Figure 4-3 illustrates the airspace and route structure used for the Point Merge conditions.
P-RNAV routes upstream the IAFs, RONN2 in the North and SHEP3 in the South, were
identical to the ones used for current operations. Note that the IAFs positions and names
as well as the holding patterns were slightly modified to fit into the Point Merge System
design. Downstream the IAFs, the Point Merge System consisted of two parallel and
curved sequencing legs: the North leg (in red) from RONNY to RONN6 (27.8 NM), and the
South leg (in green) from SHEEP to SHEP7 (33.8 NM). Note that it was not possible to
design a fully symmetrical sequence leg system because of the constraints imposed by
the proximity of the FIR boundary with UK airspace. The associated levels were
respectively FL80 and FL70 (the inner leg higher), in order to avoid crossing of vertical
trajectories of traffic descending from the legs. The distance from the sequencing legs to
the merge point MALCO completing the system, was 15 NM from the North leg and 16.5
NM from the South leg. Then, from MALCO to the runway the structure was identical
again to the current operations with the same FAF: OP.
It should be noted that the design of the Point Merge system has been determined in
conformance with the P-RNAV standards by EEC and IAA operational experts. In
particular, segregation of the arrival/departure routes taking into account aircraft
performance was ensured.

BOYNE

BAGSO

WALSH
RONNY

DROGA

SHEP7
RONN2
SHEP6
RONN3

LIFFY

OP
RONN4

SHEP5

MALCO

RONN5
SHEP4
RONN6

SHEP3

UK AIRSPACE

SHEP2
SYMMO
SHEEP
GERVO

LIPGO

Figure 4-3: Airspace Structure with Point Merge System
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In this configuration, eight controllers were in charge of managing the inbound and
outbound traffic, according to the following description.
For handling the departure traffic there was no major difference compared to the
Vectoring conditions, except that in order to ensure that traffic remained clear of the AoR
of the Approach controller, traffic had to be 1000ft above the Point Merge sequencing legs
at the appropriate points. Concerning the arrivals, the introduction of the Point Merge
structure slightly impacted the working procedures of the Intermediate positions and
particularly the Approach position, by the addition of the Final controller position in charge
of finalising the sequencing towards the ILS axis. The other controllers (on Area, Holding
and Coordinator positions) kept their respective roles and tasks as in the Vectoring
conditions, except that the Coordinator role included the decision of aircraft spacing on
the sequencing legs depending on the traffic (6nm or 8nm).
 Intermediate controllers (IN- Intermediate North and IS- Intermediate South)
The Intermediate controllers were still responsible for the resolution of any potential
conflictions with departing traffic and for initiating speed control of arriving traffic to ensure
subsequent entry to the sequencing leg at the appropriate speed, before transferring it to
the Approach controller. In addition, they had to deliver the traffic at FL80 or FL70 for
entry to the associated Point Merge sequencing leg (resp. North and South). The
minimum longitudinal separation between aircraft was 8nm. The holding traffic was
handled in the same manner as in the Vectoring conditions.
 Approach controller (AP)
The Approach controller performed the duties and responsibilities of the Point Merge
sequencing manager. S/he was in charge of initiating the sequence coming from both
IAFs by reducing if necessary the speed to 220kt IAS for entry to the sequencing leg, and
then turning aircraft from the sequencing legs issuing “direct to” instruction to the merge
point MALCO (i.e. a closed loop vector), to ensure the delivery of traffic to the Final
Director at the appropriate intervals (6nm or 4nm spacing depending on whether Tower
had departures or not). Visual support for creating and maintaining proper spacing
between aircraft heading direct to the merge point from the sequencing legs was provided
through a simple graphical display (i.e. arcs) equivalent to range-rings centred on the
merge point.
Then, when aircraft were on direct track to the merge point and clear of other traffic on the
sequencing legs, the controller issued descent when ready clearance to pass MALCO at
A3000ft, and then transferred aircraft to the Final controller. In this context, as the
distance to go is known, a Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) can be achieved.
Note that no specific procedures were designed for aircraft reaching the end of a
sequencing leg before a “direct to” instruction had been given. In that case, the Approach
controller was advised to expect that particular aircraft to then turn towards the Merge
Point without further instruction.
 Final controller (FI)
The Final controller was in charge of achieving the required sequence and spacing (5nm
or 3nm predicted spacing at touchdown depending on whether Tower had departures or
not) employing speed control. S/he then cleared the aircraft for the ILS procedure and
when appropriate (e.g. once established on glide) transferred the aircraft to the Tower
controller.
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4.2. TECHNICAL CONTEXT
4.2.1. Simulation Room Layout
The layout of the simulation room is provided in Annex B.
4.2.2. Controller Working Position
Each controller working position (Figure 4-4) was equipped with:
 a BARCOTM monitor, with a multi-window working environment;
 a three-button mouse;
 a digital voice communication system (Audio-LAN) with a headset, a loudspeaker, a
footswitch and a panel-mounted push-to-talk facility;
 an ISA (Instantaneous Self-Assessment) subjective workload input device.

Figure 4-4: Example of a Controller Working Position

The Human machine interface (HMI) used in the simulation was an advanced stripless
HMI based on ECHOES, including the following main functions:

18

 Interactive radar labels and aircraft data lists, with colour coding of aircraft planning
states.
 Standard On-Line Data Interchange (OLDI) of flight progress data, with SYSCO
extensions specifically providing the support for aircraft transfer of communication,
(i.e. there was no co-ordination of flight parameters).
 Safety Nets: Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) and Area Proximity Warning (APW).
 Monitoring Aids (MONA): initially it was planned to provide the vertical monitoring of
trajectories with issuance of non conformance warnings when level deviation or level
bust is detected. Due to technical problems, only the level bust warnings were
provided.
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 Arrival Manager (AMAN), sequence planning and support tool for arriving traffic,
establishing, adapting and optimising the inbound traffic sequence. The AMAN tool
was presented on a separate display screen under the form of a Timeline presenting
the aircraft sequence to the runway in the metered traffic conditions. It was available
for information purpose only and was not intended for active use by the controllers.
No AMAN-related information was presented on the CWP.
All interactions with the system were performed via the mouse. The detailed description of
all the available functions and HMI is provided in the Controller Information / System
Handbook (Ref. [10]).
Maps of the simulated area with the major points and flows were presented in front of
each CWP and a summary of the operational procedures for each organisation was
provided to the controllers to help them with the different airspace structures, traffic flows
and working procedures.
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EUROCONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section presents a summary of the experimental design, complete description is
provided in Ref. [9].

5.1. MAIN VARIABLES AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The design was built on two main experimental variables: 1) the working method, based
on the use of specific operational elements (described in § 2.2) and operating procedures
(described in § 4.1.5), and 2) the type of the traffic flow. The levels of these variables are
described below.
 Working method (Vectors vs PMS)
Two levels of this variable were assessed during the simulation:



Current working method (see § 4.1.5.1) with RNAV routeings and “open-loop” radar
vectoring between the IAF and the FAF (Vectors).
Point Merge procedures with dedicated RNAV routeings and embedded Continuous
Descent Approach techniques (PMS).

 Traffic flow type (Non metered vs Metered)
Two levels of this variable were manipulated during the simulation:



Non metered traffic flow.
Metered traffic flow simulating AMAN operation.

 Resulting experimental conditions
The combination of the experimental variables resulted in a 2X2 experimental design
defining four experimental conditions shown in Table 5-1. Each of the conditions (also
called Organisations) included a specific combination of operational elements and/or
operating procedures as reported in the table below, in order to assess their relative
contribution to the expected benefits.
During the simulation 20 measured runs were performed, 5 in each experimental
condition.
Table 5-1: Experimental Conditions

Vectors

PMS

Non
Metered

Use of Vectoring procedures

Use of Point Merge procedures + CDA

Metered

Use of Vectoring procedures
+
AMAN

Use of Point Merge procedures + CDA
+
AMAN
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5.2. OTHER VARIABLES
Other variables were induced by the simulation characteristics.
 Controller role: Measured Controller Working Positions (CWP)
As described in 4.1.5, the number of controller roles involved in the TMA operations and
assumed to be impacted by the different experimental conditions depended on the
working method used. As the Final position was only used in the PMS conditions, 8
positions were measured in the PMS conditions against 7 measured positions in Vectors
conditions.
 Traffic samples
For each of the two traffic flow types (Non metered and Metered), the two AM and PM
traffic samples (see § 4.1.4) were alternatively used across the experimental conditions.
This was done to minimise the learning effect and to prevent the controllers from getting
too familiar with the traffic scenarios. The similarity of the samples with regard to their load
and complexity allowed the data obtained with the two samples to be grouped and
analysed together for each condition.
The resulting distribution of traffic samples over the different simulation conditions for
training and measured runs is shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Traffic Samples and Related Experimental Conditions

Training traffic

Non
metered
Metered

Measured traffic

Vectors

PMS

Vectors

PMS

DT70ANC

DT70ANP

DM140ANC

DM140ANP

DT70PNC

DT70PNP

DM140PNC

DM140PNP

DT70AMC

DT70AMP

DM140AMC

DM140AMP

DT70PMC

DT70PMP

DM140PMC

DM140PMP

Traffic name de-code: D = Dub_TMA simulation; M = Measured exercise / T = Training
exercise; 140 = 40% increase on 2007 traffic level / 70 = 70% traffic load level; A = weekday
AM traffic / P = weekday PM traffic; N = non metered traffic flow / M = metered traffic flow; C =
Current working method / P = Point Merge working method.
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5.3. ROTATION OF PARTICIPANTS OVER THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
Nine controllers participated in the simulation on the measured positions. Since there
were either seven or eight working positions depending on the experimental condition,
one or two controllers were “spare” during any one run.
Due to the limited number of measured exercises (i.e. 20), each of the 4 conditions could
only be run 5 times and full rotation of the controllers over all the measured positions with
each experimental condition was not possible. The seating plan was designed so that the
same controller never sat on a position with a given condition more than once. This
allowed obtaining data from a maximum of controllers per position in each condition,
representing more comprehensive measures and more balanced and informed feed-back.
In addition and as much as possible, each controller sat in each position8 at least once in
Vectors conditions and at least once in PMS conditions, in order to give each of them the
chance to experiment the different operational procedures in a different role. Due to a
number of constraints (see Ref [9]) and the consequent complexity of the plan, this rule
could not be fully applied: on the Coordinator position, controller G did not participate in
Vectors conditions, and controllers C and D did not participate in the PMS conditions.
The resulting controller distribution over the experimental conditions and control positions
was as presented in Table 5-3. Each controller is denoted by a letter, A to G, S and X (see
explanation in § 6.1).
Table 5-3: Distribution of Controllers over the Experimental Conditions and Positions

Vector
s

PMS

IN

AN

IS

AS

AP

Non
metere
d

GXAFB

ABCSD

DEFC
G

FGXES

Metered

ABCDE

DEFGX

FGXAB

Non
metere
d

XABCD

ABCDE

Metered

DCEF
G

FEGXS

FI

HS/HN

CO

BCGAF

SABXC

EDSDE

SABCD

BCDES

CDEF
G

XSABC

EFGXB

FGXSC

DEFGS

CDEF
G

SCDAX

GSABF

AXBCD

BACDE

SGABC

CFSAB

EDFGF

GSXEX

8

With the restriction of his/her rating for that position, as explained in § 6.1. Also, some minor modifications
to the controller’s allocation to the positions were requested by the DATCC team for the last four runs
because of the IAA management visit on the 06/02 (see § 6.2). These changes led to a less balanced
controller rotation on the Holding and the Coordinator positions.
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5.4. MEASUREMENTS
The measures and the related data to be collected during and after the simulation runs
were defined in order to provide comprehensive assessment of the different Human
factors and Performance aspects under investigation, described in the § 3. The table
presented in Annex A gives an overview of the link between the validation objectives, the
measures/types of obtained data, and the tools and techniques used to collect them,
described below.
5.4.1. Data collection Method and Tools
 Assessment of Human Factors Aspects
All the Human Factors aspects of the simulation objectives were mainly assessed by
subjective data, collected by means of post-exercise (filled-in by each controller at the end
of each run) and post-simulation questionnaires, questions in interviews and de-briefings,
and by means of observations during the exercises, gathering spontaneous controllers’
comments.
Specific tools were used to obtain data concerning the workload and situational
awareness.
Workload
Workload can be defined as the effect of task load on the controller and the degree to
which he accepts it. In contrast to task load which reflects objective task demands,
workload is influenced by the controller’s internalised standards of performance, ability,
and experience.
The specific tools used to assess workload were the Instantaneous Self-Assessment
(ISA) technique and NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire.
Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA)
The Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) technique is based on the use of a specific
device, the ISA box. It requires the participants to rate their subjective experienced level of
workload on a scale from 1 to 5. Measurements were taken periodically during each
measured simulation run with a flashing red light indicating when an input had to be made.
The level of workload was assessed by each controller by pressing one of the five
numbered buttons which range from “Very low” (1) to “Very high” (5).
With the ISA box, the controllers not only rate their level of workload but also their spare
capacity in the different experimental conditions: the higher the perceived workload, the
lower the information processing resources left available.
NASA-Task Load IndeX (NASA-TLX) questionnaire
The NASA-TLX questionnaire is a subjective workload assessment tool developed by
NASA. Based on the premise that perceived workload is a combination of 6 factors, it
derives an overall workload score from a multi-dimensional 10-point rating scale.
The NASA-TLX scale was included in the post-exercise questionnaire in addition to specific
questions addressing workload (see Annex C).
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Situational Awareness
Situational awareness can be defined as “the perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and
the projection of their status in the near future” (Ref. [11]).
The specific tool used was the Situational Awareness for SHAPE (SASHA) questionnaire.
Situational Awareness for SHAPE (SASHA) questionnaire
The SASHA questionnaire is a self-rating questionnaire for measuring Situational
Awareness that has been developed by EUROCONTROL within the framework of the
SHAPE project (EUROCONTROL, 2004). It uses questions that focus on key elements of
SA which controllers have identified. The ratings are made on a 7-point rating scale.
The SASHA questions were included in the post-exercise questionnaire in addition to
specific questions addressing situation awareness (see Annex C).
 Assessment of Performance Aspects
The Performance aspects were mainly assessed by objective data, collected by means of
system recordings throughout the runs. The recorded data concerned controller and pilot
inputs, and aircraft navigation data.
In addition, for some of the performance components, subjective data was also collected
through controller feedback and comments, and questionnaire ratings.
The MUDPIE (Multiple User Data Processing Interactive Environment) analysis tool was
used both to retrieve the recorded data (AIR, TELECOM, CWP and ISA) from the
simulation platform and to deliver them in a format that can be used for data analysis and
exploration. Recorded data treatment was performed using the SAS tool.
Specific analyses of the recorded data were performed for the assessment of Safety
(measure of the Aircraft Proximity Index to evaluate the degree of severity of losses of
separation, see Annex D) and impact on Environment (fuel consumption).
5.4.2. Data recording, Analysis period and Statistical tests
Each simulation run lasted for 1h30 minutes.
In order to allow comparison between the different experimental conditions, a similar
period of analysis is necessary for all the data. For all the exercises, the analysis period
started when the first aircraft within the recording period reached the FAF. The following
one hour of data was then analysed, using the appropriate data sample. Details on the
definition of all the metrics and the related data samples can be found in Ref. [9].
The first 30 minutes of the analysed period thus comprised departures and arrivals in
mixed mode operations to/from RWY28, and the last 30 minutes included only a few
departures allowing application of reduced separations for arrivals (3nm instead of 5nm at
touchdown, see 4.1.4).
Statistical tests (ANOVAs) were performed to measure the significance9 of the effect of
the experimental variables (working method and metering) on the measured data. The
results of the tests are reported in the tables of Annex F and in Annex J.

9 A result (observed difference) is called statistically significant if it could have occurred by chance alone
in less than N times in 100 (i.e. N%). The most used levels of significance are 5%, 1% and 0.1%, expressed
respectively as “p<0.05”, “p<0.01” and “p<0.001”
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6.

EUROCONTROL

SIMULATION CONDUCT

6.1. PARTICIPANTS
Eleven Dublin ATCC air traffic controllers and one data assistant participated in the
simulation. Nine of the eleven controllers were allocated to the measured positions, and
two controllers plus the data assistant to the feed positions.
Among the nine measured participants, seven were fully rated (denoted “A” to “G” in the
simulation plan § 5.3), one was rated for all but the Intermediate North and Intermediate
South positions (denoted “S” in the simulation plan) and one was rated for all but the
Approach and Final positions (denoted “X” in the simulation plan).
The qualified experience of the measured controllers ranged from 7 to 28 years, mostly
within the DATCC unit, and was distributed as shown in Figure 6-1. All of them currently
work as controllers, and six are also instructors. Five controllers already participated in a
previous real time simulation and all had experience with working in a stripless
environment.
Years of experience

Number of controllers

3

2

1

0

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

Figure 6-1: Experience Distribution of Participants

As illustrated in the Figure 6-2, different operational concept elements used in the
simulation were not all equally familiar to the participants. None of them had real hands-on
experience with any of the elements. Although all the controllers were at least partly
familiar with the P-RNAV routeings, and all but one with the Point Merge System
principles (mainly through EUROCONTROL lectures, presentations and sometimes
readings and discussions with fellow controllers), half of them were not at all or only
slightly familiar with the AMAN concept and CDAs.
Participants' familiarity with the Operational
concept elements

Number of answers

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
P-RNAV routings

Point Merge

Not at all familiar

CDA

AMAN
Fully familiar

Figure 6-2: Level of Familiarity of Participants with the Operational Concept
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6.2. SIMULATION PROGRAMME AND SCHEDULE
The simulation was conducted over three weeks in January-February 2008. It consisted of
one week of training and two weeks of measured simulation exercises, with a break of two
weeks between the training and the simulation periods.
The training week took place from the 7th to the 11th of January. The simulation weeks
took place from Monday 28th January to Friday 8th February.
Fourteen training sessions were carried out overall. Ten sessions were run during the
training week as shown in Table 6-1, and four supplementary runs were organised during
the simulation period, to serve as “refresher” training. This was necessary because of the
two weeks break between the training and the simulation periods. It also allowed a more
complete rotation of the controllers over the positions with the different conditions before
the measured sessions.
Twenty measured sessions were completed during the two simulation weeks as shown in
Table 6-3 and Table 6-4. As the operational procedures used in the Vectoring conditions
on the one hand, and the Point Merge conditions on the other hand were quite different,
counterbalancing of the experimental conditions within the 20 measured sessions was not
applied to avoid confusion for the controllers. Decision was thus taken to present the
different organisations successively in blocks of four runs each, in an increasing level of
complexity and building on experience, ending with the Point Merge Non metered
condition10. The four organisations were then repeated in the last four runs to allow “fresh”
comparison of all the conditions with fully-familiarised controllers. The same order was not
applied for the last four runs because of the IAA management visit on the 6th of February,
mainly interested in following the Point Merge System sessions.
As the four organisations were run successively in blocks of dedicated simulation runs, it
was felt that the benefit of the refreshment training for the Point Merge conditions would
be lost if provided too much in advance with regard to the related simulation sessions.
Consequently, the two Vectoring refresher training sessions and the two Point Merge
refresher training sessions directly preceded the corresponding blocks of measured
sessions. For these four final training runs, the traffic load of 140% was used (same traffic
as for the measured runs), in order to better prepare the controllers for the conditions of
the measured simulation sessions that followed.

10

Although a learning effect could have been expected between the successive conditions, no such effect
was clearly established in the final results.
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6.3. TRAINING
The objectives of the training were to:
 provide the controllers with a sufficient knowledge of the different operational concept
elements assessed during the simulation;
 familiarise the controllers with the new airspace setting and with the operational
procedures and working methods that were applied during the simulation;
 provide the controllers with a sufficient knowledge of the platform functions and HMI,
and the HMIs of the different support tools.
A stepwise training approach was adopted to enable the controllers to progressively build
up their understanding of the concept, procedures, support tools and HMI being applied
and used in the simulation.
As much as possible, problems related to the HMI, operational procedures and working
methods detected during the training were provided with solutions that were implemented
before the simulation weeks.
As illustrated in Table 6-1 the training session programme included:
 several presentations concerning the simulation objectives, content and organisation,
the operational concept elements, the working procedures and the HMI;
 3 hands-on exercises with 70% level of traffic (1 in Vectors and 2 in PMS conditions)
lasting from 30 to 60 minutes, in order to get familiarised with all the HMI aspects and
possible interactions with the system. Controllers were free to sit on any position;
 10 training runs lasting approximately 1h15min, with 3 runs in each of 3 of the
experimental conditions (Vectors non metered, PMS Metered, PMS non metered) and
only 1 run in the Vectors Metered condition. After the system crash during the second
run in this condition, it was indeed considered that no more training was necessary for
Vectors Metered condition as it was based on the current working methods with the
only difference of metered traffic. It was decided to rather concentrate on ensuring the
completeness of the training sessions in the PMS conditions. After the second system
crash in the PMS non metered condition on that same day, that lost training session
was replaced by a supplementary session added at the end of the training week.
Eight of the training sessions were run with traffic levels of 70%. On DATCC team
request, and for subjective comparison purposes with their current situation, the two
last training sessions in the Vectors non metered condition were run with traffic
loaded at 140%. In order to maintain controller interest, the training traffic samples
were used alternatively for the related organisations.
The nine measured controllers rotated over the measured positions during the 14
training sessions (including the supplementary 4 training refreshment sessions run
during the simulation as explained in the § 6.2) so as to experiment as many as
possible of the different experimental conditions and controller roles according to the
available number of training sessions. The seating plan could not be optimised for two
main reasons. First, one of the controllers (B) was absent due to sickness during 5
sessions and as his subsequent availability was not granted, he was spare in another
session. That controller was thus not trained on any of the Approach or Final
positions in the PMS conditions. Second, several modifications to the controller’s
allocation to the positions were requested by DATCC for various reasons that will not
be detailed here.
The resulting controller occupation of the positions in the different conditions is
reported in Table 6-2.
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Training debriefings were held at the end of each day and at the end of the training week
to collect controllers’ feedback and to provide answers to their questions. The debriefing
notes are available in the Annex G.
The last day of the training week controllers filled-in a post-training questionnaire to
provide the Validation team with feed-back on their level of familiarity with the trained
topics, and also on the training programme completeness and adequacy. The complete
post-training questionnaire results are available in the Annex E.
Table 6-1: Training Week Programme and Schedule
Presentations

Questions

07/01/08
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00

Simulation and
training briefing

Hands-on
exercise

Training
exercise

08/01/08

Questionnaire

09/01/08

Concept elements
presentations

Debriefing
session

Break

10/01/08

11/01/08
PMS Non Metered

PMS Metered

PMS Metered

DT70AMP

DT70AMP

DT70PNP
(replaces aborted)

Break

Break

Break

PMS Metered

Vectors Metered
DT70PMC

Break

HMI presentations

Break
Vectors Non
Metered
DT70ANC
Review/Questions

Aborted
exercise

DT70PMP

Vectors Non
Metered

Debrief

DM140ANC
Post training Quest.

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Tools and concept
elements
presentations

PMS Metered
DT70AMP

Lunch

Review/Questions

Lunch off-site
Break
PMS Non Metered
DT70PNP

DT70AMC
Break

Vectors Non Metered
DT70ANC
Run debrief

Vectors Non
Metered

Concept elements
presentations

Break
PMS Non Metered

DT70ANC

15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00

Vectors Non
Metered
DM140PNC

DT70ANP

Debrief

PMS Non Metered
DT70ANP

Vectors Metered
Review/Questions

Break

Training week
debrief

Debrief

Debrief

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00

Table 6-2: Distribution of Controllers during the Experimental and Training Sessions

Vector
s
PMS

30

Non metered
Metered
Non metered
Metered

IN

AN

IS

AS

AP

HS/HN

CO

XCEA

AXGF

BACX

CGXS

DSAE

FI

EDSD

GEBC

FD

AC

GA

DE

SB

EG

XS

ECXB
FFGD

CDFX
GCXE

GEED
XAEG

XFCS
AGSB

AGSF
SDAC

BSGA
ESDX

FXAE
DXCA

SADG
CEFS
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6.4. SIMULATION
Measured exercises were conducted based on 3 sessions per day according to the
simulation plan presented in Table 6-3 and Table 6-4.
Each measured exercise was run for approximately 1 hour 30 minutes and was followed
by a post-exercise questionnaire. The complete post-exercise questionnaire results are
available in the Annex E.
During the runs, observers were present in the operations room to capture spontaneous
controller comments, and solve occurring problems.
The system crashed during the first run of the Vectors non metered condition on the third
day of the first simulation week11. That session was re-run without further incident at the
end of the remaining Vectors Non metered condition sessions of the week, i.e. on the
31/01. The following sessions were brought forward and the spare session of the first
simulation week was used to replace the lost exercise and to complete the planned runs
of the week.
The remaining simulation sessions were run as planned without further problem, and no
other sessions were lost. Consequently, the three spare sessions of the second week
were used to:
1) simulate two parallel runways operations,
2) simulate simultaneous use of two holding positions,
3) give the opportunity to the feed controllers as well as to the simulation technical
team members to experiment the PMS on control positions. The results of these
three sessions are not part of this report.
The only other event to be noted is the IAA management visit that took place on the 6th of
February and coincided with many other visitors periodically present in the simulation
room. The controllers complained about the resulting agitation and noise and considered
that it was somewhat detrimental to their concentration.
Group debriefings were held at the end of each organisation. The debriefing notes are
available in the Annex G.
Individual interviews were conducted during the spare sessions of the two last days with
each controller. The interview results are available in the Annex H.
The last day of the simulation, controllers filled-in a final post-simulation questionnaire to
obtain further information on their perception of the different experimental conditions and
on the simulation. The complete post-simulation questionnaire results are available in the
Annex E.

11

The analysis of the technical problems encountered during the simulation is provided in Ref [12].
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Table 6-3: Simulation Week 1 Programme and Schedule
Presentations

Training
exercise

28/01/08
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00

32

Measured
exercise

Questionnaire

Debriefing
session

Break

29/01/08

30/01/08

31/01/08

01/02/08

Vectors Metered

Vectors Non
Metered

Vectors Non
Metered

PMS Metered

DM140PNC

DM140ANC

Simulation briefing

HMI review

DM140PMC

Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

Vectors Metered

Vectors Non
Metered

DM140PMC
DM140AMC

Vectors Non
Metered

DM140PNC
DM140ANC

P-Ex Questionnaire
Lunch

Debrief

Vectors Metered
DM140PMC

DM140AMC

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break
Vectors Metered
debrief

PMS Metered
DM140AMP

Lunch

Vectors Non
Metered

P-Ex Questionnaire
Lunch
Lunch
Vectors Non
Metered debrief
PMS Metered

DM140PNC

Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

PMS Non Metered

Break
Vectors Metered

Debrief

P-Ex Questionnaire
P-Ex Questionnaire

Vectors Non
Metered
DM140ANC

DM140AMP

Break

Vectors Metered

Lunch

Aborted
exercise

DM140PNP
DATCC Interviews

DM140PMP
P-Ex Questionnaire

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00
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Table 6-4: Simulation Week 2 Programme and Schedule
Measured
exercise
04/02/08
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00

Questionnaires

Debriefing
session

Break

Spare
session

05/02/08

06/02/08

PMS Metered

PMS Non Metered

Vectors Non
Metered

DM140AMP

DM140PNP

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

Post-Simulation
Questionnaire

PMS Metered

PMS Non Metered

PMS Non Metered

(Spare 1)
// RWY

Final debrief

DM140PMP

DM140ANP

DM140ANP

P-Ex Questionnaire

P-Ex Questionnaire

P-Ex Questionnaire

DM140PNC

07/02/08

08/02/08

Vectors Metered

(Spare 3)
PMS Metered

DM140AMC

DM140PMP

DM140PPP

Lunch
off-site
Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

PMS Metered
debrief

PMS Non Metered

PMS Metered

(Spare 2)
2 holds

DM140PNP

DM140PMP

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

P-Ex Questionnaire
Break

Break

PMS Non Metered
debrief

DATCC Interviews

Interviews

PMS Non Metered
DM140ANP
P-Ex Questionnaire
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DM140ANH

9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
13:00
13:15
13:30
13:45
14:00
14:15
14:30
14:45
15:00
15:15
15:30
15:45
16:00
16:15
16:30
16:45
17:00
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RESULTS
The results presented in this section are based on controllers’ comments and/or ratings
collected during the debriefings, individual interviews, and expressed in the
questionnaires, and on the analysis of the recorded data. The analysis was performed on
average values calculated over the 60 minutes of measured period of each of the
20 measured exercises.
The result analysis presented here addresses the effect of the different experimental
conditions (PMS and metering of traffic). The controllers’ subjective evaluation of the
Dublin TMA airspace new organisation and of the Single Person Operations is provided
through results of the questionnaires, debriefings and interviews, as shown in Annexes
E, G and H.
Also, only an extract of some of the significant results is presented in this section, the
comprehensive set of all the obtained subjective and recorded results can be found in the
annexes.
Note that as one of the Holding positions was only open during the last minutes of a
limited number of runs, the HS/HN results are based on a limited set of measures,
aggregated for both HS and HN (Vectors condition: 3 runs with HN and 2 runs with HS;
Vectors-Metered condition: 1 run with HN and 1 run with HS; PMS condition: 3 runs with
HN; no Holding position open in the PMS-Metered condition). Due to the small number of
runs on these positions, no meaningful statistical analysis could be performed on this
much reduced amount of data to investigate the effect of the conditions.

7.1. FAMILIARISATION
The objective of familiarisation of the controllers with the different aspects of the
operational concept elements and enablers was planned to be initiated during the training
and consolidated throughout the simulation. In addition to the operational aspects,
familiarisation with technical aspects linked to the simulation platform, i.e. the HMI with
the integrated tools and the R/T communication system, was also required.
Although all the controllers were fully familiar with the airspace used in the simulation, the
Areas of Responsibility and the operational procedures defined for the Single Person
Operations were new to them. They had reportedly different levels of knowledge of the
operational elements under investigation. However, whatever its reported level, this
knowledge was for all of them only theoretical, without real hands-on experience with any
of the elements (see also § 6.1).
At the end of the training week, the controllers reported being overall satisfied with the
presentations and training sessions provided to them on the procedures and the
concepts. All the controllers reported in the post training questionnaire to having received
enough training to get familiar with the concept of P-RNAV routeings and procedures, and
its related HMI. This was not the case for the other elements: two controllers considered
not having had enough training on the PMS and CDA concept, and three of them on the
related procedures and working methods. The training on the new procedures linked to
the split of work due to the introduction of Single Person Operations was also rated as
insufficient by two controllers. This was mainly due to two reasons. First, to the fact that
the rotation of the controllers over the positions was still not complete at the end of the
training week, therefore, not all of them had the chance to experience the related working
methods. (It was subsequently completed by the refresher training sessions during the
simulation period). Second, controllers felt that too many piloting and technical problems
hindered the training, at times turning the training sessions into debugging sessions,
preventing them from concentrating on the trained topics and the proper control task. As
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one controller stated, “debugging and training at the same time meant some of the
opportunities to understand elements of the approach service were lost”.
The HMI of the tools provided in the simulation system, i.e. the Safety Nets, Monitoring
Aids, System assisted coordination and AMAN, was not considered fully familiar by three
controllers, mainly due to the fact that most of the events initiating the tool-related HMI
display did not occur during the training, or was not meant to be directly used by the
controllers (AMAN). The general HMI was also rated as not familiar enough by two
controllers, mentioning particularly the complexity of the Transfer/Handover procedures
and the Intermediate and Holding positions being in fact the same sector (see § 4.1.5.1).
Although regular debriefings were held during the training week in order to identify
problems as early as possible and if necessary provide additional explanations, these
gaps in controllers’ understanding did not appear clearly before the end of the week and
the questionnaire results. As a consequence, the decision was taken to start the
simulation week with an additional hands-on presentation of HMI with particular emphasis
on those aspects that posed problems during the training (i.e. mainly the clarification of
the role of the tools, of the Transfer/Handover and of the holding HMI procedures).
Another issue was the level of traffic used for the training. As it was considered that
controllers would have difficulties in coping with higher traffic levels while in the process
of learning new and complex airspace changes and controller working techniques, the
decision was taken to base the training on “light” traffic samples of 70%12. Although
correct in principle, this argument is valid only if this first phase of training is
complemented by a second phase conducted in conditions of equivalent complexity to the
measured conditions, so that the familiarity with all the aspects other than the concept
itself (and including the traffic) has reached a stable level. This was not the case, typically
concerning the holding traffic, as the aircraft were only put in holds at high traffic levels.
Consequently, the holding procedures that posed problems remained unexplored. At the
end of the training week and following the two runs with 140% load of traffic, the general
feeling was that more training was needed with high traffic levels in order to become more
familiar with all the possible situations and enable the controllers to better cope with these
levels of traffic.
Unfortunately, the number of sessions allocated to training was limited, and only one
additional training session with high traffic level was run in each condition during the first
simulation week (as explained in the previous section). Although simulations conducted at
the EEC regularly stress the utmost importance of training, the training period is always
strongly time-constrained, and this simulation was not an exception in this respect.
Despite the previous familiarity of the controllers with the airspace (but not with the new
organisation of it), the learning process of the different concept elements, procedures and
environment was not sufficiently stabilised at the end of the training week nor at the end
of the training sessions. The familiarisation process continued during the simulation, with
the stepwise introduction of conditions of increasing level of “novelty” helping the
controllers to progressively build on experience. It was only stabilised at the end of the
simulation period, when all the controllers had sat at all the positions at least once in all
the conditions. This rotation was one of the means required in order to familiarise all the
controllers with all the aspects of the new airspace organisation, procedures and
operational concept. Hence probably also the absence of learning effect between the
conditions and the important inter-controller variability of the obtained results.

12

Except for the two exercises run in Vectors non metered condition with 140% traffic load as explained in
the § 6.3.
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7.1.1. Controllers’ Opinion on Familiarisation with PMS
Of particular interest for this simulation was how easy the controllers considered the
learning of the Point Merge working methods applied to their current airspace. After the
simulation, four of the nine controllers rated PMS as “very easy” to learn, four as “easy”
and one as “normal”. The general opinion was that even with very little training the PMS
worked “reasonably” well in normal situations. However, all the controllers stressed the
importance of having thorough training for unusual events such as go-arounds, aircraft
running off the end of the sequencing leg or emergencies. Quoting one of the controllers:
“to learn how to use them (PM working methods) in a simulator will be easy, but to perfect
it in an operational environment with varying aircraft and pilot performance will take time”.
Similarly, the importance of training based on simulation including non-standard scenarios
was emphasised by several controllers. For this, procedures covering most, if not all, the
non-nominal situations must be designed and taught.
7.1.2. Conclusion - Lessons Learnt with Regard to the Training
As a conclusion, it is useful to emphasise once more in the context of this simulation the
following often repeated and obvious facts:
 The system used during the training period should be more thoroughly tested prior to
the training period. No de-bugging should take place during the training, in order to
allow controllers to concentrate on the trained topics. Involving the controllers in the
acceptance sessions could be a means of pre-training them with the simulation
platform, HMI, and levels of traffic.
 The controllers should be trained in all the experimental conditions with the
appropriate levels of traffic in order to have the chance to experience all the different
situations before the proper simulation.
 The main driver in allocating time to the training should be the complexity and number
of trained topics, be it at the cost of organising several training sessions.
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7.2. WORKLOAD
In addition to the controller feedback collected during and after the runs through postexercise questionnaires, the impact of the conditions on controller perceived workload and
stress was assessed using the results of the instantaneous self assessment (ISA) box and
the NASA-TLX questionnaire. These results are analysed together with the R/T task load
and the stress-fatigue results. The results obtained with each of the different techniques
are first analysed for the different controller positions, ending with a final synthesis.
7.2.1. ISA Workload Ratings
The Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) technique allows continuous assessment of
controllers’ subjective perceived workload through periodic self-rating using a specific
device, the ISA box.
The ISA box equipped, with five buttons labelled 1 (Very low), 2 (Low), 3 (Normal), 4
(High), 5 (Very high), was available on each measured controller position. Prompted by a
flashing red light during 30 seconds, the controllers were required to periodically rate their
subjective experienced level of workload by pressing the corresponding button. The
activation parameter of the red light was set for every 2 minutes; therefore 30 inputs were
performed by each controller during the measured period of 60 minutes. As the
Coordinator controller was not sitting in a position but was moving between the other
controllers working positions, s/he was not required to use the ISA device.
The continuous assessment during the exercises allows identification of workload
variations throughout the runs, and completes the global ISA workload assessment
figures and post-run workload assessment obtained through questionnaire ratings.
The intrusiveness of the ISA device prompt from the controller point of view was evaluated
through a post-exercise questionnaire item. As shown in the figure below, all the
controllers considered that the prompt interfered “not at all” or only “a little” with their main
activities even at the busiest Approach position.
How much did the ISA prompt interfere with your controlling activities?
M ean Ratings
5
4
3
2
1
0
AN

AS

Vectors

IN

PMS

IS

Vectors-Metered

AP

FI

HS/HN

PMS-Metered

Figure 7-1: ISA Prompt Interference with Controlling Activities
(1=Not at all; 5=Very much)

The complete global and continuous ISA assessment results for each measured position
and for each experimental condition (organisation) can be found in Annex I.
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 ISA Global Workload assessment results
The global ISA figures show that except for the Approach position, most of the time all the
controllers worked with normal, low or very low levels of workload. Previous experience
with the ISA ratings within the scope of the simulations run at the EEC showed that “high”
or “very high” ISA scores for more than 40% of an exercise lead to a likely rejection of the
condition by the controllers.
This is confirmed by the results obtained here: in all the conditions the level of workload
was considered acceptable at all the positions except at the Approach position (see
Figure 7-2), where in the Vectors condition controllers worked with a very high or high
level of workload 46% of time. During debriefings and interviews they reported that
workload in Approach was very heavy, almost unmanageable and argued that these
levels of traffic would require splitting the workload between two controllers, one for initial
and one for final approach. Even though the level of workload was rated lower in the
Vectors-Metered condition (very high or high during 22% of time) due to the metering, it
was still considered much higher compared to the other positions, and controllers felt
uncomfortable and constantly under pressure.
This was not the case in any of the two PMS conditions; where workload was globally
rated lower (only 4% of high/very high ratings in the PMS condition and no high/very high
ratings at all in the PMS-Metered condition). This was, of course, partly due to the
additional Final position taking some of the workload off the Approach, but according to
controllers’ comments it was also due to the fact that the use of the sequencing legs was
quite straightforward and made it easy to cope with the demand, even when applying
reduced separation in the second half of the run (see explanation in § 4.1.4). With the
metered traffic, as the delivery of traffic from the Intermediate sectors was better
measured, controllers felt that the required separations were easier to achieve, and their
workload further decreased.
AP - M ean ISA values
100%

2
7

4

90%
31

14

40

55

80%
70%

38

50

60%
50%

35

40%
30%

35

20%

24
20

10%
11

0%
Vectors

Very high

High

27

3
1

2

0

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Low

No answer

Normal

Very low

Figure 7-2. ISA Ratings at the Approach Position
(ISA ratings expressed as a percentage of each level of workload ratings in each Organisation during the five runs)

For the other controller positions, there is a lighter impact of the conditions on the
workload ISA ratings. This is discussed in the following paragraph.
 ISA Continuous Workload assessment results
In addition to these global results, all the ISA scores obtained during the measured hour of
simulation were averaged for each experimental condition and controller position to
assess the impact of the working method, of the metering of traffic and of their possible
interaction. The result is shown in Figure 7-3.
In the Area North position the overall workload was rated slightly higher than in the
South position, regardless of the experimental condition, probably due to the
procedures put in place in the North. In terms of working method, the use of the
method was rated as significantly less demanding than the use of vectoring in both
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positions (AN: p<0.001, AS: p=0.002). The metering led to a reduction of the workload
level in the Area North position in both PMS and Vectoring conditions (p=0.002).
The same tendency was noted in the Intermediate sectors. Workload was rated slightly
higher in the North than in the South. In the Intermediate North position both PMS and
metering of traffic contributed to reduce the level of workload (p<0.001), the metering
effect being more important when using the PMS working method (interaction significant
at the 0.05 level with p<0.001). The adverse effect was obtained in the Intermediate South
position in both PMS and Vectoring conditions (p<0.001), not confirmed however by
results obtained by other means (see next paragraphs).
As pointed out previously, the most important impact of the PMS working method on
workload was observed in the Approach position. The use of the PMS entailing less
instructions and more structured flows of traffic, it was felt significantly less demanding
than using vectoring (p<<0.001). Although the controllers reported being more
comfortable with metered traffic in the PMS condition, the data do not show a clear impact
of metering, whereas it clearly reduced the level of workload under the Vectoring
conditions (interaction significant at the 0.05 level with p<0.001).
Effect on ISA ratings for sector AS

4

4

3,5

3,5

Mean ISA ratings

Mean ISA ratings

Effect on ISA ratings for sector AN

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors

Non metered

PM S

V e ctors

4

4

3,5

3,5

3
2
1,5
1

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors

Non metered

PM S

4
3,5

Mean ISA ratings

4
3
2
1,5
1

PM S

Effect on ISA ratings for sector FI

3,5
2,5

Metered
V e ctors

Effect on ISA ratings for sector AP

Mean ISA ratings

PM S

Effect on ISA ratings for sector IS

Mean ISA ratings

Mean ISA ratings

Effect on ISA ratings for sector IN

2,5

Metered

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors

PM S

Non metered

Metered
PM S

Figure 7-3. Effect of Experimental Conditions on ISA Ratings in all Positions
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7.2.2. NASA-TLX and Post-exercise Ratings
In addition to the ISA ratings, the NASA-TLX questionnaire and 5 items of the post
exercise questionnaire addressed assessment of overall workload and its different
components. Only an extract of the obtained data is presented in Figure 7-4 and Figure
7-5 below, the detailed results are provided in Annex E.
M ental Demand - M ean ratings per sector (NASA-T LX)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
AN

AS

Vectors

IN

PMS

IS

AP

Vectors-Metered

FI

CO

PMS-Metered

Figure 7-4: Mental Demand – NASA TLX
Overall Workload - M ean ratings per sector
5
4
3
2
1
0
AN

AS

IN

Vectors

PMS

IS

AP

Vectors-Metered

FI

CO

PMS-Metered

Figure 7-5: Post-Exercise Questionnaire Mean Ratings of Overall Workload
(1=Very low; 5=Very high)

In both Area North and Area South sectors the level of workload was globally rated as
medium, to achieve a high level of performance. However, all the assessed workload
dimensions were rated slightly higher in Area North than in Area South, whereas
performance was rated lower.
Although somewhat less marked, this same effect can be observed for the Intermediate
sectors, i.e. an overall medium level of workload combined with a high level of
performance. The level of workload and estimated performance were equivalent in both
Intermediate positions.
In terms of workload distribution between the Area and the Intermediate sectors, the
results of Figure 7-6 show a good balance in the North as well as in the South, with a
slightly higher level of workload in the Intermediate sectors (with about 40% for Area and
60% for Intermediate). This same workload split is observed in both North and South, and
remains unchanged in all the conditions.
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% sector workload managed by the position
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

45% 42% 44% 42%

56% 53%
55%
49%

53% 53%
42% 39%

33%

58% 60%

39%

0%
AN

IN

Vectors

PMS

AS

Vectors-Metered

IS

PMS-Metered

Figure 7-6: Sector Workload Distribution – Area and Intermediate Positions

As illustrated in Figure 7-7 the perceived sector conflicts management is quite evenly
balanced between the Area and Intermediate sectors, and corresponds to the workload
distribution figures. The perceived percentage of sector (North or South) conflicts
managed by each position is distributed identically (40%-60%).
% sector conflicts managed by the position
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

40% 41% 35% 38%

65%
61% 59%
56%

56% 54%
50% 55%

44%
29%

35% 32%

0%
AN

IN

Vectors

PMS

AS

Vectors-Metered

IS

PMS-Metered

Figure 7-7: Perceived % of Conflicts Managed by Area and Intermediate Controllers

In terms of impact of the conditions, the vectoring condition was considered to be the most
demanding environment especially in the North sectors.
In both North and South the PMS working method reduced the level of workload, more
importantly in Area North, with different levels of significance depending on the rated
dimension (NASA-TLX Effort: p=0.025; overall workload: p=0.014). In Intermediate North,
the overall workload and the R/T workload were rated as significantly less demanding in
the PMS conditions (respectively p=0.024 and p=0.021). The better structured route in the
PMS condition led to less holding management in these sectors and thus less R/T calls
and a better picture of the traffic situation downstream.
The metering of traffic contributed to further decrease the perceived level of workload in
both PMS and Vectoring conditions for all the sectors, this effect being more or less
pronounced depending on the sector and the rated dimension: significant effect is
observed in Area South for overall workload (p=0.012) and procedures workload
(p=0.017), and in Intermediate North for overall workload (p=0.003) and traffic workload
(p=0.019), the metering contributing to a great extent to reduce the number of holding
aircraft. Controllers felt that globally in these sectors metering had a huge effect on the
efficiency of handling the traffic and decreasing the workload.
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In the Approach position, workload was rated high in the Vectors condition, the integration
of both Northbound and Southbound flows to sequence the traffic towards the ILS axis
being highly demanding in terms of amount of instructions (headings, speed, and level) to
ensure a safe regulation of the traffic. In addition, controllers encountered some problems
with pilots having difficulties in keeping pace with instructions: “Due to the fact that free
vectoring was in use, I had to give a lot of instructions and required fast response times
which I did not get. Most of the instructions had to be given twice, partly due comms and
partly due to the fact that pilots could not keep up.”
In Approach, statistical tests showed significant reduction in several dimensions of
workload when using the PMS method as compared to Vectoring: the mental demand
(p=0.002), the temporal demand (p<<0.001) the required effort (p<<0.001) and the
frustration (p=0.010) in the NASA-TLX ratings, overall workload (p=0.026) and traffic
workload (p=0.006) in the questionnaire items ratings. As discussed previously, this clear
reduction was firstly due to the split of Approach into two positions/frequencies and the
consequent distribution of workload over two controllers in PMS conditions. However,
according to the controllers’ comments, the benefit of the PMS working method was also
due to the fact that it provided a systematised operation, thereby avoiding erratic and
unpredictable task and workload distribution between Approach and Final.
Again, as for the ISA data, there was no significant effect of metering on any of the NASATLX workload dimensions in the Approach position, but the performance was rated higher
when metering was applied to the PMS condition than to the Vectoring, reflecting the fact
that controllers felt more comfortable with metered traffic. This is also confirmed by the
ratings of overall workload which were significantly lower with metered traffic (p=0.026)
whatever the working method.
Although not significant, this same tendency is also observed for the Final position,
metered traffic leading to a decrease of all the workload dimensions, especially of the R/T
and traffic demand. The upstream metering of traffic may have allowed a better presequencing of the traffic that could have further reduced the need for speed adjustments
and thus R/T calls.
Globally, the controllers considered that metering of traffic was more clearly beneficial for
Area and Intermediate controllers than for Approach or Final, the metering of traffic for
Approach being in fact performed by the Intermediate controllers.
As for the Coordinator, the introduction of the PMS structure as well as of the metered
traffic significantly decreased the level of temporal demand (PMS: P=0.024; metering:
p=0.005) and to a lesser extent the mental demand, the effort and the frustration. This
result reflects the impact of a better visibility of aircraft distributed along the sequencing
legs instead of stacked in the holding patterns, allowing better anticipation of upstream
separations and management of the delivery of traffic on the legs. With the combination of
PMS and metered traffic, controllers’ reported feeling was that the aircraft sequencing was
already established and aircraft could be delivered to the sequencing legs in the arrival
order, which removed part of the cognitive task of sequence decision making and
alleviated the related workload.
For all the positions, these results are further confirmed by the ratings of additional
questionnaire items related to the perception that the controllers had of the required
amount of R/T transmissions, coordination, system inputs and label monitoring.
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7.2.3. R/T Task Load
The R/T task load is measured by frequency occupancy that corresponds to the
percentage of time a controller spends on frequency to handle aircraft, issuing instructions
and receiving read-back/requests from the pilots. Therefore, it includes handling of arrivals
but also of departure traffic for each concerned sector as opposed to some other
indicators (e.g. number of instructions) that only focus on the arrivals. Note that as intersector coordination was mostly ensured by the Coordinator (Dublin TMA particular
procedures), telephone communications are not included in this analysis.
The analysis of the frequency occupancy in Area and Intermediate sectors confirms the
subjective feedback reported by the controllers concerning the workload (see Figure 7-8):
 the frequency was slightly more loaded in the North Area than in the South Area
sector, whereas the same level of R/T load is observed in both Intermediate sectors,
 the task load was well balanced between the Area and the Intermediate sectors in all
the conditions: the average figures of frequency occupancy for Area (39%) and for
Intermediate (35%) controllers are equivalent.
 in all the sectors, the use of the PMS working method reduced the frequency load
(from 42% to 36% on average for the Area sectors and from 39% to 32% on average
for the Intermediate sectors),
 the metering of traffic further contributed to the reduction of the R/T load (from 42% to
37% on average for the Area sectors and from 37% to 34% on average for the
Intermediate sectors),
For the Approach and Final positions, the analysis of the frequency occupancy is also
consistent with the previous result analysis. In the PMS conditions the R/T load was
reduced from 55% to 33%, and confirms the even task load distribution when the
Intermediate and Final approach phase was manned by two controllers (33% for
Approach and 32% for the Final).
Frequency occupancy

Mean frequency occupancy (%)
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Figure 7-8: Mean Frequency Occupancy in Each Position
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7.2.4. Stress and Fatigue
Reported stress and fatigue are linked to the perceived level of workload in that they
reflect the ability of the controller to cope. The more easily the controller can handle the
traffic, the less work-loaded s/he will feel, and the less stress and fatigue s/he will
experience. The ability to cope is in turn strongly related to controller experience. Two
post-exercise items addressed the stress and fatigue aspects. The results are shown in
Figure 7-9.
They are totally in line with the different workload results presented above. There was a
noteworthy overall quite low level of stress and fatigue recorded in all the positions and
conditions. This result clearly denotes the high level of experience of the controllers, and
their ability to cope with the very heavily loaded traffic, new environment and procedures
without being overloaded. Even in the Approach position in the most demanding Vectoring
condition, ratings were in most cases only slightly beyond the medium level, and were
significantly reduced to a low level in the PMS conditions (p=0.014).
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Figure 7-9: Stress – Mean Ratings in all the Positions
(1=Very low; 5=Very high)
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Figure 7-10: Fatigue - Mean Ratings in all the Positions
(1=Very low; 5=Very high)
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7.2.5. Synthesis of Workload
To summarise, the analysis of workload results collected through different means
indicates that the Vectoring condition was considered as the most demanding
environment in all the measured positions, and particularly in the Approach position.
Very positive controller feedback was obtained with regard to the split of the North and
South sectors between Area and Intermediate (SPO) areas of responsibility and its impact
on workload. Reportedly workload was more evenly distributed in this configuration as
compared to the current situation (an Executive and a Planner controller). As commented
by one controller, reflecting the general feeling: “The workload distribution between
Executive and Planner needs to be shared more equally. Area and Intermediate gives this
shared workload”.
The different sectors were unequally impacted by the introduction of the PMS working
method and by the metering of traffic.
 Impact of PMS on workload
The most important impact of PMS was observed in the Approach sector, with significant
decrease of workload, stress, fatigue and R/T task load, in great part, due to the split of
tasks between the Approach and the Final as compared to the Vectoring conditions in
which the whole workload of the Approach phase was supported by a single controller.
However, the positive impact of PMS on workload was also observed in the upstream
sectors and for the Coordinator, the introduction of PMS providing a clearer structure and
distribution of aircraft along the sequencing legs, thus allowing better anticipation of
upstream separations and management of the delivery of traffic on the legs.
More generally, it was noticeable that the higher the initial sector workload in the
Vectoring conditions, the bigger the impact of PMS on workload reduction. This was
typically the case in the North sectors. Controller comments supported these results;
reporting feeling more comfortable and efficient when working with the PMS method in all
the positions, in that the PMS structure provided a better picture of the final approach,
even if the gain in the level of workload was not always statistically significant.
However, controllers considered that without well designed and efficient procedures put in
place to manage unusual situations (as aircraft go-around or aircraft running off the
sequencing leg) when reverting to vectoring was necessary, workload could rapidly
become unacceptable. In this simulation these procedures were not put in place and when
such situations occurred, controllers agreed that in a busy situation the need to revert to
“free” vectoring without the support of proper procedures sometimes made it very difficult
to cope and to recover the situation.
 Impact of metering on workload
The impact of metering of traffic on the workload was also globally positive. As it provided
steadier and already better separated traffic, it induced less bunching and significantly
decreased the need for holding aircraft in both Vectoring and PMS conditions, more
importantly in the latter. Therefore, it led to a reduction in the workload, the major benefit
being experienced by the Area and the Intermediate controllers.
Although less important, a positive impact of the metering on the final approach area
controllers’ workload was also observed, typically through the decreased need for
sustained speed regulation.
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In conclusion, both PMS and metering contributed to achieve an acceptable level of
workload even with the high levels of traffic forecasted for 2012. They brought in
complementary benefits, and controllers supported the idea that they should be put in
place concurrently, with the argument that without their joint implementation either the
upstream Area or Intermediate controllers’ workload (without metering), or the
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downstream Approach-Final controllers’ workload (without PMS) would be strongly
impacted by the expected traffic increase.

7.3. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
In addition to the controller feedback collected during and after the runs through
comments and one item of the post-exercise questionnaire, the impact of the conditions
on controller perceived situational awareness was assessed using the results of the
SASHA questionnaire. Only an extract of the obtained data is presented in this section,
the detailed results are provided in Annex E.
7.3.1. Questionnaire Ratings
As shown in Figure 7-11, the controllers considered that their level of overall SA was high
in all the conditions, without significant difference between the PMS and Vectoring.
However, feedback from the controllers was that with PMS it was easier to observe the
spacing between aircraft and to predict what was going to happen, since traffic was
vectored toward the sequencing legs with the correct spacing. This was beneficial for Area
and Intermediate controllers and especially for the Coordinator, as they all could see the
traffic heading to the legs and determine, if Approach was getting busy, when to put in a
Holding controller, increase the spacing between aircraft, etc, and thus be able to better
plan their activity. They stressed the fact that with the current system anticipation was
more difficult as traffic was vectored towards the holds, and it was “a minute to minute
thing”.
Metering of traffic had a slight effect, by increasing the perceived situation awareness for
Area controllers, and led to a significantly higher value for the Coordinator (p=0.041). In
support of this result, some controllers observed that there was better anticipation of
events when traffic was metered.
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7.3.2. SASHA Ratings
The SASHA questionnaire assesses different aspects of the controllers’ situation
awareness, such as their ability to plan and to be ahead of the traffic. It also considers
controllers’ attention (e.g. too much focused or surprised by an event).
By and large, the results of the SASHA questionnaire are in line with the mean ratings of
the overall SA.
Both Area and Intermediate controllers reported a global high level of situation awareness
in all the conditions. They always felt ahead of the traffic and able to plan and organise
their tasks without being too much focused or surprised by some unexpected events. The
Intermediate controllers nevertheless mentioned that holding aircraft and managing the
arrival traffic sometimes took up too much their attention to the detriment of the departure
traffic. Metering of the traffic had a significantly beneficial effect on this particular problem
in the Intermediate North sector (p=0.024) in that it allowed the controllers to feel less
focused. No other clear impact of either the metering or the working method is observed.
However, according to controller feedback, the PMS structure enabled a more ordered
flow of traffic in final approach which provided a better picture of the traffic even in the
upstream sectors.
As in the upstream sectors, the situation awareness of the controllers in the final approach
area was high in all the conditions. Although neither significant impact of traffic flow type
nor of the working method was observed, it was noticeable that the Approach controllers
felt slightly more ahead of the traffic in PMS than in vectoring conditions (Figure 7-12,
top), this same effect being observed with metered traffic in the Final position. This may
be explained by the reduction of workload and communications, increasing the controller
availability to plan and to anticipate the traffic.
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Figure 7-12: SASHA Ratings in the Approach and Final Positions

7.3.3. Synthesis of Situation Awareness
 Impact of PMS on SA
The global level of situation awareness was rated as high in all conditions and all
positions. With PMS, all the controllers agreed (5) or strongly agreed (4) that the ability to
maintain the aircraft in the lateral mode up to the merge point increased trajectory
predictability and allowed them to more easily anticipate the traffic evolution, thus
contributing to the maintenance of a clear mental picture of the traffic. For 6 of the
controllers, this clearer picture in turn contributed to decrease the frequency of late
detected or unexpected events. In the PMS conditions, the observed problems with
regards to unexpected events were reportedly mostly due to piloting errors.
There were several occasions where, in the Area and the Intermediate sectors, the
controllers reported having difficulties with the handling of departing and arriving traffic at
the same time as holding aircraft. Although this problem existed in both Vectoring and
PMS conditions, the PMS structure and the visibility it provided on the downstream
situation helped the controllers to better anticipate the situation and thus feel less focused.
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 Impact of metering on SA
The metering of traffic contributed to maintain a higher level of SA with both working
methods. The better organization of the flow mainly allowed the controllers to have a
clearer view of the situation that helped them to feel less focused on a particular problem
and to better plan and organise their work.

7.4. ACCEPTANCE THROUGH FEASIBILITY AND USABILITY
Feasibility addresses the “workability” of the assessed aspect (concept, procedures,
methods, tools, etc.). Usability refers to the ease of use of a tool, of a working method,
procedures, etc. (it is easy to do, to understand etc.). The term “operability” is also used
to designate usability.
Both feasibility and usability are key pre-requisites for acceptance and effective usage of
any new system, concept, procedures or methods. They are also strongly linked to the
controllers’ perception of workload and situational awareness. The PMS acceptance was
investigated using controller feedback from questionnaires, debriefings and interviews
addressing the feasibility of the tasks in the different conditions and the usability aspects
of the procedures and of the HMI.
7.4.1. General Feedback on Feasibility
The overall feasibility of tasks was rated as achievable in all the conditions. However,
three controllers expressed some difficulties in the PMS conditions in the Approach
(1 run) and the Final (2 runs) positions. According to the controllers’ feedback, the
encountered difficulties in the final approach phase were mainly due to the lack of
recovery procedures in case of sequence leg overrun or missed approach when aircraft
had to go-around. As these procedures were not clearly defined in the simulation,
controllers had to manage the situation by vectoring the problematic aircraft amongst
those already on course to the merge point. This, in turn, led to a knock-on effect on the
surrounding aircraft and increased the level of workload at the Approach and Final
positions.
7.4.2. Perceived Benefits and Disadvantages of PMS
Although they expressed a number of concerns with regard to PMS, all the controllers were
exceedingly positive about its potential benefits. Both perceived benefits and concerns are
listed hereafter.
 Benefits
According to all the participants, the PMS working method and structure, jointly with SPO
implementation in the Area and Intermediate sectors, was beneficial in that it enabled a
better balanced distribution of workload throughout the TMA. The reduction in workload
was especially felt in the final approach phase mostly due to the clear reduction in the
number of R/T calls. As reported by one of the controllers “Area uses speed and possibly
marginal vectoring to initiate a sequence, then Intermediate uses maybe more vectoring
and speed control to provide longitudinal separation to the legs, then Approach refines the
spacing from a clear picture and feeds traffic to Final who monitors the spacing for
maximum efficiency. This seems to be an even and balanced distribution of work through
out.”
The sequencing task was rated as more efficient with the use of PMS, as controllers
considered that it was easier to sequence traffic and to achieve and monitor consistent
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spacing, enabling an optimal use of the runway capacity. Reportedly, achieving consistent
3NM of spacing over the threshold was easier when using the PMS structure.
In addition to providing benefits to the controllers, the participants also mentioned the
improved quality of service to pilots and more generally to airlines when using the more
systemised nature of PMS: they mentioned the reduction of workload for pilots (less
instructions), reduced necessity for holding, and an increased predictability of the aircraft
4D trajectory (aircraft remaining in lateral navigation mode) and consequently achievable
CDAs.
 Issues
The main issued raised by the controllers concerned the handling of non nominal situations
such as aircraft running off the sequencing legs and missed approaches, and the lack of
proper procedures to cope with those situations. The “free vectoring” procedures used in
these situations during the simulation caused problems in that they had a knock-on effect
on all the other aircraft which all had to be vectored in turn. Therefore, controllers strongly
argued that as a pre-requisite for achieving a fully operational system, suitable recovery
procedures for non nominal situations within the PMS structure, as well as clear
coordination procedures between controllers and refined holding procedures, should be
defined.
The second concern repeatedly expressed by the controllers was the possible loss of
reportedly “vital” vectoring skills. As the PMS structure and the standardised related
method potentially removes the need for open-loop vectoring, controllers were strongly
concerned by the fact that, in order to maintain those skills up to the level required to cope
with unexpected/non-nominal situations, efficient continuation training has to be put in
place.
Finally, although the controllers did not report feeling less vigilant using PMS than with the
current method, they also mentioned that the PMS method might bring in some kind of
boredom in non-busy situations and consequently have a potential negative impact on
vigilance.
7.4.3. Usability
No additional support tool to PMS was considered necessary by the controllers. The only
suggestion to enhance its usability was to add a “safety line” on the video map display to
indicate to the Approach controller the point at which the descent instruction could be
issued after the aircraft has turned off the sequencing leg.
With respect to the general HMI used in the simulation, two major issues were raised by
the controllers. The first was related to the difficulty to read label information, considered
by a majority of controllers as too small with regards to their seated distance from the
radar display.
The second point was that due to the relative unfamiliarity of the controllers with the
transfer procedures put in place in the simulation, transfer/assume of aircraft was
sometimes input by the controllers at a different time than issuance of transfer/assume
instructions to the pilot. This caused confusion in subsequent issuance of instructions and
contributed to slow down the flow of traffic.
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7.4.4. Synthesis of Acceptance
The controllers were generally positive about the PMS and metered traffic, stressing the
feasibility and usability of the method and of the related HMI features. Despite the
problems due to unexpected events, they considered that PMS would be hugely beneficial
to Dublin. They stressed the potential benefits it could bring in terms of reducing traffic
bunching (especially when combined with metering), reducing controller and pilot
workload (less R/T communications) and improving the predictability of traffic.
However, they all strongly recommended that the procedures needed to be further
developed and clarified in order to bring the system to a level where it could deliver its full
potential benefit.
All the controllers agreed that with new defined procedures and thorough training, this
system would be greatly beneficial because it was “so simple and straightforward”. It was
argued that Dublin needs a system like this because of the rise in capacity and the ability
of PMS to cope with this rise.

7.5. ROLES AND TASKS
The impact of the conditions on the controllers’ roles, responsibilities and task distribution
was assessed using subjective feedback from the controllers and data recorded during
the exercises. One of the main focuses was to determine whether the task distribution
between the controllers was suitable and especially if there was an acceptable work
balance between the Approach and the Final controllers. The impact of the Single Person
Operations on the PMS was also an element to be taken into consideration.
Subjective results were further completed by recorded data, i.e. the manoeuvre
instructions issued by the controllers to handle the incoming traffic. It is assumed that the
type of manoeuvring instructions used by controllers is an indicator of how they perform
the task of sequencing the arrival flows.
7.5.1. Subjective Results
Overall, it was considered that the implementation of Single Person Operations led to a far
better distribution of the tasks. According to the participants, it enabled a better focus on
points of conflict as each controller did the sequencing, as opposed to the current system
where the Executive controller is far busier than the Planner. Moreover, it was also felt
that co-ordination between Area and Intermediate controllers was easier due to the close
location of their working positions.
According to the questionnaire ratings, the building and maintaining of the sequence was
globally rated as quite manageable by the Area and Intermediate controllers, although it
was considered as being slightly easier in the Area South position, and equivalent in both
Intermediate positions. With regards to providing better pre-sequenced flows of traffic, the
Area and Intermediate controllers considered that metering globally made the building and
maintaining of spacing tasks slightly easier. There was no (overall) clear impact of the
working method observed in Area and Intermediate positions as the maintaining and
sequencing tasks were globally rated equivalent in both PMS and Vectoring conditions.
However, during the individual interviews the controllers felt that the impact of PMS on the
Area and Intermediate positions led to traffic being dealt with in a more efficient way.
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One of the main concerns for the Intermediate controllers, however, was that in periods of
heavy traffic loads, they were trying to de-conflict arrivals and departures and at the same
time trying to sequence arrivals to the beginning of the leg. It was felt that in this case,
when sequencing traffic to the leg, a Holding controller should be put in place especially in
periods of busy traffic in order to take some of the pressure off.
In the Approach position, the sequencing tasks were globally felt slightly more difficult
than in the upstream sectors where the sequence was prepared. As illustrated in Figure
7-13, the use of PMS clearly made the maintaining of separation and the spacing task
easier than in vectoring conditions (p=0.013 and p=0.015). With PMS, controllers felt that
the task distribution between the Approach and the Final controllers was suitable particularly with regards to the sequence of instructions to the aircraft. This can be
attributed to the fact that with the help of the markers (5nm) on the screen, Approach
controllers could accurately sequence aircraft towards the merge point in issuing a directto instruction once the required separation with the preceding aircraft was reached;
whereas in the Vectoring conditions the Approach controllers had to ensure the separation
and to build the sequence with many heading instructions.
Concerning the traffic flow type, although no significant differences were observed, it was
noticeable that the difficulty of the sequencing and spacing tasks was reduced when the
metering of traffic was used with the PMS structure. Indeed, the structure of the
sequencing legs could allow easier sequencing of the clusters of aircraft coming from both
IAFs (e.g. one flow behind the other) when they were well pre-sequenced. When using the
Vectoring method, there was no predefined route to follow in order to integrate flows
coming from the two entry points. Therefore, the Approach controllers had to more
frequently “break” the incoming clusters of traffic even though it had been well pre
sequenced upstream.
It was felt that because of the split roles of Approach and Final, achieving the 3nm
spacing at touchdown was easier. However, one of the controllers in the interview
suggested that in a real life situation controllers would put a 6nm separation between
aircraft instead of 4nm before they handed the aircraft to the Final controller, because in
case of any problem, separation could be lost very quickly. He argued that more leeway
was needed to allow more flexibility.
In the Final position, the controllers felt that the maintaining of the sequence as well as the
spacing task were quite manageable with the PMS method. There was no observable
significant impact of the traffic flow type.
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Figure 7-13: Managing Aircraft Sequence in the Approach and Final Positions
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In the Coordinator position the questionnaire ratings showed that the use of the PMS
working method as well as the metering of traffic made the sequencing and spacing tasks
easier. According to the controllers, the Coordinator controller role was changed with the
use of PMS to become more pro-active with more structured responsibilities than with the
current Vectoring methods. The Coordinator role with the PMS was mainly to assist the
Area/Intermediate controllers with traffic going onto the sequencing legs with the
appropriate separation, and adjusting the continued flow when necessary i.e. when a
problem such as a go-around occurred in the final approach area. In PMS, especially
when the traffic was metered, it was stated that the Coordinator was able easily to
maintain the global (traffic) picture thus enabling the overall traffic handling strategy in the
TMA to be organised.
7.5.2. Recorded Data
The respective usage of level, speed, heading and direct instructions was analysed as a
function of the condition. In accordance with the metrics used for flight efficiency in the
CFMU Network Operations report 2007 (Ref. [13]), a distinction is made between enroute
and TMA by considering the TMA to be encompassed within a 30 NM radius of the airport.
Note that the results and figures presented hereafter for TMA are focused on the arrival
traffic in the airspace, where the major changes in the sequencing task due to the
introduction of the Point Merge System are expected.
 Distribution of manoeuvre instructions
The repartition of manoeuvre instructions gives an objective assessment of the controllers’
sequencing activity over incoming traffic in terms of number of instructions and respective
roles.
In the Area sectors, the Area controllers built a sequence of aircraft arriving from different
entry points into the TMA airspace. This pre regulation of traffic was handled by issuing
approximately 72 manoeuvre instructions on average during one hour. These instructions
were mainly for level (55%) and speed (35%). In line with previous results, the North Area
sector required slightly more instructions (77) than the South one (67).
In both positions, a global reduction of the number of instructions was observed when the
traffic was metered. Due to less need for regulation, a reduction of almost 30% of the
number of instructions was observed, mainly due to the reduction in level instructions.
In comparison with Vectoring, the use of the PMS working method led to a decrease of
about 20% in the number of required instructions due to the reduction in speed and level
instructions issued to build the sequence. This was facilitated by the fact that the PMS
structure could absorb more delay downstream in Intermediate and Final approach which
in turn helped reduce the bottleneck in traffic.
In both Intermediate sectors, the global number of instructions was equivalent to the
number of instructions issued in the Area positions (71 instructions given in one hour) and
well balanced between the North and South positions. The sequencing of inbound aircraft
from Area sectors was also mainly achieved by use of level (55%) and speed instructions
(22%). Similar to the Area positions, a 20% decrease in the number of instructions was
observed when traffic was metered. This was further decreased by 16% with the PMS
working method due to the greatly reduced need for holding to pre-regulate traffic.
As expected, the major change in terms of roles and tasks was observed in Intermediate
and Final approach area (AP and FI). The analysis of the division (Figure 7-14) and
geographical distribution of manoeuvre instructions (Figure 7-15) provides an objective
assessment of the impact of the different working methods on the sequencing activity in
approach. When using the PMS working method, a clear decrease of 64% in the number
of instructions is evident in the Approach position (Figure 7-14 right). Although some of
this reduction can be accounted for by the division (in PMS) of the tasks into Approach
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and Final, it is mainly due to the reduction in the number of level instructions (64%) issued
and the elimination13 of most of the heading instructions (110 on average) which were
replaced by 38 direct-to instructions for lateral guidance.
In the vectoring organisations, the Approach controller had to issue many time-critical
instructions (heading and level issued at 20-25NM from the FAF) in order to sequence the
aircraft for ILS intercept which led to a reported increase in workload. When using the
PMS method, the task of Approach essentially consisted in refining the sequence order
(as established by metering), handling the integration with a direct route to the merge
point and issuing the ‘descend when ready’ clearance to the interception altitude (Figure
7-15 left). Then, once the aircraft had been transferred by Approach, the task of the Final
controller was to refine the delivered sequence and ensure that the correct spacing was
attained between aircraft at the Final Approach Fix (OP). This was achieved by use of
speed control instructions14 (Figure 7-14 left; Figure 7-15 right).
This is in line with the controller comments concerning the task distribution used with the
PMS structure: “The Final controller has only to look after speed control and there is
limited R/T interaction provided the Approach feeds traffic to the Final Controller in the
correct manner to get the proper spacing so that there is no need for vectoring.”
Although the PMS working method required an additional Final position compared to
Vectoring, there still was a 45% global reduction in the number of instructions issued in
the approach phase.
Due to better pre-sequenced flows of traffic, the metering required less need for
regulation. According to the regulation method applied, the metering of traffic slightly
reduced the number of level and speed instructions in the Approach position in both
Vectoring and PMS conditions (6% overall), and the number of speed instructions (31%)
in the Final position.
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Figure 7-14: Manoeuvre Instructions at the Final and Approach Positions

13 Heading

instructions may still be used to recover from a direct-to not correctly executed (e.g. pilot mistake)
or to handle leg overshoot situations.
14 A

few heading, level and direct instruction were issued at the FI position probably to handle missed
approach situations.
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Figure 7-15: Geographical Distribution of Manoeuvre Instructions

 Density of manoeuvre instructions
The density map gives another view of the changes in the number and location of
manoeuvre instructions issued in TMA in each condition (Figure 7-16). It represents the
number of manoeuvre instructions issued within a 1nm square.
In the UK interface sectors (Area North & Area South), a small difference is observed
between working methods for vectoring and PMS. This was due to the fact that in the
simulation, the navigation star points and times were not changed for each condition and
subsequently there was a greater requirement for AN and AS controllers to vector aircraft
in order to suitably deliver them longitudinally spaced prior to entry of the sequencing legs.
(This constraint would obviously be removed by appropriate inter-centre letters of
agreement in real operations). From there on, it is noticeable that the number of
instructions is denser around the entry point of the approach sectors when using the
vectoring method. This was due to the issuance of numerous instructions to manage
holding patterns that were located over those points.
Observing downstream from the IAFs to the runway, a clear difference is observed in
terms of number and location of instructions. In the Vectoring conditions, red areas are
observed showing a high density of instructions. In line with the result shown in Figure
7-15, this corresponds to the high number of heading and speed instructions issued within
a small zone of airspace at 20-25NM from the OP. In addition to decreasing the density of
instructions, the PMS working method greatly impacted on their location in the final
approach area. Recorded instructions were erratically located all over the final approach
area when using vectoring, but were completely contained within the PMS structure
(triangle made up by the sequencing legs and the merge point) with all aircraft intercepting
the axis over the same waypoint (the merge point) through a standard route. This should
impact beneficially on noise emission and noise contours.
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In both conditions, the metering of traffic slightly reduced the density of the issued
manoeuvre instructions due to reduced need for holding and less requirement for speed
regulation.
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Figure 7-16: Density of Manoeuvre Instructions in Each Condition

7.5.3. Synthesis of Roles and Tasks
First, regardless of the condition performed, it was considered that the implementation of
Single Person Operations in the upstream sectors lead to a far better distribution of the
tasks compared to the current operation in Dublin. According to the participants, it enabled
a better focus on points of conflict as each controller did sequencing as compared to the
current system where the Executive controller is far busier than the Planner controller.
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 Impact of PMS on roles and tasks
According to the controllers, the Point Merge System provided clear and better task
allocation between controllers throughout the TMA airspace while being more efficient
than the Vectoring method.
Although being located in the approach area, the Point Merge system slightly impacted
the sequencing activity of the upstream controllers in terms of instructions. On average,
this pre-regulation of traffic was performed by issuing almost 72 manoeuvre instructions
during one hour at each position including mainly level (55%) and speed instructions
(35%). In comparison with Vectoring, the use of the PMS working method led to a
reduction of about 18% in the number of instructions probably due to less need to manage
the holds.
In the final approach area, the PMS structure and method clearly changed the role and
task of the controllers. First, in PMS two controller positions (AP and FI) were used
compared to the Vectoring method in which the whole final approach area was manned by
a single Approach controller. This allowed a clear and suitable task allocation between
both controllers and facilitated the split of the high level of workload of the Approach
controller in the Vectoring conditions. In line with the controllers’ feedback, objective
results showed that the Approach controller determined the spacing by issuing a direct-to
the merge point, and gave the descent clearance towards the ILS interception altitude
before transferring flights to the Final controller. Then, the Final controller refined the
spacing using only speed instructions towards the FAF where the flight was handed over
to the tower. Although it required an additional frequency, the PMS method led to a global
reduction of the number of instruction in the final approach area of 45% as compared to
Vectoring where the single Approach controller issued many time-critical instructions
(heading and level) to sequence aircraft to the axis. Thus, the PMS method was reported
as making the sequencing task easier and more efficient than in Vectors condition.
As mentioned by the participants, although changed, the Coordinator role and task were
made easier by the better picture of the situation provided by the PMS structure and
working method. The overall impression of the controllers was that the Coordinator
controller was more pro-active, bearing more responsibilities than when using the
Vectoring method. His/her role within this context was reported as “vital”, typically in
helping the controllers to recover a safe situation in cases of unexpected events (e.g.
missed approach).
 Impact of Metering on roles and tasks
In line with controllers’ feedback, objective results showed that the metering of traffic was
particularly beneficial in the upstream sectors. The Area and Intermediate controllers
considered that metering globally made the building and maintaining of spacing tasks
slightly easier. The better pre-sequenced flow of traffic and less need for holding
decreased the number of instructions issued in the upstream positions (mainly speed and
level) of approximately 20%.
This in turn had a knock-on effect on the Approach and Final positions where less
instructions where issued in metered conditions. According to the regulation method
applied, the metering of traffic slightly reduced the number of level and speed instructions
in the Approach position in both the Vectoring and PMS conditions (6% overall), and
reduced the number of speed instructions in the Final position (-31%).
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7.6. JOB SATISFACTION
One of the main issues expressed by the controllers in the individual interviews was that
Point Merge involves less vectoring of traffic and while it may provide a more easier and
efficient way of managing the traffic, some of the challenges of the job may be taken
away. Six of the controllers agreed that applying the PMS method makes the work less
varied and stimulating than radar vectoring the traffic for Approach and Final controllers.
However, one of the controllers in the debriefing considered that in periods of busy traffic,
PMS allows the aircraft to move quicker and in a more efficient way than Vectoring, and
this alleviates some of the stress and makes up for the level of satisfaction which may be
reduced for the controller due to less vectoring.
In the ATC domain, there is a growing awareness that effects on job satisfaction may
impact user acceptability of new systems and concepts which can ultimately have an
effect on safety and efficiency. One of the objectives in the simulation was to investigate
the effect of the conditions on controller job satisfaction and changes to controllers’
current skills/competencies. These effects were captured during the interviews and
debriefing sessions and also from the post exercise and post simulation questionnaires.
Some of the controllers felt that long-term complacency with the PMS and the inclination
to be distracted could have safety implications as less job satisfaction might mean less
vigilance and most mistakes are made when people are not busy. However, when asked
in the questionnaire, the majority of the controllers did not consider that there were more
or less frequent movements of less vigilance than with the current working method. Some
controllers emphasized that with experience the PMS may take away some of the
challenges provided by vectoring aircraft and therefore lead to less vigilance.
With regards to skills and competencies, by the end of the simulation, all the controllers
agreed that they could be affected by de-skilling with regards to maintaining their
monitoring and vectoring skills over time. It was emphasized that regular training and
refresher courses would be required in order to maintain these skills. The controllers felt
that it is important to go beyond the usual written procedures and short induction training
courses which usually accompany new methods - they need to be challenged and
motivated by the regular use of training with a major emphasis on practicing the skills
through simulator training. In Dublin, controllers are trained for unusual situations which
rarely occur but in order to keep them updated, the controllers felt that refresher training
should be given for these situations should they arise.
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7.7. SAFETY
Most of the safety issues have been taken in charge by the EEC safety expert who
observed some of the simulation runs and participated in some of the debriefings and
interviews with the participants. However, to support the safety expert’s contribution,
several items of the post exercise questionnaire were used to report on potential safety
concerns linked to the introduction of new working methods. In addition, losses of
separation were analysed to provide a quantitative and deeper safety assessment.
7.7.1. Overall Feedback on Safety and Safety Concerns
Overall, although the global level of safety was felt high, the controllers expressed some
safety concerns. However, these concerns were more linked to specific situations in
which controllers experienced difficulties rather than attributable to a specific working
technique or whether the traffic was metered or not.
The main safety concerns mentioned in the upstream sectors (Area and Intermediate) and
the Coordinator position were related to the interaction between inbound, outbound and
holding traffic. Some controllers expressed safety concerns with regards to potential
losses of separation and management of conflicts between departure and arrival flows
within these sectors. They stated that the detection and management of conflicts could be
hampered in busy traffic situations by the ATCO’s capability to jointly handle departure,
arrival and holding traffic. Some situations caused difficulties in terms of area of
responsibility definition and availability of flight levels for departure traffic.
In the Intermediate and Final approach areas, excepting the level of workload that was felt
high when using vectoring, the controllers expressed some safety concerns about the
handling of non nominal situations within the PMS structure. As previously mentioned they
were not clearly briefed on the procedure to apply in case of leg ‘run-off’ and missed
approach. (“The run off at the end of the leg needs to be developed properly.” “Traffic
coming off the end of the legs. Where does it go? Needs to be set down”). The
reintegration was made by vectoring the problematic aircraft in the flow of the other
aircraft already in course to the merge point. This led to a knock-on effect on the
surrounding aircraft, as they all had to be also vectored which led to a high level of
workload at the Approach and Final position. Note that some recovery procedures have
been defined and tested for leg overshoot and missed approach cases in previous small
scale experiments. The general principle to handle such situations is to “isolate” the
aircraft experiencing the problem (i.e. take it out of the sequence) and lead it along a
pseudo sequencing leg (see example in Figure 7-17 – possible procedure shown by the
blue dotted lines) rather than act on the whole sequence. Then, when a gap in the
sequence allows its reintegration (eventually created by the upstream controller after
coordination), the problematic aircraft is re-sent towards the merge point with a direct-to
instruction.
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Figure 7-17:

LIPGO

Example of Possible Missed Approach Procedure for PMS

When asked if they could safely handle more traffic, despite the safety concerns they had,
the controllers answered that in Area and Intermediate positions they always felt able to
handle more traffic when it was metered, regardless of the working method. As the
inbound traffic was smoother when metered, it required less regulation (through speed or
level instructions) in those positions. This also required less need for coordination and
reduced the number of holding aircraft.
However, during some of the runs with non metered traffic, the controllers in the North
sectors mentioned that they would not be able to handle more traffic as opposed to
controllers in the South sectors who expressed no difficulty whatever the condition.
In the Approach position, the high level of workload experienced with the Vectoring
method led the controllers to feel most of the time (4 times over 5) unable to safely handle
more traffic, even when the traffic was metered. In PMS condition, due to the reduction of
workload in the Approach position, the method was most of the time considered as
possibly enabling more traffic to be handled. This is also confirmed by the post-simulation
questionnaire result, where all the controllers agreed (4) or strongly agreed (5) that PMS
would enable them to safely handle more traffic.
In the Final position, the controllers expressed two times that they would not be able to
handle more traffic be it metered or not. This again is due to the unclear procedure to
recover situations such as missed approach within the PMS structure. This was felt
disturbing by the Final controllers although their level of workload was moderate.
To summarise, these results confirm the ones resulting from controllers’ workload
assessment. The metering of traffic provided more benefit for the upstream sectors (Area
and Intermediate) in which all the controllers felt able to handle more traffic when it was
metered. A better pre-sequenced flow of traffic required less regulation, conflict resolution
and holdings. In the approach area the overload of the Approach controllers when using
the Vectoring method led to the inability to safely handle more aircraft, whereas the PMS
method was most of the time considered as possibly enabling more traffic to be handled
due to the reduction of workload.
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7.7.2. Perceived Number of Conflicts and Conflict Resolution Methods
In the post-exercise questionnaire, the participants were asked to rate safety aspects
concerning their perceived number of conflicts as well as the method applied to resolve
long and short term conflicts (detailed data provided in Annex E).
In the Area and Intermediate positions the perceived number of conflicts was globally
rated between low and medium. Although the PMS method slightly facilitated the
long/short term conflict resolution and slightly reduced the perceived number of conflicts,
neither the working method nor the traffic flow type clearly impacted the safety aspects
assessed.
As anticipated, in the Approach position, the perceived number of short term conflicts was
rated significantly lower when using the PMS working method compared to the use of
Vectoring (p=0.005). In addition, the PMS structure and methods were felt more helpful for
short term conflicts detection and resolution (p=0.033 and p=0.004). The more ordered
inbound flows due to the RNAV routes within the PMS structure allowed better anticipation
helping the detection of potential conflicts compared to the Vectoring method in which all
aircraft flew open loop radar vectors towards the ILS. Metering of traffic had a slight but
not significant impact on the conflict detection and resolution in the Approach and Final
positions (Figure 7-18).
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Figure 7-18: Perceiver Number of Conflicts in Approach and Final Positions
(1=Very low/easy; 5=Very high/difficult)

As for the conflict resolution methods, in the Area North sector, both the long and short
term conflicts were resolved using levelling off (46%) and speed control (42%) with the
non metered traffic regardless the working method. However, when the traffic was
metered, the conflicts initially resolved with speed control with non metered traffic, were
then resolved by vectoring aircraft. On the contrary in the Area South position, the PMS
working method and the metering of traffic led the controllers to solve the long term
conflicts by using speed control or levelling off, maintaining the aircraft along their routes
rather than by vectoring them. This was probably due to less vectoring room being
available in the South sectors, as mentioned on several occasions by the controllers.
In the Intermediate positions, controllers mainly used levelling off to resolve the long and
short term conflicts. Indeed, climbing or descending an aircraft is often the most
appropriate method to resolve conflicts between arrivals, departures and sometimes
holding aircraft. Although the traffic flow type had no impact on the conflicts resolution
method, the use of PMS led to more speed control usage rather than to levelling off
aircraft. This could be explained by the reduction of holding patterns that mainly required
levelling off for conflict resolution with inbound and outbound traffic.
As expected, the difference between both working methods clearly impacted short term
conflicts resolution method in the Approach position (Figure 7-19). Due to the method
itself, the controllers mainly used open loop radar vectors within vectoring airspace (56%
of time) whereas the speed control was mainly used (68%) within the PMS structure. To
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prepare the sequence the controller could maintain the aircraft along the route
(sequencing leg) and use speed control instead of vectoring them. This effect was even
more important when the PMS design was associated to a metered traffic as only 3% of
conflicts were resolved through vectors, against 83% resolved with speed control. The
vectoring possibly corresponded to the handling of non nominal situations as leg
overshoot or missed approach.
In line with the PMS working method and task distribution, the Final controllers largely
used speed control (93% of time) to handle short term conflicts. As aircraft were already
laterally spaced once on track to the merge point, the refinement of the sequence and
conflicts resolution was only made through speed instructions.
Note that some conflicts were resolved in the Final position by using vectoring (13%). This
again corresponded to the handling of a few missed approach situations.
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7.7.3. Perceived Safety Benefits and Safety Issues Related to PMS
The controllers were very positive with regards to the perceived safety benefits of PMS
but also expressed their concerns with regards to certain safety issues. The perceived
benefits and safety issues are listed hereunder.
Benefits
According to the participants, the systemised nature of the PMS working method and
structure enabled earlier anticipation which allowed them to perform conflict search and
detection more in advance of the current method. They also considered it to be easier to
determine when speed control might be applied to slow the traffic flow and to decide
whether aircraft needed to enter the holding pattern in order to alleviate workload in
Approach.
The sequencing task was rated as safer with the use of PMS, as controllers considered
that it was much easier to apply a consistent level of separation and monitor spacing.
They also mentioned that the significant decrease in the number of instructions issued,
facilitated by PMS, reduced frequency congestion and workload while enabling a more
balanced workload distribution between positions.
The quality of service (to pilots, airline/airport operators) was also highlighted as with
PMS, aircraft are on defined routes and the virtually removal of the need for vectoring
improves predictability.
Vertical separation problems are less of an issue in that aircraft are not circling and
situational anticipation is improved. However, as there is a need to carefully monitor traffic
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close to the sequencing legs, the controller felt that perhaps this should be the role of the
Co-ordinator.
Safety issues
The safety issues identified are grouped in two categories:
 Those revealed spontaneously by controllers via post-exercise and post simulation
questionnaires, and during the organisation debriefing sessions.
 Those submitted for controllers' judgment during individual interviews.
PMS safety issues revealed spontaneously
All controllers insisted on the need to define suitable sequence leg run-off and missed
approach procedures. (Note that having the Approach and Final controller located beside
each other was considered to be the ideal configuration to optimise the verbal coordination required in these situations).
A majority of controllers acknowledged the risk of losing vital vectoring skills following the
introduction of PMS. They stated that regular training and refresher courses would be
required to ensure they retained their vectoring skills.
Some controllers expressed concerns about the risk of degrading the skills necessary to
respond efficiently to unusual events, due to an over-reliance on P-RNAV. However, they
agreed that PMS contributes to the maintenance of a clear picture of the traffic situation
and enables more cognitive time for monitoring compared to radar vectoring. Indeed,
when interviewed on specific safety issues like entry on sequence leg at wrong level
(same as opposite direction traffic) or aircraft turning from sequence leg without enough
spacing from the preceding aircraft, one controller felt that those events could be spotted
efficiently.
Several controllers pointed out the risk of Intermediate controllers not noticing that
departures had levelled at FL120, by focusing too much on optimal delivery of traffic to the
sequence legs.
PMS- potentially hazardous situations submitted for controllers' judgment
The issues submitted for controller comment during the individual interviews were
previously identified in a hazard identification workshop held at the EEC which was
dedicated to generic PMS operations. Full details of all responses can be found in Annex
H. The issues included the following scenarios:
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Aircraft taking the wrong level on the sequencing leg.



Aircraft on sequencing leg descends without instruction.



Aircraft too close and/or catching up on sequencing leg.



Aircraft converging to merge point at inappropriate speed.



Too early descend when leaving sequencing leg.



Aircraft turns to merge point too early behind preceding traffic.



Aircraft in ‘direct-to’ merge point slows down creating separation issue with
following traffic.
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Impact of PMS on Safety
The general consensus was that implementation of the PMS working method would not
adversely impact on safety. In fact, they felt that the systemized nature of the method
coupled with its inherent speed control and level constraint procedures would bring
significant safety benefits.

7.8. CAPACITY

7.8.1. Spacing Accuracy - Inter Aircraft Spacing
The capacity is assessed in terms of inter-aircraft spacing and throughput (number of
aircraft that reached the FAF [OP] within one hour).
As described in § 4.1.4, two periods were defined for each traffic sample according to the
operation mode proposed to/from RWY28: The first 30 minutes of the analysed period
comprised departures and arrivals in mixed mode operations to/from RWY28, and the last
30 minutes included only a few departures allowing application of reduced separations for
arrivals (3nm instead of 5nm at touchdown). Therefore, the controllers who manned the
final approach area were tasked to achieve 6nm of separation over the FAF during the
first half of the run, and 4nm during the second half depending on whether Tower had
departures or not.
Note that the spacing was normalised according to the aircraft wake turbulence category.
Globally, the spacing accuracy achieved over the FAF (for 6 or 4nm required) was better
or at least the same in PMS than when vectoring. This indicates that the PMS working
method continued to match and sometimes improved on the runway capacity obtained
using vectoring.
For a required spacing of 6nm, in Vectoring (6.7nm) and PMS (6.4nm) conditions (Figure
7-20 left/side) the achieved spacings were similarly accurate in terms of average and
standard deviation values. However, with metered traffic there were significantly higher
variability and average values in both conditions. This was most likely due to the fact that
the metering created larger gaps in the sequence, naturally leading to several higher
separation values being recorded over the FAF.
For a required spacing of 4nm, although the metering of traffic still led to slightly higher
values, the use of PMS resulted in a more accurate spacing (5.0nm) than in the Vectoring
(5.4nm) condition (Figure 7-20 right/side). The small standard deviation values obtained in
each condition (about 1.3nm on average) as well as values at 95% show a regular
sequence of traffic along the axis towards the runway.
These results correspond to controller feedback on maintaining separations, reporting that
achieving the 3nm spacing was easier and that more consistent spacing on final approach
could be achieved with PMS than with the Vectoring.
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Figure 7-20: Inter Aircraft Spacing Mean and Distribution with 6NM and 4NM Required Spacing

7.8.2. Throughput
As illustrated in Table 7-1 below, the PMS working method resulted in an increase of the
total number of throughput aircraft compared to the Vectoring conditions. The better
spacing accuracy achieved in PMS conditions when 4nm of spacing was applied led on
average to the handling of about 2 more aircraft within one hour.
Indications are that the metering of traffic led to a lower throughput of aircraft in both
working methods in comparison to non metered traffic. Once again, this was most likely
due to the fact that the metering created larger gaps in the sequence, naturally leading to
the recording of several higher separation values over the FAF.
Table 7-1: Mean Throughput

1st half (6NM)
2nd half (4NM)
Total (1 hour)
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Throughput (number of aircraft that passed the FAF)
Vectors
Vectors
PMS
Metered
16.4
16.4
14.4
14.4
16.6
13.4
30.8
33.0
27.8

PMS Metered
15.2
14.6
29.8
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7.9. FLIGHT EFFICIENCY AND PREDICTABILITY
The results presented in this section investigate the impact of the working method and
traffic flow type from the aircraft perspective.
7.9.1. Distribution of Manoeuvre Instructions per Aircraft
According to previous results, especially in the final approach sector, there was a global
reduction of the number of instructions in the PMS conditions. To assess if the reduction
was equally shared among the aircraft, the number of instructions per aircraft that flew the
whole TMA airspace was analysed.
As illustrated in (Figure 7-21), a clear reduction is observed concerning the total number
of instructions received by an aircraft in the TMA: every aircraft received on average 16
instructions in Vectoring conditions compared to 10 instructions in PMS. This mainly
comes from a notably significant reduction in level (50%) and lateral manoeuvre
instructions (two directs instead of five headings). Whereas slightly less instructions were
issued in the upstream sectors (Area and Intermediate), the major reduction occur in the
final approach area (Figure 7-22) with four less instructions per aircraft. With PMS, each
aircraft normally received 1 direct instruction to the merge point, one descent clearance
from the sequencing legs to the ILS interception altitude and two speed instructions
(refinement of the sequence in the Final position)15. When vectoring, the Approach
controller issued on average three level, four heading and one speed instruction per
aircraft to integrate and sequence incoming flows towards the ILS axis. This confirms the
results from the controller perspective (see Section 7.2) where the sequencing task
comprised several heading and level instructions when Vectoring as opposed to one level
and one direct instruction per aircraft when using PMS.
Regardless of the working method, the metering of traffic led to an average further
reduction of two instructions per aircraft due to the lesser need for regulation. In effect, the
better pre-sequenced flow of traffic slightly reduced the need for level, speed and lateral
manoeuvre (heading or direct) instructions.

15 The small standard deviations observed for level and direct instructions in Figure 31 indicate that a few
aircraft received slightly more than 1 direct and 1 level instruction. This was probably due to the handling of
missed approach situations.
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7.9.2. Flown Trajectories
As anticipated, the analysis of trajectories in TMA shows a clear impact on flight paths
especially in the final approach area (Figure 7-23). Under Vectoring conditions, in addition
to tracing several holding patterns over ROKNA and TULSO, the main track dispersion
area is close to the ILS axis. In PMS conditions, the track dispersion is contained within a
pre-defined triangle (the PMS structure) located upstream of the ILS intercept point
(MALCO). In fact, the PMS structure enabled all aircraft to intercept the axis over MALCO
as opposed to Vectoring where the ILS interception point varied.
It should be noted that different working methods may have been applied within the PMS
structure with and without metering. In PMS condition, the final trajectories direct to the
merge point were dispersed throughout the length of the sequencing legs whereas most
of these trajectories were recorded within the second half of the legs in PMS metered
condition (Figure 7-23). This could reflect different flow integration strategies to build the
final sequence: either by following the “natural” arrival order over the entry points (“first
come; first served”) that equally shared the delays among aircraft (PMS) or sequencing
aircraft in separate flows (north and south) causing aircraft to fly slightly further along the
legs (PMS metered).
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Figure 7-23: Examples of Trajectories Flown in Each Condition

7.9.3. Number of Holding Aircraft and Time Spent in Hold
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The analysis of the mean number of holding aircraft and mean time spent within a hold
per run shows a clear impact of the technique used and whether the traffic flow was
metered or not (Figure 7-24). With non metered traffic, almost half of the aircraft (16.4)
were sent to a hold in the Vectoring condition whereas only 2.2 aircraft were held on
average in the PMS condition. Path stretching was achieved by holding when vectoring as
opposed to the PMS method where the approach controller could use the sequencing legs
to extend the aircraft trajectories. In effect, the PMS structure and method reduced
bottleneck situations in the final approach area and better facilitated delay absorption
techniques.
Due to the inherent enhanced pre-sequencing provided by metering further reductions in
the use of holding were observed for both the Vectoring and PMS conditions. Over the 5
runs performed for each condition, only one aircraft (average 0.2) was held in PMS as
opposed to the Vectoring method where, on average, 10.2 aircraft were held. However, it
is worth noting that the large standard deviation observed in the mean number of holds in
the vectoring metered condition showed a high variability. This could be due to the
application of different delay absorption and holding techniques variations by each
individual controller.
In addition, the analysis of time spent in hold per aircraft shows that the more the holds
were used, the more each aircraft spent time into it. For instance, in the Vectoring
condition each held aircraft spent 4’46”, whereas it spent 3’ in the Vectors metered
condition and 55” in the PMS metered condition.
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Figure 7-24: Mean Number (Left) and Time Spent (Right) in Holds per Run
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7.9.4. Descent and Speed Profiles
The analysis of altitude profiles shows a comparison between vectoring and PMS (Figure
7-25). In PMS conditions, aircraft entered the intermediate/final approach phase at slightly
lower levels due to the requirement to be at their designated level for the sequencing leg
prior to entry. However, these aircraft then continued to maintain higher levels for a longer
time before descent for ILS interception level at 3000ft. (Figure 7-26, bottom). This was
due to the new capability for Approach controllers to appropriately issue “descend when
ready” instructions to aircraft when they were on track to the merge point.
This gave each flight crew the opportunity to perform a Continuous Descent Approach
(CDA) thereby better managing their descent from the level flown along the sequencing
legs towards the ILS, which should provide environmental benefits in terms of reduced
noise, emissions and fuel consumption. On the other hand, the high level of workload
recorded for the Approach controllers under Vectoring conditions was due to the need for
earlier descent and stepped descent instructions to aircraft coupled with numerous
heading instructions in order to ensure a safe approach sequence.
Similar results are observed with metered traffic, except that, on average, aircraft flew at
slightly higher levels.
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Figure 7-25: Mean Descent Profiles in TMA and in Final Approach Area for Each Condition

While the mean altitude profiles flown in TMA in the Vectoring conditions give the
impression of being “more continuous” and more efficient than in the PMS conditions, the
analysis of the altitude profiles per aircraft shows that it was not the case. In Vectoring
conditions most of the aircraft were at 3000ft (ILS interception altitude) 20nm from the
FAF (and even 40nm for some aircraft), which is very fuel consuming and generates
noise. In the PMS condition, the working method allowed aircraft to be maintained higher
(FL70-FL80 along the leg) at 20nm from the FAF before starting a continuous descent
towards the ILS interception altitude.
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Figure 7-26: Examples of Altitude Profiles Flown in Each Condition
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The analysis of the mean speed profiles flown shows no clear impact irrespective of
working method applied except that, in the 20nm prior to the FAF, aircraft flew slightly
faster under Vectoring than in PMS conditions. In non-metered conditions, aircraft
normally entered the TMA reducing to 250kts IAS and following interception of the ILS
generally crossed the final approach fix between 170kts and 180kts. Similar trends were
observed when the traffic was metered. However, due to the better pre-sequenced flow
facilitated by metering, speed control was not as critical at TMA entry leading to slightly
faster initial speeds in the measured environment.
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Figure 7-27: Mean Speed (IAS) Profiles Flown with non Metered and Metered Traffic

7.9.5. Use of Lateral Navigation Mode
As mentioned earlier, the use of the PMS method required the introduction of standard
trajectories in approach through an RNAV route structure incorporating the use of
sequencing legs. In addition to the benefits for the controllers, standard trajectories also
represent potential advantages for pilots, in providing a better anticipation/knowledge of
future positions/path throughout their route. This section aims at quantifying how
long/much aircraft were on open loop vectors (heading) compared to lateral navigation
mode (LNAV or lateral managed mode).
To assess the respective duration of open loop vectors and lateral navigation mode, the
percentage of time spent by aircraft on heading compared to the standard trajectories was
measured. It was considered that aircraft left the lateral managed mode when receiving a
heading instruction (or a “continue heading”) and went back on lateral mode after a direct,
when they were held or when they were established on the localiser.
The analysis of the time spent in lateral mode clearly shows an impact of the working
method regardless of the traffic flow type (Figure 7-28, left/side). Aircraft spent
significantly more time in lateral managed in PMS conditions (97%) than in Vectoring
conditions (62%) throughout the TMA.
As illustrated in Figure 7-28 (right/side), this difference is even stronger when only
considering the intermediate and final approach phase (Approach+ Final) in which all
aircraft flew 100% of the time in lateral navigation mode as opposed to 34% of the time in
Vectoring conditions. These results demonstrate that the PMS method significantly
improves the quality of service to aircraft in that their FMS lateral navigation usage was
considerably increased particularly in Intermediate and final approach where the PMS
route structure enabled continuous FMS usage up to the ILS interception point.
Furthermore, the PMS structure could improve pilots’ situational awareness and
predictability especially in final approach where a CDA was always achievable as the
distance to go is known once the aircraft is “direct-to” the merge point. By definition, in the
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Vectoring method aircraft were not following an FMS defined route and were thus
sequenced with heading instructions within the final approach phase.
Note that although the metering of traffic had no impact when used with the PMS
structure, it led to the recording of slightly less time spent in lateral managed mode when
using vectoring. This was due to the fact that less holding time was necessary when the
traffic was metered and holding was counted as being flown in lateral managed mode
(direct-to holding waypoint and hold).
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Figure 7-28: Time Spent in Lateral Mode in TMA and in the Final Approach Area

7.9.6. Fuel Burn
The analysis of the mean fuel burn per aircraft gives an objective assessment of the
impact of each working method in terms of efficiency. However, the fuel burn analytical
models currently available are very aircraft type sensitive and their different algorithmic
methodologies often yielded inconsistent and, in some cases, contradictory results from
organisation to organisation. In order to demonstrate the potential fuel burn benefits
associated with the PMS working method, the chart below (Figure 7-29) shows the fuel
consumption difference per distance flown between vectoring (metered/non-metered) and
PMS (metered/non-metered).
In this case the analysis was based on the 45 track miles flown by each aircraft before
crossing the final approach fix (OP), located 4NM from the threshold of Runway 28 at
Dublin. The baseline for the vectoring method is represented by the red zero centre line.
The green line shows the potential fuel savings per aircraft that could be achieved with the
PMS method with its inherent embedded CDA. However, this should be considered as a
positive indication of potential benefit and a more detailed thorough analysis of fuel burn
data should be conducted in order to validate these initial results.
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Figure 7-29: Fuel Burn Comparison
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
These conclusions and recommendations are written to provide an operationally
conclusive summary to the results analysis.

8.1. CONCLUSIONS
Familiarisation


The controllers were generally satisfied with the pre-simulation and simulation
training but felt that further training on the different concept elements, operating
procedures and environment was needed in order to be fully conversant with
them.



Although the controllers considered the learning of PMS working methods to be
relatively easy, there was consensus that system debugging at the same time as
training impacted on the training quality and some opportunities to understand and
familiarise with the concept elements were lost.



Another issue was the level of traffic used for training. The controllers stated that
more training using high traffic levels would have been preferred in order to
suitably familiarise themselves with all the different experimental situations before
the simulation.

Workload


Workload analysis confirms that the vectoring condition was considered the most
demanding environment in all measured positions.



In the non-metered vectoring organisation, the Approach position registered high
to very high levels of workload 46% of the time. Similar recordings were register
for 22% of the time under metered vectoring conditions.



The controllers felt that the level of workload was acceptable in all other controller
working positions in both vectoring organisations.



They stated that the level of workload was acceptable in all positions in both PMS
organisations. In the Approach positions (AP and FI), recording of very high or
high workload was reduced to 4%, partly because of the division of the approach
service into two positions, but also due to the fact that the straightforward use of
the sequencing legs made it easy to cope with the traffic demand.



The controllers stated that with Single Person Operations (SPO) there was a
reasonable balance of workload distribution between the Area and Intermediate
positions with a tendency for higher workload recordings in the Intermediate
sectors. They felt that there was a better split of their responsibilities with a tighter
focus on points of conflict but raised concerns with regards to Intermediate
controller’s workload in busy traffic situations handling arrivals, departures and
holding traffic.



The consensus of the Area/Intermediate controllers was that metering of traffic
was particularly beneficial to them in that it delivered a steady better separated
flow of traffic, significantly reduced the requirement for holding thereby facilitating
a decrease in their workload all of which significantly impacted on their traffic
handling efficiency and ability to deliver metered sequenced traffic flows to the
Approach sector/s.



The splitting of the Approach into two separate positions (AP and FI) for the point
merge system organisations and the inherent working methods associated with
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them led to a clear reduction in frequency occupancy for both positions which in
turn gave the controllers more time to attend to other tasks such as co-ordination
and final approach spacing.


The Approach controllers also pointed out that the PMS working method provided
them with a more systemised operation, thereby avoiding erratic and
unpredictable task and workload distribution between the two positions - AP and
FI.



The introduction of PMS significantly reduced the cognitive tasks of the
Coordinator in that s/he had a clearer traffic structure with better visibility of the
traffic situation (as aircraft were positioned on sequencing legs instead of holding
patterns), while enabling better anticipation and management of upstream traffic.

Situational Awareness


Situational awareness was high in all conditions. However, the controllers stated
that with PMS it was easier to observe the spacing between aircraft and to predict
what was going to happen, since traffic was vectored toward the sequencing legs
with the correct spacing. In addition, some controllers observed that there was
even better anticipation of events in PMS conditions when traffic was metered.



The Intermediate controllers stressed that handling arrival flows while
simultaneously managing holding aircraft sometimes took up too much of their
attention leading to a reduction in their SA of departing traffic.



Metering of the traffic had a significantly beneficial effect on this problem while the
introduction of the PMS structure delivered a more ordered flow of traffic to final
approach. This resulted in a better SA of all traffic in all sectors.



The Approach controllers stated that they were better able to plan and organise
their traffic in PMS conditions than in both vectoring conditions.



All controllers agreed that the ability to maintain aircraft in FMS lateral mode up to
the merge point increased trajectory predictability and allowed them to better
anticipate the traffic evolution, thereby maintaining a clear mental picture of the
traffic.



By increasing trajectory predictability, PMS allowed controllers to better anticipate
the traffic evolution, thereby maintaining a clear mental picture of the traffic.

Acceptance

78



The controllers considered all tasks to be achievable in all experimental conditions
but expressed some concerns with regards to the lack of recovery measures for
PMS sequence leg run-off and missed approach procedures.



They all agreed that the PMS working method and structure coupled with Single
Person Operations enabled a more evenly balanced distribution of tasks and
workload throughout the TMA.



They highlighted the improved quality of service provided to airlines by the
systemized nature of PMS which enabled FMS lateral mode operations up to the
merge point and Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) profiles from the
sequencing legs.



They stated that PMS facilitated traffic sequencing and helped them to achieve
and monitor more consistent spacing on final approach.



They stated that with better defined procedures and thorough training the PMS
system would be greatly beneficial to DATCC operations because it would provide
them with the capability to efficiently handle forecast traffic increases over the
coming years.
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Roles and Tasks


The controllers felt that the implementation of Single Person Operations lead to a
far better distribution of the tasks. They stated that it enabled a better focus on
points of conflict as each controller did the sequencing, as opposed to the current
system where the Executive controller is far busier than the Planner.



The controllers stated that the PMS method made the sequence task easier and
considered it to be more efficient than the Vectoring method. It undoubtedly
changed the roles and tasks of the controllers, providing clear and better task
allocation between controllers throughout the TMA airspace.



The PMS working method decreased the density of instructions and greatly
impacted on their location in the Approach area completely containing them within
the PMS structure (triangle made up by the sequencing legs and the merge point).
This should impact beneficially on emission and noise contours.



The introduction of a Final Approach position enabled an appropriate and
unambiguous task allocation between both Approach controllers resulting in a
balanced split of the high workload experienced by the single Approach controller
during vectoring conditions.



Although for this particular simulation the approach task in PMS conditions was
split into AP and FI, there still was a 45% global reduction in the number of
instructions issued in the approach phase.



The controllers stated that the Coordinator role was changed with the use of PMS
becoming more pro-active and bearing additional structured responsibilities than
with the current Vectoring methods. His/her role within this context was consider
as vital in helping controllers to recover a safe situation in cases of unexpected
events (e.g. missed approaches).



Metering of traffic was found to be extremely beneficial in the Area and
Intermediate sectors in that it facilitated sequence build, reduced the need for
holding and significantly decreased the number of ATC speed and level
instructions issued. This had a beneficial knock-on effect in the Approach
positions.

Job satisfaction


The controllers stated that PMS involves much less vectoring of traffic and while it
may provide an easier and efficient way of managing the traffic, the majority felt
that some of the varied and stimulating radar vectoring challenges of the job would
be removed.



Some controllers pointed out that with experience, the PMS might take away some
of the challenges provided by vectoring aircraft and therefore lead to less job
satisfaction which could lead to less vigilance and resulting safety implications.



One controller stated that in periods of busy traffic, PMS allows the aircraft to
move quicker and in a more efficient way than Vectoring, thereby alleviating some
of the stress which could make up for the level of job satisfaction with less
vectoring.



All the controllers agreed that they could be affected by de-skilling with regards to
maintaining their monitoring and vectoring skills over time. It was emphasized that
regular training and refresher courses would be required in order to maintain these
skills.
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Safety


The controllers expressed some safety concerns with regard to the procedures
(current and PMS) they used. The safety concerns were more linked to specific
situations in which controllers experienced difficulties rather than attributable to
any of the conditions being evaluated.



Controller concerns for the Area, Intermediate and Coordinator positions were
related to the interaction between inbound, outbound and holding traffic where
difficulties arose in terms of area of responsibility definition and availability of flight
levels for departure traffic.



The controllers expressed a need to develop robust methods of handling of non
nominal situations within the PMS structure.



The Area and Intermediate controllers felt that they could safely handle more traffic
when it was metered, regardless of the working method. In non metered
conditions, however, North sector controllers (AN/IN) sometimes felt that they
could not have handled any more traffic.



The Approach controllers felt unable to safely handle more traffic in vectoring
conditions, regardless of the metering.



Some final controllers expressed concerns for safely handling more traffic,
regardless of the metering due to the lack of defined procedures for handling nonnominal procedures such as missed approach.



The controllers stated that the more ordered inbound flows due to the RNAV
routes within the PMS structure allowed better anticipation helping the detection of
potential conflicts compared to the Vectoring method in which all aircraft flew open
loop radar vectors towards the ILS. The perceived number of short term conflicts
was rated significantly lower when using the PMS working method compared to
the use of Vectoring.

Capacity


In general the PMS working method continued to match and at times improved on
the runway capacity and final approach spacing accuracy achieved when using
vectoring.



The controllers reported that 3NM spacing was easier to achieve at runway
touchdown and the better spacing accuracy achieved in PMS conditions when
4nm of spacing was applied for the FAF (OP) facilitated their ability to cope with an
extra 2 arrivals per hour.

Flight Efficiency and Predictability


Frequency occupancy within the TMA could be appreciably reduced by
implementation of PMS in that it could potentially halve the number of instructions
issued to and received by flight crew, particular with regards to heading and level
orders. In the PMS conditions, provision of metered traffic flows would further
slightly reduce the need for ATC instruction issuance owing to a less significant
requirement for speed regulation.



Analysis of flown trajectories within the TMA indicates that PMS, with its
embedded CDA, would significantly increase trajectory predictability and diminish
track dispersion, leading to improved planning and better collaborative

decision making processes between the airlines and the Airport Operator.
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The PMS working method reduced bottleneck situations in final approach and
dramatically reduced the amount of time aircraft spent in the hold by enabling the
usage of sequence leg path stretching techniques within its design structure. Allied
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with a metered flow, it also showed the potential capability for the complete
removal of holding except in the event of non-nominal situations such as missed
approaches etc.


PMS will increase the capability for ATC to offer continuous descent in the TMA.
Although aircraft entered the intermediate/final approach phase at slightly lower
levels, due to the requirement to be at their designated level for the sequencing leg
prior to entry, these aircraft then continued to maintain higher levels for longer time
before descent for ILS interception level at 3000ft.



The PMS method gave each flight crew the opportunity to perform a Continuous
Descent Approach (CDA) thereby better managing their descent from the level
flown along the sequencing legs towards the ILS, which should provide
environmental benefits in terms of reduced noise, emissions and fuel consumption.



Aircraft speed profiles will not be significantly altered by implementation of PMS
although some slight speed reductions are anticipated due to the inherent speed
control constraints of the procedures.



The PMS method will enable the near total capability for aircraft to maintain FMS
lateral mode within the TMA. This will be a very significant improvement in the
quality of service offered to aircraft.



Initial Fuel burn analysis indicates that potential fuel savings per aircraft that could
be achieved by the PMS method with its inherent embedded CDA. However, this
should be considered as a positive indication of potential benefit and a more
detailed thorough analysis of fuel burn data should be conducted in order to
validate these initial results.

8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS


For Single Person Operations in the current working method (open-looped
vectoring), controllers strongly stressed the need for the provision of two holding
controllers to support the Area and Intermediate controllers with future forecast
traffic levels.



The controllers recommended that the sharing of the workload between two
approach controllers (AP and FI), as practised in the PMS organisations, would be
required in order to cope with traffic levels anticipated for 2012 and beyond.



The controllers strongly recommended that, as a pre-requisite for achieving a fully
operational system, suitable recovery procedures for non nominal situations within
the PMS structure, as well as clear coordination procedures between controllers
and tidied holding procedures, should be defined.



In the event of PMS implementation all controllers stressed the importance of
having thorough training for non-nominal events such as go-rounds, sequence leg
run off and aircraft emergencies.



As the PMS potentially removes the need for open-loop vectoring, the controllers
recommended that efficient continuation training in vectoring for nominal and
recovery procedures for non-nominal situations would be required to ensure
sufficient vectoring skills were maintained.



The controllers recommended that for refresher vectoring training it was important
to go beyond the usual written procedures and short induction training courses
which usually accompany new methods - they need to be challenged and
motivated by the regular use of training with a major emphasis on practising their
skills through simulator training.
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With PMS, the future role of the Coordinator will become more important and proactive and will need to be very well defined. The controllers recommended that
the role become that of a Sequence manager, responsible for managing the
delivery of traffic to the sequencing legs or stopping delivery and holding aircraft
in the event of over capacity. They also stressed that the future role definition
would also need to take Military activity and Weston operations into account.
 To complete the IAA objectives, the development and assessment of operational
procedures to support the implementation of parallel runway operations at Dublin
and the integration of departures and arrivals based on agreed runway usage
parameters need to be carried out. In addition, evaluation of the introduction of
AMAN procedures at DATCC is required.

 In parallel, for EUROCONTROL, the possibility of enabling CDA from cruising
level down to the ILS is one of the Episode 3 objectives and this should be
evaluated along with attendant 4D trajectory management.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations and Acronyms List
A/C
ACE
ACC

Aircraft
Avenue Compliant ESCAPE
Area Control Centre

ADEP

Aerodrome of Departure

ADES

Aerodrome of Destination

AFL

Actual Flight Level

AIP

Aeronautical Information Publication

AMAN

Arrival Manager

AN

Area North Sector

ANOVA

Analysis of Variance (statistics)

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

AP

Approach Sector

API

Air Proximity Index

APT

Airport

APW

Area Proximity Warning

ARN

Area Route Network

AS

Area South Sector

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCC

Air Traffic Control Centre

ATCO
ATM
ATN
ATS
B-RNAV

Air Traffic Control Officer
Air Traffic Management
Aeronautical Telecommunication Network
Air Traffic Service
Basic Area Navigation

CDA

Continuous Descent Approach

CFL

Cleared Flight Level

CO
CTA
CTR

Coordinator (sector)
Control Area
Control Zone

CWP(s)

Controller Working Position(s)

DATCC

Dublin Air Traffic Control Centre

EC

Executive Controller

ECAC

European Civil Aviation Conference Strategy

ECHOES

EUROCONTROL Consolidated HMI for Operations, Evaluations and Simulations

EEC

EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre

EFL

(Sector) Entry Flight Level

E-OCVM

European Operational Concept Validation Methodology

EP3

Episode 3

ESCAPE

EUROCONTROL Simulation Capabilities and Platform for Experimentation

EUROCONTROL

European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation

FI
FIR
FL
FMS
FN

Final Director (final approach sector)
Flight Information Region
Flight Level
Flight Management System
Feed North Sector
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Abbreviations and Acronyms List
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ft
FS
GND
HITL

Feet
Feed South Sector
Ground
Human-in-the-loop

HMI
HN
HS

Human Machine Interface
Hold North Sector
Hold South Sector

IAA

Irish Aviation Authority

IAS

Indicated Air Speed

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organisation

IN

Intermediate North Sector

IRL2000

Ireland 2000 Civil Aviation Integrated Radar Display Equipment RTS project

IS

Intermediate South Sector

ISA

Instantaneous Self-Assessment

JAA

Joint Aviation Authorities

KM(s)

Kilometres

LATCC

London Air Traffic Control Centre

LOA (LoA)

Letter of Agreement

LP/LD

Low Power / Low Drag

(M)

Measured exercise

MACC

Manchester Area Control Centre

MASPS

Minimum Aircraft System Performance Specification

MONA

Monitoring Aids

MUDPIE

Multiple User Data Processing Interactive Environment

NASA-TLX

NASA-Task Load Index

NATS

National Air Traffic Services (United Kingdom)

NM(s)

Nautical Miles

OCT
ORCAM
ORG
PC

Operational Core Team
Originating Region Code Assignment Method
Organisation
Planning Controller

PEL
P-RNAV

Planned Entry Level
Precision Area Navigation

PWP

Pilot Working Position

QNH

Barometric pressure setting to give altitude above mean sea level

R&D

Research and Development

RFL

Requested Flight Level

RTF (R/T)

Radio Telephony

RNAV

Area Navigation

RPS

Radar Position Symbol

RTS

Real Time Simulation

RVSM

Reduced Vertical Separation Minima

RWY

Runway

SASHA

Situational Awareness for SHAPE (questionnaire)

SATCC

Shannon Air Traffic Control Centre

ScOACC

Scottish Oceanic Area Control Centre

SID(S)

Standard Instrument Departure Route(s)

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research
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Abbreviations and Acronyms List
SFC

Surface

SHAPE

Solutions for Human-Automation Partnerships in European ATM project

SNET

Safety Nets

SPO

Single Person Operations

STAR(S)

Standard Arrival Route(s)

STCA

Short Term Conflict Alert

SYSCO

System Supported Co-ordination

TBD

To Be Determined

TMA

Terminal Manoeuvring Area

TR

Tower Feed Sector

TSA

Temporary Segregated Area

UIR

Upper Information Region

UK

United Kingdom

UNL

Unlimited

UTA

Upper Terminal Area

WP

Work Package

WPT

(Route) Waypoint

XFL

(Sector) Exit Flight Level

XPT

(Sector) Exit Point
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ANNEX A: VALIDATION OBJECTIVES, MEASURES AND TOOLS

High Level
Objectives

Low Level Objectives

Measures

Tools/Techniques

Questions

H1.1 - Train controllers on the new
P-RNAV procedures and SPO,
and Point Merge-embedded CDA
concepts and use

Controller feedback
Questionnaire ratings

Debriefing sessions
Post-training questionnaire

Familiarisation initiated through participation to presentations
and training sessions

H1.2 - Let the controllers work with
the new P-RNAV procedures and
SPO, and with PM-CDA
procedures in simulation

Controller feedback
Questionnaire ratings

Debriefing sessions
Post-sim questionnaire

Familiarisation achieved by participation in the RTS

H2.1 - Investigate the feasibility
and controllers’ acceptance of the
Single Person Operations

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- Is the manning of sectors by a single controller feasible?
Impact on controller roles and tasks, workload, situation
awareness and perceived efficiency: see H3.1, H4.1, H5.1,
H6.1
Impact on perceived safety: see P1.1

H2.2 - Investigate the feasibility
and controllers’ acceptance of the
Point Merge system working
methods as compared with the
current working methods

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

Is the PM method:
- at least as usable as the current working method?
- intuitive and easy enough for planning, building or
maintaining the sequence; does it relieve from vectoring and
enable earlier integration?
- flexible enough concerning the sequence order optimisation
and operational margins?
- Does the standardisation/systematisation of the method
help its application?
- Are the fall back procedures (e.g. when the aircraft reaches
the end of the sequencing leg) suitable?

H2.3 - Investigate the effect of a
metered flow resulting from an
advanced AMAN operations, on
the current working methods and
on the feasibility and acceptability
of the Point Merge system

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- Does the metered traffic flow allow a more comfortable
application of the PM method?
- Is the benefit of metered traffic flow more important with the
PM method than with the current working method?
- Is the Single Person Operation of sectors workable without
metered traffic?

HUMAN FACTORS aspects
H1. Familiarisation

H2. Acceptability,
feasibility
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High Level
Objectives

Low Level Objectives

Measures

Tools/Techniques

Questions
- Is the PM method workable without metered traffic?

H2.4 - Assess the suitability of
HMI

Controller feedback
Questionnaire ratings

H3. Roles and tasks

H4. Workload

H5. Situation
awareness

92

H3.1 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on controllers’ roles,
responsibilities and task
distribution

H4.1 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on controller perceived
workload

Controller feedback
Questionnaire ratings

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- Are the distance markings and the design of the sequencing
legs suitable/sufficient to determine the appropriate time to
instruct the Direct To, and then monitor the traffic situation?
- Is there need for another adapted support tool?

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- Is the assigned task distribution between controllers
suitable and accepted (in particular the sequence of
instructions to be issued to the aircraft)?
- Is the work balance between the Approach controller and
the Final Director acceptable?
- Is the PM Method better adapted to the context of the
Single Person Operations than the current working method?
- Does the standardisation/systematisation of the PM Method
require less co-ordination between controllers?
- What is the impact of the Single Person Operations on the
co-ordination task?

Telephone occupancy:
number and duration of
telephone communications

Recordings

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
(including NASA-TLX, AIM)

Questionnaire ratings
NASA-TLX ratings
AIM ratings
ISA ratings

ISA box

- What is the impact of the Single Person Operations on the
perceived workload?
Is the PM method:
- less demanding, less stressful and results in more
availability for monitoring?
- acceptable in terms of workload even during traffic peaks
and for longer time durations?
- Is the positive effect on perceived workload increased by
the use of metered flow?

H4.2 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on the task load
(objective task demands)

Number and geographic
distribution of manoeuvre
instructions (speed,
heading, direct, and level)
R/T occupancy: number
and duration of R/T
communications

Recordings

Does the PM method:
- significantly reduce the number of instructions?
- contribute to decrease R/T load and R/T congestion
occurrences by significantly reducing the number and
duration of communications?

H5.1 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on controller perceived

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions

- What is the impact of the Single Person Operations on the
perceived Situation Awareness?
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H6. Performance
and problem solving

H7. Job satisfaction
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Low Level Objectives

Measures

Tools/Techniques

Questions

Situation Awareness and “mental
picture” of traffic

Questionnaire ratings
SASHA ratings

Post-exo questionnaire
(including SASHA)
Post-sim questionnaire

With the PM method:
- is the SA maintained? (may even increase)
- is the mental picture clearer, is there better anticipation and
monitoring eased by the route structure?

H6.1 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on controller perceived
efficiency, decision making and
problem solving

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- What is the impact of the Single Person Operations on the
perceived efficiency?
- Is the PM method at least as efficient as the current working
method?
- Does the standardisation of the PM method allow earlier
decision making?

H7.1 - Investigate the effect of the
conditions on controller job
satisfaction and changes to
controllers current skills /
competencies

Controller feedback

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

With the PM method:
- is there a risk of de-skilling with regards to radar vectoring?
- is there a risk of having less work satisfaction due to the
standardisation of the method?

Interviews
Debriefing sessions
Post-exo questionnaire
Post-sim questionnaire

- What is the impact of the Single Person Operations on the
perceived safety?
With the PM method:
- is there increased risk of drop in vigilance during non busy
periods?
- is safety improved thanks to more availability, clearer traffic
picture/situation awareness, decrease in R/T load/workload,
standardised and systemised working method, etc.
- are late detected or unexpected events less frequent thanks
to increased trajectory predictability?

Recordings

- Is the safety level maintained with the PM method? (i.e. no
increase in number and/or severity of losses of separation).

Questionnaire ratings

Questionnaire ratings

PERFORMANCE aspects
P1. Safety

P1.1 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on perceived safety
level

Controller feedback

P1.2 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on possible occurrence
and severity of events detrimental
to safety

Number of losses of
separation
Severity of losses of
separation (API)
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High Level
Objectives

Low Level Objectives

Measures

Tools/Techniques

Questions

P2. Capacity

P2.1 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on runway capacity

Inter-aircraft spacing over
the FAF

Recordings

With the PM method:
- is the runway capacity increased?
- is the spacing accuracy increased?
- can higher runway throughput be maintained during longer
periods of time?

P3. Flight Efficiency

P3.1 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on overall flight
efficiency

Time spent in LNAV
navigation mode
Number of aircraft sent to a
hold
Time spent in hold

Recordings

With the PM method:
- is LNAV engaged most of the time?
- are less aircraft sent to the holds at high traffic load?

P3.2 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on time and distance
flown

Track miles and time flown

Recordings

- Do the track miles and time flown remain stable or do they
decrease with the PM method?

P3.3 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on fuel consumption

Fuel burn

Recordings

- Is there less fuel burn with the PM method, thanks to the
ability to remain in LNAV mode from the IAF to the FAF and
to optimised vertical profile (CDA) from the sequencing leg?

P4.1 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on gaseous emissions
This assessment is subjected to
the availability of the Environment
team to process the provided
data.

Vertical/speed profiles
Flown trajectories
Areas impacted by
gaseous emissions
(calculated by emission
model)

Recordings

With the PM method:
- is there significant reduction in emissions thanks to
optimised vertical profile (CDA) from the sequencing leg?
- is the trajectory dispersion contained, especially at low
altitude, thus impacting smaller area?

P4.2 - Assess the effect of the
conditions on noise emissions
This assessment is subjected to
the availability of the Environment
team to process the provided
data.

Vertical/speed profiles
Flown trajectories
Areas impacted by noise
(calculated by noise model)

Recordings

With the PM method:
- is there significant reduction in noise thanks to optimised
vertical profile (CDA) from the sequencing leg?
- is the trajectory dispersion contained, especially at low
altitude, thus impacting smaller area?

P5. - Assess the effect of the
conditions on trajectory
predictability for controllers

Controller feedback
Questionnaire ratings

Interviews
Post-sim questionnaire

- With the PM method, is the trajectory predictability
increased thanks to the ability to remain in LNAV mode from
the IAF to the FAF?

P4. Environment

P5. Predictability
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ANNEX B: SIMULATION ROOM LAYOUT
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ANNEX C: BLANK QUESTIONNAIRES

Pre-Training Questionnaire
Purpose of this questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information before the beginning of the training period about:
who you are, your operational and simulation experience, and your knowledge of the operational concepts
enablers that will be used in this simulation.
Method to fill it
For some questions, you will have to put a cross in the box that corresponds to your answer. If you make a
mistake, please fill the box in completely and put a cross in the correct box. (This is an example of a crossed
box  and this is an example of a filled-in box .)
If you need help, please, ask the analysis team representatives.

Thank you very much for your co-operation and contribution!

Note
All the individual data collected during this simulation, including the responses to this questionnaire, will be
treated in the strictest confidence. Although your name is requested on each questionnaire form, for
convenience, only ID numbers will be used to report individual results so that nobody can identify the
respondent. Once this questionnaire has been filled in, only members of the simulation team will be allowed
to see it. They will not pass any personal details to anyone outside the team.
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About you and your controller experience
1. Your name:

__________________________________________

2. Your native language:

_____________________

3. For how many years have you been a qualified controller?

_____________________

4. What is your current unit?

_____________________

5. For how many years have you been at your current unit?

_____________________

6. On which type of sectors are you qualified?

 En-route

 TMA

 Approach

 Tower

7. What is your current position?

 Controller

 Instructor (OJT)

 Both

8. Do you work in a stripless environment?

 Yes
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About your simulation experience
9. Have you previously taken part in any real-time simulation?

 Yes

 No

10. If you replied "Yes" to the previous question then can you, please, list the real-time simulation(s)
in which you have participated?

About your knowledge of the operational
concept elements
11. To which level are you familiar with the following elements?

4

0
Not at all
familiar

1

2

3

Fully
familiar

P-RNAV routings











Point Merge
system
CDA


























AMAN

12. If your response is 1, 2, 3 or 4, where does this knowledge come from?
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Post-Training Questionnaire
Purpose of this questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information about your general perception of the effectiveness
of the training period and some preliminary understanding of the benefits or issues due to the introduction of
the new concept and procedures.
The questionnaire is organised according to different sections: Operational concepts, HMI, Procedures,
Performance of the simulated platform, and Evaluation of the training conduct.
Method to fill it
For some questions, you will have to put a cross in the box  that corresponds to your answer for the
exercise run that you have just completed. If you make a mistake, please fill the box in completely and put a
cross in the correct box. (This is an example of a crossed box  and this is an example of a filled-in box .)
If you need help, please, ask the analysis team representatives.

Thank you very much for your co-operation and contribution!

Controller Name

:

_____________________

Note
All the individual data collected during this simulation, including the responses to this questionnaire, will be
treated in the strictest confidence. Although your name is requested on each questionnaire form, for
convenience, only ID numbers will be used to report individual results so that nobody can identify the
respondent. Once this questionnaire has been filled in, only members of the simulation team will be allowed
to see it. They will not pass any personal details to anyone outside the team.

Operational Concepts
100
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1. There was enough training to get familiar with the concept of the P-RNAV routings
 Yes
 No
2. There was enough training to get familiar with the concept of the Point Merge system and
embedded CDAs
 Yes
 No
3. Did you have any concerns with regards to the understanding of some of the operational concept
elements?
 Yes
 No
4. If Yes, please explain which concerns (mentioning the element of no understanding and any
other relevant information):
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Procedural & working methods
5. There was enough training to get familiar with the Single Person Operations
 Yes
 No
6. There was enough training to get familiar with the airspace, the route structure & the general
procedures
 Yes
 No
7. There was enough training to get familiar with the P-RNAV procedures
 Yes
 No
8. There was enough training to get familiar with the Point Merge procedures and embedded CDAs
 Yes
 No
9. Did you have any concerns with regards to working methods and procedures?
 Yes
 No
10. If Yes, please explain which concerns (mentioning the procedure involved and any other relevant
information):
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Human Machine Interface (HMI)
11. There was enough training to get familiar with general HMI functionality
 Yes
 No
12. There was enough training to get familiar with the HMI of the tools available (SNET, MONA,
SYSCO, AMAN)
 Yes
 No
13. There was enough training to get familiar with the P-RNAV routings representation HMI
 Yes
 No
14. There was enough training to get familiar with the Point Merge system representation HMI
(distance markings, sequencing legs)
 Yes
 No
15. Did you have any concerns with some of the HMI functionality?
 Yes
 No
16. If Yes, please explain which concerns (mentioning the HMI element and any other relevant
information):
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Performance of the simulation platform
17. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following simulation technical facilities:
Very bad
Overall performance of the
simulated platform
The radar display screen
Flight Plan Data
The R/T system
The telephone system
The simulation room
(temperature, lighting, etc)
The Debriefing room









Bad









Medium









Good









Very good









18. Do you think that any of the equipment or functionality that was provided was inferior to that you
normally use?
 Yes
 No
19. If yes, which one?

20. Was the quality of your work affected by any missing equipment or functionality that you
normally use?
 Yes
 No
21. If yes, which one?
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22. Please rate the following components of the aircraft performance:
Very
realistic






The rate of descent
The rate of turn
The speed profile
The landing speed

Satisfactory






Unsatisfactory
for some
aircraft types

Unsatisfactory for
all aircraft types











23. How often was the performance of the pilots satisfactory regarding the following items?
Always
Use of the correct ATC
phraseology
Correct English
Time taken to respond to
control instructions





Often





Sometimes





Rarely





Never





24. If you experienced problems with the piloting, please describe the circumstances in more detail,
noting particularly the effect that this had upon your effectiveness:

Training conduct evaluation
EEC Report No. 410
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25. How often were any operational issues investigated in a timely and satisfactory manner?
 Always
 Often
 Sometimes  Rarely
 Never
26. How often were any technical problems solved in a timely and satisfactory manner?
 Always
 Often
 Sometimes  Rarely
 Never
27. When you identified a problem, how often was a member of the project team available to help
you?
 Always
 Often
 Sometimes  Rarely
 Never
28. How often did you think that your comments regarding the simulation were taken note of?
 Always
 Often
 Sometimes  Rarely
 Never
29. Please rate your level of satisfaction with the following training presentations:
Very bad
Training and simulation
general presentations
General HMI
TP and our system,
STCA, MONA, SYSCO
P-RNAV and procedures
Point Merge system and
procedures







Bad







Medium







Good







Very good







30. If you have any comments or suggestions to make on the level of support, the presentation and
the debriefings during this training then please make them here:
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Post-Exercise Questionnaire
Purpose of this questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information both about your perception of your workload and
about other elements that could affect, in a positive or negative way, your overall performance in the last
exercise you performed.
Method to fill it
Please complete this questionnaire by putting a cross in the box  that corresponds to your answer for the
exercise run that you have just completed. If you make a mistake, please fill the box in completely and put a
cross in the correct box. (This is an example of a crossed box  and this is an example of a filled-in box .)
If you need help, please, ask the analysis team representatives.

Thank you very much for your co-operation and contribution!

Controller Name

:

_____________________

Sector

:

_____________________

Date

:

_____________________

Organisation

:

_____________________

Run number

:

__

Note
All the individual data collected during this simulation, including the responses to this questionnaire, will be
treated in the strictest confidence. Although your name is requested on each questionnaire form, for
convenience, only ID numbers will be used to report individual results so that nobody can identify the
respondent. Once this questionnaire has been filled in, only members of the simulation team will be allowed
to see it. They will not pass any personal details to anyone outside the team.
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1. Do you have any concerns regarding safety in the last run?

 Yes
 No
Tick Yes if you experienced any hazardous situation or if you think at any situation that could have become
hazardous in the last run or in the real world (e.g. real or potential infringement of separation). In that case please
provide a very brief description below (one statement, a scheme or some keywords, allowing you to recall that matter
in a further debriefing interview)"

2. Do you think you could have safely handled a higher level of traffic during the last run?

 Yes
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3. What is your estimate of your overall workload
during the last run?
4. How great a part did radio and telephone
communications play in your overall workload
during the last run?
5. How great a part did the complexity and/or load of
the traffic play in your overall workload during the
last run?
6. How great a part did problems with procedures
play in your overall workload during the last run?
7. How great a part did problems with the HMI (such
as a sticking mouse, slow response times, label
overlapping, unclear airspace presentation etc.)
play in your overall workload during the last run?
8. Did you feel that the number of system inputs
required was:
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1

2

3

4

5











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

9. Did you feel that the number of R/T transmissions
required was:











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

10. Was the amount of monitoring of labels and RPS
required:











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

11. Was the amount of co-ordination required:
12. What is your estimate of your overall situation
awareness (clear picture of the situation) during
the last run?
13. What was your level of stress during the last run?
14. What was your level of fatigue just after having
finished the last run?
15. How easy/difficult was it for you to maintain
standard separations between aircraft during the
last run?
16. How easy/difficult was it for you to sequence the
traffic and/or monitor the sequence order and
aircraft spacing during the last run? (if applicable)
17. How much did the ISA prompt interfere with your
controlling activities?
18. Do you believe the number of conflicts in the
exercise was:
19. Was the detection of Long Term conflicts:
20. Was the detection of Short Term conflicts:
21. Was the resolution of Long Term conflicts:
22. Was the resolution of Short Term conflicts:
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Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very poor

Poor

Medium

Good

Very good











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult











Not at all

A little

Medium

Quite a lot

Very much











Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult











Very easy

Easy

Medium

Difficult

Very difficult
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23. Can you attach a percentage value to each of the following techniques used to resolve Long
Term conflicts during the exercise:
Vectoring:

Speed control:

Levelling off: :

24. Can you attach a percentage value to each of the following techniques used to resolve Short
Term conflicts during the exercise:
Vectoring:

Speed control:

Levelling off: :

25. Overall, do you consider that all the tasks you had to carry out during the run were feasible and
remained at an acceptable level?

 Yes

 No

26. If No, please explain why:
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For Controllers in the Area/Intermediate positions:
27. In your opinion, what percentage of the overall sector workload was managed by you?

28. In your opinion, what percentage of the overall sector conflicts was managed by you?

29. Specifically in relation to your workload and difficulty at the P600 boundary, was the level of
conflict resolution required:

 Very low

 Low

 Medium

 High

 Very high

30. Specifically in relation to your workload and difficulty at the P600 boundary, was the level of coordination required:

 Very low

EEC Report No. 410

 Low

 Medium

 High

 Very high
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0

31. Did you have the feeling that you

were ahead of the traffic, able to
Never
predict the evolution of the traffic?
If not, please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

32. Did you have the feeling that you

were able to plan and organise your
Never
work as you wanted?
If not, please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

33. Have you been surprised by an event

that you were not expecting (like an
Never
aircraft call)?
Please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

34. Did you have the feeling of starting to

focus too much on a single problem
Never
and/or area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in which circumstances and why:
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1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always
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0

35. Did you forget something important

(like transfer an aircraft on time or
Never
communicate a change to an adjacent
sector)?
If yes, please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

36. Did you have any difficulty in finding
an item of information?
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1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6















Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6

If yes, please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

37. Were there any instances where you

felt you gave instructions later than
Never
you should have?
If yes, please explain in which circumstances and why:

0

38. Were you surprised by an action

performed by one of your colleagues
Never
that you were not expecting?
If yes, please explain in which circumstances and why:
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Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6













Seldom

Sometimes

Often

More often

Very often

Always
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39. What was your level of Mental Demand during
the last run?
How much mental and perceptual activity was
required (e.g. thinking, deciding, calculating,
remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, simple or complex, exacting or
forgiving?
40. What was your level of Physical Demand
during the last run?
How much physical activity was required (e.g.
pushing, pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)?
Was the task easy or demanding, slow, or brisk, slack
or strenuous, restful or laborious?
41. What was your level of Temporal Demand
during the last run?
How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate
or pace at which the task or task elements occurred?
Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?
42. What was your level of Performance during the
last run?
How successful do you think you were in
accomplishing the goals of the task set by the
experimenter? How satisfied were you with your
performance in accomplishing these goals?
43. What was your level of Effort during the last
run?
How hard did you have to work (mentally and
physically) to accomplish your level of performance?
44. What was your level of Frustration during the
last run?
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and
annoyed versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and
complacent did you feel during the task?
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high

         
Extremely
low

Medium

Extremely
high
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45. Do you have any additional comments about the last exercise run? If yes, please then make them
here.
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Post-Simulation Questionnaire
Purpose of this questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information about your perception of the Point Merge system,
the Single Person Operations, the respective working methods, and the simulation in general. This
questionnaire also gives you the opportunity to give us your feedback on the facilities and quality of service
provided to you and is organised according to different sections: working methods, safety, HMI, performance
of the simulation platform, and your general satisfaction.
Method to fill it
For some questions, you will have to put a cross in the box  that corresponds to your answer for the
exercise run that you have just completed. If you make a mistake, please fill the box in completely and put a
cross in the correct box. (This is an example of a crossed box  and this is an example of a filled-in box .)
If you need help, please, ask the analysis team representatives.

Thank you very much for your co-operation and contribution!

Controller Name

:

_____________________

Note
All the individual data collected during this simulation, including the responses to this questionnaire, will be
treated in the strictest confidence. Although your name is requested on each questionnaire form, for
convenience, only ID numbers will be used to report individual results so that nobody can identify the
respondent. Once this questionnaire has been filled in, only members of the simulation team will be allowed
to see it. They will not pass any personal details to anyone outside the team.
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Working methods
(PM = Point Merge)

How much do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
disagree

Disagre
e

Neutral

1. The PM system and working method is at least
as easily applicable as your current working
method based on radar vectoring











2. The PM method allows earlier planning and
building of the sequence as compared with the
current working method











3. The monitoring of the aircraft sequence requires
less effort as compared with the current working
method











4. The PM system is flexible enough concerning
the optimization of the sequence order and
operational margins











5. The fall back procedures designed for the PM
system are suitable and flexible enough (e.g.
when an aircraft reaches the end of the
sequencing leg)











6. Reverting to radar vectoring when necessary
was never a problem











7. The PM method is as efficient as the current
working method











8. The task distribution between the Approach
controller and the Final Director is suitable
(particularly the sequence of instructions to the
aircraft)











9. The standardisation of the PM method reduces
co-ordination workload











10. It is always clear when to issue the Direct to
instruction thanks to the structure of the
sequencing legs











11. With the PM method, the ability to maintain the
aircraft in the lateral navigation mode up to the
merge point increases trajectory predictability
and contributes to better anticipation of the traffic
evolution











12. The ability to maintain the aircraft in the lateral
navigation mode contributes to maintain a clear
mental picture of the traffic











13. The PM method enables you to safely handle
more traffic
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Agree
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agree
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Strongly
disagree

Disagre
e

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

14. With the PM method the runway capacity is
optimised











15. The PM method allows delivering a more
consistent traffic to the runway











16. Applying the PM method makes your work less
varied and less stimulating than radar vectoring
the aircraft











17. With the PM method, there are more frequently
moments of less vigilance than with the current
working method











18. The PM system contribution to maintain a clear
picture of the traffic situation decreases the
frequency of late detected or unexpected events











19. The PM method does not decrease safety











20. Any one sector can be manned by a single
controller without difficulty even with non
metered traffic











21. Single Person Operation of sectors does not
decrease safety











22. If you wish so, please, elaborate any of your previous answers (use the question #):
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23. Do you think that at the traffic levels used in the simulation, the PM method can be used without
a metered traffic flow?

24. If you have established or if you foresee any new methods of work with the PM system, please
describe them:

25. If you foresee any particular benefits or detriments of the PM method as compared to your
current working methods, please list and describe them:

26. Do you think implementing the Point Merge system will be beneficial?

 Yes
EEC Report No. 410

 No
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27. Whatever your previous answer, please justify:

28. How easy/difficult will it be for controllers to learn how to use the Point Merge working methods?

 Very difficult

 Difficult

 Normal

 Easy

 Very easy

29. Do you have any suggestions about the training of the PM working methods?

30. Do you think that at the traffic levels used in the simulation, the current working method can be
used without a metered traffic flow?
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31. Do you think implementing the Single Person Operations will be beneficial?

 Yes

 No

32. Whatever your previous answer, please justify:

33. Do you have any additional comments/suggestions about the working methods in the different
conditions?

Safety

EEC Report No. 410
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34. Do you think that unusual events like: a/c picking up instruction for other a/c (callsign
confusion), non compliance with level, heading/Direct To or speed clearance, can be detected
and solved with same efficiency in PMS as in Radar vectoring?

 Yes

 No

35. If No, please justify:

36. Do you see any safety concern in controlling a mix of P-RNAV approved a/c following the PMS
procedure and some a/c on vectoring because either non approved/P-RNAV failure, or taken on
heading for various purposes (legs run off, tactical separation, etc)?

 Yes

 No

37. If Yes, please justify:

38. Do you have any other concerns regarding the safety of the Point Merge system operations?

 Yes
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39. If Yes, please describe them below. Any suggestion for possible mitigation is welcome.

40. Do you have any concerns regarding the safety of the Single Person Operations?

 Yes

 No

41. If Yes, please list and describe them below and propose possible mitigations:
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Human Machine Interface
How much do you agree with the following statements?
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

42. The distance markings and the design of the
sequencing legs were suitable and sufficient to
help deciding when to issue the Direct To
instruction











43. All the information you needed was easily
available through the HMI











44. The information provided in the Arrival list was
useful and sufficient











45. The information provided in the Departure list
was useful and sufficient











46. The information provided in the Hold list was
useful and sufficient











47. Do you think there is need for another specific support tool for planning, building, and
maintaining the arrival aircraft sequence?

 Yes

 No

48. If Yes, please develop:
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49. Were there occasions where the HMI hindered in any way the efficiency of operations?

 Yes

 No

50. If Yes, please describe the situation:

51. Do you have any other suggestions regarding the HMI in general?
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Performance of the simulation platform
Very bad
52. Please rate your level of
satisfaction with the simulation
facilities (display, data, functions,
R/T system, aircraft performance,
piloting…)



Bad



Medium



Good



Very good



53. If you experienced problems with any of these points, then describe the circumstances in more
detail, noting particularly the effect that this had upon your effectiveness.

General accommodation
Very bad
54. Please rate your level of
satisfaction with the
accommodation (transport,
reception, canteen, hotel…)



Bad



Medium



Good



Very good



55. If you have any comments or suggestions to help us increase the quality of general
accommodations, please do it here:
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Simulation conduct evaluation
Very bad
56. Please rate your level of
satisfaction with the simulation
conduct (organisation,
investigation and solving of
operational issues and technical
problems, project team
availability…)



Bad



Medium



Good



Very good



57. If you have any comments or suggestions to make on the level of support during this simulation,
then please make them here:

Once again and for the last time…
Thank you very much!
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ANNEX D: LOSSES OF SEPARATION - AIRCRAFT PROXIMITY INDEX
The loss of separation occurs if :
 Vertical separation < 1000 ft
 Horizontal separation : < 3 NM in TMA; < 5 NM outside TMA
Severity
The API (Aircraft Proximity Index) metric will be used as a measure of “safety”.
The API provides a measure of the severity of an incident. If
 Vsep is the vertical separation minimum standard (in feet)


H sep is the horizontal separation minimum standard (in nautical miles)



DV is the actual vertical separation (in feet) of a pair of aircraft, and



DH is the actual horizontal separation (in nautical miles) of the same pair of aircraft
then if DV  Vsep and, simultaneously, if DH  H sep then the value of the API, I API , is
given by

I API 

V

sep

 DV  * H sep  DH  * 100
2

2

V

2
sep

2
* H sep



The possible values that the API can have ranges from 0 if there is no loss of separation
between the two aircraft concerned up to 100 if there is a collision between the two aircraft
concerned.
If Vsep is set to 1000 feet and H sep is set to 5 nautical miles, the value of the API is given
by

I API

2
2

1000  DV  * 5  DH 


250000

Three degrees of severity of an incident, namely minor, serious and very serious, can be
defined in terms of the maximum value of the API during a loss of separation. These three
degrees can be defined as follows:
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I API

Severity

0  I API  6.25

Minor

6.25  I API  31.36

Serious

31.36  I API

Very Serious
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ANNEX E:
E.1

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Post-Training Questionnaire Results

CONTROLLER RATINGS
Operational Concepts

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS
Q1 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the concept of the P-RNAV routings.
Q2 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the concept of the Point Merge system and
embedded CDAs.
Q3 - Did you have any concerns with regards to the
understanding of some of the operational concept
elements?
Q4 - If Yes, please explain which concerns
(mentioning the element of no understanding and
any other relevant information):
- Debugging and training at the same time meant
some of the opportunities to understand elements
of the approach service was lost.

Enough Training on Operational concepts
9
8
7
6
Number

EUROCONTROL

5
4
3
2
1
0
P-RNA V (Q1)

PMS-CDA (Q2)
Y ES

Concern (Q3)

NO

Procedural & Working Methods
Enough Training on Proce dures & W orking Methods
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
SPO (Q5)

General
procedures
(Q6)

P-RNA V (Q7)

Y ES
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NO

PMS-CDA
(Q8)

Concern (Q9)

Q5 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the Single Person Operations.
Q6 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the airspace, the route structure & the general
procedures.
Q7 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the P-RNAV procedures
Q8 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the Point Merge procedures and embedded CDAs
Q9 - Did you have any concerns with regards to
working methods and procedures?
Q10 - If Yes, please explain which concerns
(mentioning the procedure involved and any other
relevant information):
- See comments under operational concept (Q4). I
would have preferred more time working on
exercises using point merge.
- There were too many inbounds from LFY
(LIFFY)and GELKI (CELTA) at the same levels and
too low. With the area N working in effect from F140
up, there is a danger of running out of levels in the
ROKNA hold very quickly. Basically it is unworkable
unless there is good co-ord with the inter north to
obtain lower levels.
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CONTROLLER RATINGS

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS

HMI
Enough Training on HMI
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
General HMI
(Q11)

Tools
(Q12)

P-RNA V (Q13)

Y ES

PMS-CDA
(Q14)

Concern
(Q15)

NO

Q11 - There was enough training to get familiar with
general HMI functionality.
Q12 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the HMI of the tools available (SNET, MONA,
SYSCO, AMAN).
Q13 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the P-RNAV routings representation HMI.
Q14 - There was enough training to get familiar with
the Point Merge system representation HMI
(distance markings, sequencing legs)
Q15 - Did you have any concerns with some of the
HMI functionality?
Q16 - If Yes, please explain which concerns
(mentioning the HMI element and any other relevant
information):
- A little concerned about the number of variations
possible when transferring an aircraft, i.e.:
TRANSFER, HANDOVER, TRANSFER/HOLD,
FREQ/HOLD, and the complexity of Intermediate
and Holding being the same sector.
- Hold function. Aircraft not entering hold.
- A lot of "de-bugging" taking place during week +
distracted from actual training on HMI. Don't know
much about SNET, MONA, SYSCO or AMAN, have
not been used during training.

Performance of the Simulation Platform
Q17 - Please rate your level of satisfaction with the
following simulation technical facilities.

Simulation Platform Pe rforma nce
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Perf o

Radar

V ery bad

FP data

Bad

R/T

Medium

Teleph

Simul.
room

Good

V ery good

Debrief .
room

Equipment and Functionalities
9
8

NO

7

Number

6
5

NO
Y ES

4
3

YES

2
1
0
Equip./f ct. Inf erior to current (Q18)
YES
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Impact on w ork (Q20)
NO

Q18 - Do you think that any of the equipment or
functionality that was provided was inferior to that
you normally use?
Q19 - If yes, which one?
- Label and aircraft symbol larger and clearer on
Dublin ACC screens.
- Assume, ROF, HAND.
- Interaction with the labels was much different from
our system.
- The ability to alter brightness of screen labels
would be very helpful. Also to change the font size
of the labels.
- R/T and comms systems.
Q20 - Was the quality of your work affected by any
missing equipment or functionality that you normally
use?
Q21 - If yes, which one?
- Manual transfer function.
- Font size of signal
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QUESTIONS & COMMENTS
Q22 - Please rate the following components of the
aircraft performance.

Aircraft Performance
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Desc. rate

Turn rate

Speed prof ile

Landing speed

Unsatisf actory f or all a/c types

Unsatisf actory f or some a/c types

Satisf actory

V ery realistic

Pilot Performance
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Correct phraseo
Never

Correct english
Rarely

Sometimes

Response time
Of ten

Alw ays

Q23 - How often was the performance of the pilots
satisfactory regarding the following items?
Q24 - If you experienced problems with the piloting,
please describe the circumstances in more detail,
noting particularly the effect that this had upon your
effectiveness:
- Sometimes pilots slow to change frequency. This
has improved. When this happened, it often
affected next control instruction.
- Some pilots acknowledged "Enter hold" instruction
but did not place aircraft in hold.
- Difficulties caused by problems with traffic entering
holds. Not sure to what extent that was caused by
piloting.
- A number of problems with pilots especially in the
holding environment.
- Problems with time taken to transfer a/c from one
frequency to next sector. It took too long in some
cases. Time taken to action control took too long.
A/c not going into hold when sent. Problems with
removing a/c from the hold.

Training conduct evaluation
Q25 - How often were any operational issues
investigated in a timely and satisfactory manner?
Q26 - How often were any technical problems
solved in a timely and satisfactory manner?
Q27- When you identified a problem, how often was
a member of the project team available to help you?
Q28 - How often did you think that your comments
regarding the simulation were taken note of?

Training Conduct
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Issue
investigation
(Q25)
Never

Technical pb.
solving (Q26)

Rarely
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Availability of
project team
(Q27)

Sometimes

Of ten

Recorded
comments (Q28)

A lw ays
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CONTROLLER RATINGS

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS
Q29 - Please rate your level of satisfaction with the
following training presentations.
Q30 - If you have any comments or suggestions to
make on the level of support, the presentation and
the debriefings during this training then please
make them here

Training Presentations
9
8
7
Number

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
General
Very bad
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HMI
Bad

Tools
Medium

P-RNA V
Good

Very good

PMS

- It is very difficult to debug and train at the same
time.
- More time actually training with HMI system would
have been helpful. The classroom presentation
does not make much sense until you actually have
time using the sim. We only had brief lecture on
MONA, SYSCO, etc.
Feed controller:
- Very enjoyable training week, & lots learned,
Support was there at all times. I learned a lot more
when it was hands-on, i.e. sitting in.
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Post-Exercise Questionnaire Results
The ANOVA figures giving the significance of the effect of the experimental conditions on
each rating are provided in Annex F.
Notes:
 As the Hold position was only open in a limited number of runs, the HS/HN results are
based on a limited number of answers (Vectors: 5; Vectors-Metered:2; PMS: 3; PMSMetered: 0).
 In the Controller comments related to some of the questions, “Rn” denotes the run
number in the relevant experimental condition.
QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

WORKLOAD
 What is your estimate
of your overall
workload during the
last run?
 How great a part did
radio and telephone
communications play in
your overall workload
during the last run?

AN - Workload - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

 How great a part did the
complexity and/or load
of the traffic play in
your overall workload
during the last run?
 How great a part did
problems with
procedures play in your
overall workload during
the last run?
 How great a part did
problems with the HMI
(such as a sticking
mouse, slow response
times, label
overlapping, unclear
airspace presentation
etc.) play in your overall
workload during the
last run?

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors

PMS

Traffic W orkload

Procedures
W orkload

Vectors-Metered

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

AS - Workload - M ean Ratings

VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors

PMS

Traffic W orkload

Procedures
W orkload

Vectors-Metered

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

IN - Workload - M ean Ratings

VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

Vectors
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R/T W orkload

PMS

Traffic W orkload

Vectors-Metered

Procedures
W orkload

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
IS - Workload - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors

PMS

Traffic W orkload

Procedures
W orkload

Vectors-Metered

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

AP - Workload - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors

Traffic W orkload

PMS

Procedures
W orkload

Vectors-Metered

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

FI - Workload - M ean Ratings

VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Traffic W orkload

PMS

Procedures
W orkload

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - Workload - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors
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PMS

Traffic W orkload

Vectors-Metered

Procedures
W orkload

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered
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RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
CO - Workload - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall w orkload

R/T W orkload

Vectors

 Did you feel that the
number of system
inputs required was:
 Did you feel that the
number of R/T
transmissions required
was:
 Was the amount of
monitoring of labels
and RPS required:

PMS

Traffic W orkload

Procedures
W orkload

Vectors-Metered

HMI W orkload

PMS-Metered

AN - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

 Was the amount of coordination required:

Number of R/T comm

Vectors

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered

AS - M ean Ratings

VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Number of R/T comm

Vectors

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered

IN - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Vectors
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PMS

Number of R/T
comm

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
IS - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Number of R/T comm

Vectors

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered

AP - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Number of R/T comm

Vectors

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered

FI - M ean Ratings

VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Number of R/T comm

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Number of system
inputs

Vectors
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Number of R/T comm

PMS

Amount of label
monitoring

Vectors-Metered

Amount of
coordination

PMS-Metered
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RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
CO - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Amount of coordination

Vectors

 What was your level of
stress during the last
run?
 What was your level of
fatigue just after having
finished the last run?

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AN - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AS - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IN - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

EEC Report No. 410

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
IS - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AP - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

FI - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

PMS

Fatigue

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors
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PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
CO - Stress and Fatigue - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Stress

Vectors

EEC Report No. 410

PMS

Fatigue

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

Workload distribution between Area and Intermediate positions
 In your opinion, what
percentage of the
overall sector workload
was managed by you?

% sector workload managed by the position
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

56% 53%
55%
49%

45% 42% 44% 42%

58% 60%

53% 53%
42% 39%

33%

39%

0%
AN

IN

Vectors

 In your opinion, what
percentage of the
overall sector conflicts
was managed by you?

PMS

AS

Vectors-Metered

IS

PMS-Metered

% sector conflicts managed by the position
100%
80%

60%
40%

20%

40% 41%

65%
61% 59%
56%

56% 54%
50% 55%
35% 38%

29%

35% 32%

44%

0%
AN

IN

Vectors

 Specifically in relation
to your workload and
difficulty at the P600
boundary, was the level
of conflict resolution
required:
 Specifically in relation
to your workload and
difficulty at the P600
boundary, was the level
of co-ordination
required:

Vectors-Metered

IS

PMS-Metered

AN - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Conflict resolution workload at P600
boundary

Vectors

Sector IN results based on:
Vectors: 3 answers
PMS: 2 answers
Vectors-Metered: 3 answers

PMS

AS

PMS

Coordination w orkload at P600 boundary

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IN - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Conflict resolution workload at P600
boundary

Vectors
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PMS

Coordination w orkload at P600 boundary

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

NASA-TLX (Workload)
 During the last run,
what was your level of:
 Mental demand

AN - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

 Physical demand
 Temporal demand

MEDIUM

 Performance
 Effort
 Frustration

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Vectors

Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered

AS - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Vectors

Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered

IN - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Vectors

Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered

IS - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Vectors

EEC Report No. 410

Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AP - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

Vectors

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered

FI - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

Vectors

PMS

Performance

Effort

Frustration

Vectors-Metered

CO - Workload - M ean ratings (NASA-T LX)
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW
Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Vectors
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Temporal Demand

PMS

Performance

Vectors-Metered

Effort

Frustration

PMS-Metered
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QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
 What is your estimate
of your overall situation
awareness (clear
picture of the situation)
during the last run?

AN - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AS - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IN - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IS - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

EEC Report No. 410

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AP - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

FI - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

PMS

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

CO - Overall SA - M ean Ratings
VERY
HIGH

MEDIUM

VERY
LOW

Overall SA

Vectors
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PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AN
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
ALW AYS
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and

EEC Report No. 410

EUROCONTROL

AN - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q3
 R1: See answer one Safety (I gave descent to wrong aircraft in ROKNA. I think I did not
update Holding list. Situation recovered before loss of separation).
 R3: At the moment as an Area controller you give release to the tower so are expecting
the traffic and have an idea of the callsign. This system means that sometimes they call
you unexpectedly and you end up scanning the scope to find the traffic.
 R4: Once a/c en route to hold was descended below FL130 outside of App AoR which
caused conflict with Dep.
Q4
 R1: Dealing with departures as well as working holding pattern.
Q5
 R1: Sometimes departures at boundary, transfer was delayed due holding tasks.
 R4: Once - incident described before. Early transfer to holding controller.
Q7
 R1: Yes, in circumstances detailed in Q5 (Sometimes departures at boundary, transfer
was delayed due holding tasks).
Q8
 R4: Once, see above (Once a/c en route to hold was descended below FL130 outside of
App AoR which caused conflict with Dep).
PMS
Q4
 R1: When holding started and I could not have levels, this area took a lot of my
concentration.
 R5: Some concentration was focused on the area of the RONNY hold, though there were
few departures at those points.
Q5
 R1: I forgot to transfer some flights at the boundary due to problem detailed in Q4 (When
holding started and I could not have levels, this area took a lot of my concentration).
Q7
 R1: see Q5 (I forgot to transfer some flights at the boundary due to problem detailed in
Q4 (When holding started and I could not have levels, this area took a lot of my
concentration).
Vectors-Metered
Q5
 R1: Thinking about traffic sample and HMI issues occasionally distracted my attention.
Q7
 R1: Due to R/T workload although overall was low, occasionally it was higher + Murphy’s
law just at the wrong time. Perhaps due to my pronunciation sometimes I had to repeat
instructions.
 R2: A couple of descent clearances could have been given a bit earlier, but had no effect
on exercise.
 R3: Due to heavy amount of R/T transmissions.
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AN
PMS-Metered
why.
Q4
 R2: Early in exercise resolution of conflict with two overflights and two departures took
my attention away from one aircraft outbound.
 R5: Overflights at LIFFY FL190 & FL200were given direct by previous sector which
complicated my climbing of LIFFY departures (bearing in mind my inexperience in Area
radar!)
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
ALW AYS
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
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EUROCONTROL

AS - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q3
 R1: Aircraft deviated from cleared track (pilot error).
 R4: One aircraft descended below his cleared flight level.
Q5
 R4: Towards end of exercise I forgot to transfer two aircraft to intermediate south despite
being at FL110 and FL120.
Q7
 R4: Same as Q5 (Towards end of exercise I forgot to transfer two aircraft to intermediate
south despite being at FL110 and FL120).
Q8
 R4: Intermediate south descended one aircraft in the holding pattern out of turn.
PMS
-Vectors-Metered
Q5
 R1: I gave one aircraft to the wrong frequency by mistake.
PMS-Metered
Q4
 R4: Because there is so little work involved in departures, occasionally I got focussed on
arrivals.
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
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IN - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)
ALW AYS

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q4
 R1: Focusing too much on the Hold to the detriment of other duties like Departures and
early hand over of traffic to AN.
 R5: When holding I sometimes forgot about departures.
Q5
 R5: Again, when holding I forgot to transfer a departure.
PMS
Q3
 R1: Aircraft routing to the RONNY hold, turning to RONN2 instead.
 R4: I was suddenly instructed to place aircraft in the hold at RONNY. I was unaware of
the difficulties that Finals were in.
Q4
 R4: Started to focus on arrivals and getting 8 miles between them and not paying enough
attention to departures.
Q5
 R4: Forgot or almost forgot to transfer a number of departures as they approached
FL120. I was concentrating on arrivals.
Q7
 R4: See Q5 same reason (Forgot or almost forgot to transfer a number of departures as
they approached FL120. I was concentrating on arrivals).
Vectors-Metered
-PMS-Metered
Q5
 R5: Did not realise I did not transfer an a/c to App.
Q8
 R5: The Approach controller did not request an a/c which was on an arrival (sequencing)
leg which he should have been working.
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QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
why.
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances
and why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised
by an event that you were
not expecting (like an
aircraft call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
If yes, please explain in
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IS - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)
ALW AYS

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q4
 R4: When I had to run the hold in the south side, I got sucked into watching the list and
managing the hold, I didn’t pay as much attention to departures.
Q7
 R4: When controlling the hold, sometimes had departures level off or not transferred as
quick as they should have been.
PMS
Q3
 R5: There was callsign confusion at the beginning of the exercise between EIN5E4 and
BMA4EV. One was a departure and one was an arrival.
Q4
 R1: Despite a period of few departures I did feel I focused on the start of the sequencing
legs and delivering traffic to Approach.
 R5: Focusing on arrival flow versus departures.
Vectors-Metered
Q3
 R4: Sometimes a/c not establishing in hold.
Q4
 R2: In holding situation, tended to focus on hold rather than on other tasks such as
Departures or crossing traffic.
PMS-Metered
Q4
 R3: Sometimes I was focusing on the arrivals too much and not paying enough attention
to the departures.
 R4: I started to focus on the SHEEP hold and the distances of a/c from it. I became
aware that I was ignoring departures. It required conscious effort to scan the departures.
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
which circumstances and
why.
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
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AP - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)
ALW AYS

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q3
 R3: Twice a/c took wrong turns.
PMS
Q3
 R2: One aircraft mistakenly routed to MALCO by pilots, a good example of the possibility
of callsign confusion.
Q5
 R1: May have forgot to transfer some a/c to Final controller.
Vectors-Metered
Q3
 R1: Pilot error on several occasions.
Q5
 R4: A couple of late transfers to tower.
Q7
 R1: Turn to intercept localiser.
 R2: Late transfer of aircraft to Tower frequency. Pilots had not reported established on
ILS and I was vectoring aircraft elsewhere and it took a couple of minutes to realise that I
had to transfer aircraft to Tower.
 R4: One or two headings for localiser intercept were later than I would have liked.
Q8
 R5: Traffic being slowed down meant that I found it difficult to sequence.
PMS-Metered
Q3
 R3: Traffic went to hold in north, I was expecting it on the leg.
Q7
 R3: Late instruction: Due to confusion (see Q3: Traffic went to hold in north, I was
expecting it on the leg).
Q8
 R3: See Q3 (Traffic went to hold in north, I was expecting it on the leg).
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
ALW AYS
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
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EUROCONTROL

FI - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
-PMS
Q2
 R1: A/c were doing varying speeds which required most of my attention. This took from
my “planning” time.
Q7
 R1: I took too long to give speed reductions to several a/c with the result that I had to
give a larger speed reduction than I would have liked. This of course had the domino
effect on traffic behind.
 R3: Early in exercise should have issued a couple of speed restrictions earlier.
Vectors-Metered
-PMS-Metered
Q3
 R1: A RYR aircraft was too fast so I slowed him. He then stopped descending so I had to
vector him. He then took 2 wrong turns in the wrong direction and 1 incorrect heading.
He was only delayed by 2 aircraft in the sequence.
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
ALW AYS
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
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HN/HS - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

Forgetting a
task

PMS

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

Vectors-Metered

Vectors
-PMS
Q2
 R1: Holding problems not resolved until end of exercise!
Q3
 R1: Traffic seemed to be holding well south of RONNY.
Vectors-Metered
-PMS-Metered
--
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q1
Did you have the feeling
that you were ahead of the
ALW AYS
traffic, able to predict the
evolution of the traffic?

If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q2
Did you have the feeling
that you were able to plan
and organise your work as
you wanted?
If not, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q3
Have you been surprised by
an event that you were not
expecting (like an aircraft
call)?
Please explain in which
circumstances and why.
 Q4
Did you have the feeling of
starting to focus too much
on a single problem and/or
area of the sector?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q5
Did you forget something
important (like transfer an
aircraft on time or
communicate a change to
an adjacent sector)?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q6
Did you have any difficulty
in finding an item of
information?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q7
Were there any instances
where you felt you gave
instructions later than you
should have?
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.
 Q8
Were you surprised by an
action performed by one of
your colleagues that you
were not expecting?
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EUROCONTROL

CO - Elements of SA - M ean Ratings (SASHA)

OFTEN

NEVER

Ahead of traffic

Able to plan,
organise

Surprised by Focus on single
unexpected
problem
aircraft action

Vectors

PMS

Forgetting a
task

Vectors-Metered

Diffculty to find
information

Late
instructions

Surprised by
unexpected
control action

PMS-Metered

Vectors
Q5
 R3: Sometimes had to ask Intermediate sectors a few times to pass over aircraft.
Q7
 R3: Maybe should have opened holding position a little earlier.
PMS
Q4
 R3: I did not always monitor the sequence legs when it got busy. There was too many on
the legs. I was more concerned with the holding traffic and the later arrivals.
Q7
 R4: When aircraft had a missed approach I increased the separation on the sequencing
legs to 10 miles. This didn’t work. So we started to hold traffic. We should have held
earlier, instead of trying the 10 miles separation.
Vectors-Metered
Q2
 R2: At times I felt controllers were preoccupied with what they were doing + as a result
could not always take instruction on sequence or suggested speed control.
Q4
 R2: I felt traffic backed up a bit in Approach. As a result I asked Area sectors to further
slow traffic. Holding was required.
Q7
 R2: I felt I should have instructed Area to slow traffic a bit quicker when I realised
Approach was backing up. I also felt I should have reminded App to close up gaps or
perhaps suggested possible resolutions.
PMS-Metered
Q3
 R3: Aircraft not descending with Approach (pilot error?) meant a change of sequence.
Q4
 R3: see Q3 (Aircraft not descending with Approach (pilot error?) meant a change of
sequence).
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)

EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
If yes, please explain in
which circumstances and
why.

TASK COMPONENTS
 How easy/difficult was
it for you to maintain
standard separations
between aircraft during
the last run?
 How easy/difficult was
it for you to sequence
the traffic and/or
monitor the sequence
order and aircraft
spacing during the last
run? (if applicable)

AN - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors

PMS

Sequencing and spacing

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AS - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors

PMS

Sequencing and spacing

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IN - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors

PMS

Sequencing and spacing

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

IS - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors
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PMS

Sequencing and spacing

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
AP - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors

PMS

Sequencing and spacing

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

FI - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

PMS

VERY
DIFFICULT

Sequencing and spacing

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - M ean Ratings

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY

Maintain std separations

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

CO - M ean Ratings
VERY
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY
EASY
Sequencing and spacing

Vectors

EEC Report No. 410

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)

EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS

 If No, please explain
why.

AN - Overall task feasibility
6
5

Number of answers

 Overall, do you
consider that all the
tasks you had to carry
out during the run were
feasible and remained
at an acceptable level?

4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

 Vectors-R3: Tasks were feasible during low traffic levels. When it got busy I was
unhappy with watching to see if FL130 was vacated. I had to watch that Scot +
Manchester traffic was not coming in at a level already occupied in the hold. Traffic
started coming to me late at FL120 instead of climbing to FL120. This all backs up and
causes delays. Label clutter was a serious problem for me in this exercise.
AS - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

IN - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

IS - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes
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PMS-Metered

No
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
AP - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

 PMS-R3: When aircraft run off the end of legs, it takes a considerable amount of time to
recover situation. Workload here was unacceptable.
FI - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
PMS

PMS-Metered

Yes

No

 PMS-R1: It was very very busy in that exercise. I felt like I was fighting a losing battle
most of the time with the sheer level of traffic that I was dealing with. Manageable but
very uncomfortable.
 PMS-R4: A lot of vectoring of arrivals that had not enough separations due aircraft
broken off the approach.
HS/HN - Overall task feasibility
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

CO - Overall task feasibility

Number of answers

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes
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PMS-Metered

No
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)

EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
 How much did the ISA
prompt interfere with
your controlling
5
activities?

How much did the ISA prompt interfere with your controlling activities?
M ean Ratings

4

(All positions except coordinator)

3
2
1
0
AN

AS

Vectors

 Do you have any
additional comments
about the last exercise
run? If yes, please then
make them here.

160

IN

PMS

IS

Vectors-Metered

AP

FI

HS/HN

PMS-Metered

Vectors
AN
R3: Label clutter was a problem. Filters may need to be used to filter out traffic below a
certain level.
R4: My lack of experience in Area control made for a few errors that would not have been
made by an experienced area controller. Procedures need to be refined. 2 holding
controllers would be helpful. Overflights in north side caused a problem esp. FL240.
AS
R5: Another lack of procedures between FL130 + holding FL 120 required.
IN
R5: Holding procedures need refinement.
IS
R4: I was working the hold and noticed that some pilots don’t report leaving levels. This
sometimes slows down descents in the holds.
AP
R3: PTT (telephone) is in the wrong position for right handed person.
CO
R3: A lot of coordination is required. If this set-up and procedures were to be in place in
Dublin I feel training would be required for potential coordinators.
PMS
AN
R3: Aircraft were transferred to me by sector Feed North with assigned airspeed 250 kts in
label. However the aircraft were not doing 250 kts. It took me a while to realise this and
assign correct speeds + instructions to aircraft. I believe that this may have contributed to
the necessity for a holding controller. It had earlier been explained to me about this
particular HMI problem but I forgot about it. Maybe mention it before each exercise start.
AS
R4: From an Area point of view everything went very smooth.
AP
R5: Change of pilots during busy part of exercise was not helpful as I had gotten used to
the different pace at which pilots took instructions! Overall went well. Noise level in centre
too high !
HN
R1: I think if procedures regarding transfer of aircraft to holding controller are worked out it
would resolve many problems - such as no control of labels. We never did a comms check
in holding position which would have resolved many of problems. If aircraft had been
reduced in speed on route to hold then they possibly would not have been so unpredictable
en route to RONNY.
R3: Traffic in the hold at RONNY sweeps wide in the turn for the outbound leg when up at
high levels, this traffic will probably penetrate the route of LIFFY deps… I don’t know if the
width of the sweep is realistic or not.
Vectors-Metered
AS
R1: I find the labels quite small and need to lean forward to see them clearly at times.
IN
R2: It is important to ensure that Approach has the traffic needed when required.
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)
QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
AP
R2: I found that it was difficult to be efficient in APP due to my unfamiliarity with the HMI. I
have no doubt that if I was more experienced with the HMI, I could have been at least 50%
more efficient. I also found the audio level in the H/S low and had difficulty hearing some of
the pilot readbacks.
R5: Exercise itself did not seem busy until end. Problems throughout with comms, although
comms check was completed successfully at beginning of exercise. Due to fact that free
vectoring was in use, I had to give a lot of instructions + required fast response times which
I did not get. Most of the instructions had to be given twice, partly due comms + partly due
to fact that pilots could not keep up. A lot of traffic came over from Area too slow. Some
instructions were not complied with.
HN
R3: Worked very little traffic in holding position, maximum of two aircraft at any one time.
CO
R2: I do not have enough experience in the position of coordinator therefore I probably felt
a little more pressure than I would in a radar position.
R5: Approach had pilot problems which made her job more difficult.
PMS-Metered
AN
R5: Inexperience meant I had to concentrate a little more. Also feeling tired after sitting in
Area & App this morning!
AS
R5: Too much noise in ops room! If visitors are to be admitted, might I suggest they pay
attention and have conversations about procedures/simulation rather than completely
unrelated subjects?
AP
R1: Few problems with aircraft not descending when given turn + descent as one
command. When given as separate commands descent was given but this increases
transmissions.
FIN
R3: 1) A/c came over a little high + not descending. Pilot informed me of problem with
descent so a/c was taken out of my sequence and in turn sent back to MALCO. This did
not cause much of a problem.
2) 2nd event caused more of a problem. Area a/c went into hold + subsequent confusion led
to delay and back up of traffic mainly due to too many people giving different instructions!!
CO
R2: A few procedures need to be looked at. 1) In south-side the cross at NEPOD verse
traffic inbound to leg needs to be looked at. 2) Standard range setting for intermediate
needs to be looked at. 3) Min distance between aircraft on legs needs to be looked at, i.e.7,
8 or 8 NM between a/c at same level.
R3: The number of people in the room observing the exercise made it very difficult to
coordinate and this had an effect on how the exercise ran. Too much noise in the
background led to an increased level of pressure upon the approach positions in particular.
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Real Time Simulation based on Dublin TMA (STAGE 1)

EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS

SAFETY
 Do you have any
concerns regarding
safety in the last run?

IN - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5

Tick Yes if you
experienced any
hazardous situation or if
you think at any situation
that could have become
hazardous in the last run
or in the real world (e.g.
real or potential
infringement of
separation). In that case
please provide a very brief
description below (one
statement, a scheme or
some keywords, allowing
you to recall that matter in
a further debriefing
interview)"

4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

Vectors
 R4: Inbound aircraft was given to holding controller before AoR. Subsequently holding
controller descended aircraft to FL120 + into conflict with a departure.
Vectors-Metered
 R4: We need a procedure for when traffic from the west cannot be transferred from Area
North to Intermediate North because F130 is not available.
PMS-Metered
 R4: Wake turbulence separations were eroded. However this is just a matter of
experience.
AN - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

Vectors
 R1: I gave descent to wrong aircraft in ROKNA. I think I did not update Holding list.
Situation recovered before loss of separation.
 R3: Traffic descending to FL160 from Scottish when ROKNA hold is active. Procedure
needed to avoid traffic descending to this level in case aircraft are directly holding at that
level. I had 2 overflyers through LIFFY eastbound at FL210 + FL190. I had less time to
set up a routing plan to allow Dublin departures to climb up through the overflyers. This
obviously is just unfamiliarity with the new procedures. In reality I would get used to it and
be watching for it in future but perhaps a procedure where all overflyers are streamed on
one side of the airway to allow traffic to climb unrestricted on the other side could be
looked at. I was unhappy with descending to FL130 when it got busy as I could not be
sure of which label I was checking to see FL130 was definitely vacated.
 R4: Procedures. A lot to remember. Traffic routing to the hold cannot be descended
below FL130 until in Approach AoR, therefore I (Area north) should not have handed
traffic over early to the holding controller unless clear of all possible departures. My
mistake !
PMS
 R1: Had no levels available in RONNY hold towards end of exercise. I had to climb one
arrival to maintain separation.
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QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
IS - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

PMS
 R3: What levels are to be used at SHEEP (unclear procedure).
AS - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

AP - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

PMS
 R3: Vectoring off the end of the sequence leg causes a multitude of problems.
FI - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

PMS
 R1: Some of the aircraft were a lot faster at the start which leads to a monitoring of gaps.
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
With busy traffic, if an a/c has to be broken off, there are limited options as to where to
put them.
HS/HN - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

PMS
 R1: I did not have control of the 1st 4 labels in the hold. Seem to hold south of RONNY?
Mainly procedural and HMI problems.
 R3: Traffic in hold at RONNY versus LIFFY departures may conflict.
CO - Controller safety concerns
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

Vectors
 R3: A build up of traffic entering North side hold from east without continuous descent
meant that traffic was holding at one stage FL180 with traffic from east on way to hold
also at FL180. However some confusion with comms + transfer on HMI contributed to
this too.
 R4: Intermediate controller handling levels + descents in the hold while also deconflicting
departures and arrivals particularly with label clutter and Mode C jumping in the real
world.
PMS
 R4: When traffic runs off the end of the sequencing legs and need to be vectored, there
are issues with vertical separation.
When turning off the approach (missed approach) especially to the north, the
Intermediate controller must be coordinated with, as he could have departures in that
area.
PMS-Metered
 R2: 1- Traffic put onto leg 5 NM apart. When the first item was turned to MALCO, the sep
erased between it and the following item. (see schema).
2- Intermediate south range the same as Area. It must be remembered that Intermediate
controller is also our departure controller + must have the appropriate range setting.
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QUESTIONS

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
 Do you think you could
have safely handled a
higher level of traffic
during the last run?

AN - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

AS - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

IN - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

IS - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes
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PMS-Metered

No
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SASHA (Situational Awareness) - AS
AP - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

FI - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

HS/HN - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes

PMS-Metered

No

PMS:
st
R1: No only because of holding problems (I did not have control of the 1 4 labels in the
hold. Seem to hold south of RONNY? Mainly procedural and HMI problems.)
CO - Capability to safely handle more traffic
6

Number of answers

5
4
3
2
1
0
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Yes
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PMS-Metered

No
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QUESTIONS
Conflict Detection and Resolution
 Do you believe the
number of conflicts in
the exercise was:
 Was the detection of
Long Term conflicts:
 Was the detection of
Short Term conflicts:
 Was the resolution of
Long Term conflicts:

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AN - M ean Ratings

VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY
Perceived number of
conflicts

 Was the resolution of
Short Term conflicts:

Long term conflict
detection

Vectors

Sector IN results based
on:
Vectors (Long term): 4
answers
PMS-Metered (Long
term): 3 answers

EUROCONTROL

PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Vectors-Metered

Long term conflict
resolution

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

AS - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY

Sector IS results based
on:

Perceived number of
conflicts

Long term conflict
detection

Vectors (Long term): 4
answers
PMS (Long term): 4
answers

Vectors

Short term conflict
detection

PMS

Vectors-Metered

Long term conflict
resolution

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

IN - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

Co-ordinator results based
on:
PMS (Long term): 4
answers

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY

Perceived number of
conflicts

Long term conflict
detection

Vectors

PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Vectors-Metered

Long term conflict
resolution

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

IS - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY

Perceived number of
conflicts

Long term conflict
detection

Vectors
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PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Vectors-Metered

Long term conflict
resolution

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered
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QUESTIONS

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AP - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY
Perceived number of
conflicts

Vectors

PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Vectors-Metered

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

FI - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY

Perceived number of
conflicts

PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

HS/HN - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY

Perceived number of
conflicts

Vectors

PMS

Short term conflict
detection

Vectors-Metered

Short term conflict
resolution

PMS-Metered

CO - M ean Ratings
VERY HIGH /
DIFFICULT

MEDIUM

VERY LOW /
EASY
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Perceived number of
conflicts

Long term conflict
detection

Long term conflict
resolution

Vectors

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

PMS
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QUESTIONS
 Can you attach a
percentage value to
each of the following
techniques used to
resolve Long Term
conflicts during the
exercise.

EUROCONTROL

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AN
% usage of techniques to resolve long term
conflicts
100%
75%

44

40

39

43

17

17

Vectors

PMS

25

25

38

45

37

30

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

50%

Sector IN results based
on:

25%
0%

Vectors: 4 answers
PMS-Metered: 4 answers

Vectoring

Sector IS results based
on:
Vectors: 4 answers
PMS: 4 answers

Speed control

Levelling off

AS
% usage of techniques to resolve long term
conflicts
100%
29

75%
50%

41

36

44

49

15

15

PMS

Vectors-Metered

28

41
66

25%
30
6

0%
Vectors

Vectoring

Speed control

PMS-Metered

Levelling off

IN
% usage of techniques to resolve long term
conflicts
100%
75%

51

63

50%
25%

49

61

11

21
15

18
38

24

30

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

23

0%
Vectors

Vectoring

PMS

Speed control

Levelling off

IS
% usage of techniques to resolve long term
conflicts
100%
21

25

75%

48
64
41

36

50%
25%

35

13
39

38

24

18

0%
Vectors

Vectoring
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PMS

Vectors-Metered

Speed control

PMS-Metered

Levelling off
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EUROCONTROL

QUESTIONS
 Can you attach a
percentage value to
each of the following
techniques used to
resolve Short Term
conflicts during the
exercise.

RATINGS AND CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
AN
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%
75%

49

39

50

50%

49

23
19

27

33

25%
24

38

32

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

17

0%
Vectors

PMS

Vectoring

Speed control

Levelling off

AS
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%

75%

31

38
52

58

50%

49

42

22

25%

36
26

20

20

6

0%
Vectors

PMS

Vectoring

Vectors-Metered

Speed control

PMS-Metered

Levelling off

IN
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%
41

45

75%

63

69

50%
27

25%

36
18

10
21

28

Vectors

PMS

19

23

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

0%

Vectoring

Speed control

Levelling off

IS
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%
75%

50

51

51

38

21

50%
31

21

30

25%
19

28

41
19

0%
Vectors

Vectoring
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Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Levelling off
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AP
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%

13

15

17

27

75%

23
19

50

50%

83
60

52

25%

38
3

0%
Vectors

PMS

Vectoring

Vectors-Metered

Speed control

PMS-Metered

Levelling off

FI
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%
75%
87

99

50%
25%
13

1

0%
PMS

PMS-Metered

Vectoring

Speed control

Levelling off

HS/HN
% usage of techniques to resolve short term
conflicts
100%
75%
50%

96

98

100

25%
0%

0
4

2
0

0
0

0
0

Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Vectoring
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E.3

Post-Simulation Questionnaire Results
QUESTIONS / RATINGS

CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

WORKING METHODS
Q1 - The PM syste m and working me thod is
at le ast as e asily applicable as your curre nt
working me thod base d on radar v e ctoring
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q2 - The PM me thod allows e arlie r planning
and building of the se que nce as compare d
with the curre nt working me thod

- D: Point Merge more forces earlier planning than allows
earlier planning I think. But this is positive.

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q3 - The monitoring of the aircraft
se que nce re quire s le ss e ffort as compare d
with the curre nt working me thod
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree
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Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q4 - The PM syste m is fle xible e nough
conce rning the optimization of the
se que nce orde r and ope rational margins
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q5 - The fall back proce dure s de signe d for
the PM syste m are suitable and fle xible
e nough (e .g. whe n an aircraft re ache s the
e nd of the se que ncing le g)

- B: Fall back procedures and procedures for unusual
situations need to be developed.

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q6 - Re v e rting to radar v e ctoring whe n
ne ce ssary was ne v e r a proble m

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

EEC Report No. 410

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q7 - The PM me thod is as e fficie nt as the
curre nt working me thod
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Number of answers

Q8 - The task distribution be twe e n the
Approach controlle r and the Final Dire ctor
is suitable (particularly the se que nce of
instructions to the aircraft) and be tte r
balance d with PM than with the curre nt
working me thod
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q9 - The standardisation of the PM me thod
re duce s co-ordination workload
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3

- B: The co-ordination with Point Merge versus current ops
is a different type of co-ordination. With PM the coordinator assists the Area/Intermediate with traffic going
onto the sequencing legs e.g. one at FL60 and one at
FL70 instead of 8 NM apart. In current ops the coordinator has to set up the sequence much earlier and
this is less efficient.
- S: I answered “disagree” as I believe a general coordinator has a very important role to play in PM.
However, little co-ordination is required between App
and Final.

2
1
0
Strongly
disagree
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Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q10 - It is always cle ar whe n to issue the
Dire ct to instruction thanks to the structure
of the se que ncing le gs
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Number of answers

Q11 - With the PM me thod, the ability to
maintain the aircraft in the late ral
nav igation mode up to the me rge point
incre ase s traje ctory pre dictability and
contribute s to be tte r anticipation of the
traffic e v olution
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q12 - The ability to maintain the aircraft in
the late ral nav igation mode contribute s to
maintain a cle ar me ntal picture of the traffic
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree
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Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q13 - The PM me thod e nable s you to safe ly
handle more traffic
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q14 - With the PM me thod the runway
capacity is optimise d
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

Q15 - The PM me thod allows de liv e ring a
more consiste nt traffic to the runway
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree
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Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q16 - Applying the PM me thod make s your
work le ss v arie d and le ss stimulating than
radar v e ctoring the aircraft

- G: There is a danger that with the advent of PM vital
vectoring skills will be lost.

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q17 - With the PM me thod, the re are more
fre que ntly mome nts of le ss v igilance than
with the curre nt working me thod
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q18- The PM syste m contribution to
maintain a cle ar picture of the traffic
situation de cre ase s the fre que ncy of late
de te cte d or une xpe cte d e v e nts
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree
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Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q19 - The PM me thod doe s not adv e rse ly
impact safe ty

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q20 - Any one se ctor can be manne d by a
single controlle r without difficulty e v e n with
non me te re d traffic

Number of answers

8
7
6
5
4
3

- A: When traffic is holding in Area or Intermediate sector,
the controller is distracted from his core work or
distracted from the Hold list.
- S: (2016 traffic) In non metered traffic the Intermediate
controller could end up with a very high workload
between sorting out traffic to enter legs + departures.
This workload can be greatly reduced by timely insertion
of holding controller + a pro-active co-ordinator. Note:
current procedures have a much higher workload.
- X: Holding controllers for both sectors needed if very
busy.

2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q21 - Single Pe rson Ope ration of se ctors
doe s not de cre ase safe ty

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q22 - If you wish so, please, elaborate any of your
previous answers (use the question #).
Q23 - Do you think that at the traffic levels used in the
simulation, the PM method can be used without a
metered traffic flow?

178

See comments above.
- A: Yes provided there are two holding controllers
operating.
- B: Yes. With 2 holding controllers to meter the traffic
onto the sequencing legs.
- C: Yes, but with Dublin traffic, I think it is necessary for 2
holding controllers & a co-ordinator.
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CONTROLLERS COMMENTS
- D: With some development of holds and other escape
valves, yes.
- E: Yes, but not as efficiently as with a metered flow.
Holding procedures would need to be looked at again.
- F: Yes, I believe that our adjacent centres will already
flow traffic to us. PM works better with metered traffic but
can still work very well without metered flow.
- G: Yes provided that the holds are set up in time. This
would require the co-ordinator to adopt a very proactive
role with regard to the build up of traffic etc.
- S: Yes, but it would be difficult in the levels of traffic used
in the simulation. 2 holding controllers would probably be
required and a very pro-active co-ordinator. Even limited
metering would improve the situation greatly.
- X: Provided there is adequate holding controllers
available. Provided the Area controller can break the
STAR.

Q24 - If you have established or if you foresee any new
methods of work with the PM system, please
describe them.

- C: I think this system would be most beneficial to Dublin
Approach when we have clear & transparent procedures
for go-arounds, unusual situations, etc.
- D: It would be interesting to see a combination of Point
Merge and Time Based Separation on approach and
finals.
- F: More point to point clearances rather than vectoring.
More speed restrictions.
- G: In the event of a go-around or traffic going off the end
of the leg, traffic could be vectored onto a westerly
heading and descended. Then the a/c could be cleared
to a new PR point on the cone.
- S: Standard methods of joining/leaving the hold to join
PM system. Standard method for dealing with traffic
running off end of leg.

Q25 - If you foresee any particular benefits or
detriments of the PM method as compared to your
current working methods, please list and describe
them.

- A: Less instructions to a/c. A/c are on defined track, it is
easier to plan turn to Localiser.
- B: The more systemised nature of PM gives a better
service to airlines with CDA, better sequencing and more
efficient information regarding delays.
- C: Benefits: far more consistent flow of arrival traffic with
standard spacing. Optimal use of runway.
Detriments: Intermediate controller gets caught watching
& sequencing arrivals, and ignores departures.
- D: Benefits: improved distribution of the workload of
arrival traffic, Area uses speed and possibly marginal
vectoring to initiate a sequence, then Intermediate uses
maybe more vectoring + speed control to provide
longitudinal separation to the legs, then Approach refines
the spacing from a clear picture and feeds traffic to Final
who monitors the spacing for maximum efficiency. This
seems to be an even and balanced distribution of work
through out.
Detriments: boredom and maybe a less even distribution
of workload for departures, Intermediate carrying the
heavier load. Loss of vectoring skills.
- E: Sequencing traffic is much easier. Achieving 3 NM
spacing is easier because of split roles. There is a
significant reduction in RT instructions.
- F: More consistent spacing on finals. Reduced Approach
workload. Better runway capacity.
- G: Benefits: it is much easier to apply a consistent level
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of separation. Easier to monitor spacing. Less RT. Less
co-ordination. Less workload, more relaxed working
environment.
Detriments: Final controller’s work will be highly
dependant on the standard of delivery from App. Vital
vectoring skills could be lost. Controllers could become
complacent.
- S: Benefits: see Q27.
Detriments: a possible detriment could be App
controllers losing their skills due to lack of vectoring
practice. During periods of heavy traffic difficulty could
be experienced in getting a/c to the correct level +
spacing to join the leg. Intermediate controller’s workload
will be higher with PM than normal ops.
- X: The use of flight legs greatly improves the spacing on
Approach as you know where the aircraft will turn in.

Q26 - Do you think imple me nting the Point
M e rge syste m will be be ne ficial?
10
9
Number of answers

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Y ES

NO

Q27 - Whatever your previous answer, please justify.
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- A: Less taxing on the controller and provides a more
complete service to arriving aircraft.
- B: As traffic increases in Dublin we need to implement
tools which will assist controller any way possible. PM
seems to be a very effective tool.
- C: It will reduce frequency congestion + unpredictability
of vectored aircraft. I am worried about the Intermediate
controller getting sucked into watching & trying to
sequence the arrivals to the detriment of departures.
- D: Point Merge will improve efficiency through
maximising runway capacity and help distribute the
workload evenly throughout the various controllers in the
TMA.
- E: Because it will allow Approach to operate more
efficient spacing on finals and reduce RT
instructions/workload. Will help reduce cockpit workload
and improve flight crew’s situational awareness. It will
help reduce holding to some extent, dependant on
metered/non-metered traffic.
- F: For reasons before (More consistent spacing on
finals. Reduced Approach workload. Better runway
capacity.).
- G: It will split the workload of App. It will allow a better
and consistent flow of traffic. It will be easier to monitor
spacing on Finals.
- S: Consistent spacing on finals. Massive reduction in
workload for App controllers. Predictable flight profile for
pilots.
- X: See Q 25 (The use of flight legs greatly improves the
spacing on Approach as you know where the aircraft will
turn in).
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Q28 - How e asy/difficult will it be for
controlle rs to le arn how to use the Point
M e rge working me thods?
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
V ery
dif f icult

Dif f icult

Normal

Easy

V ery easy

Q29 - Do you have any suggestions about the training
of the PM working methods?

- B: Obviously this is a big departure from what controllers
normally do at Dublin. It will involve training in all
positions Area, Intermediate, Approach & Finals. There
must be sufficient time given to both preparation and
delivery of a training course. If these two elements are
correct then I don’t see any problems.
- D: 1) to learn how to use them in a simulator will be
easy, but to perfect it in an operational environment with
varying a/c and pilot performance will take time. The
main focus of any training should be simulation so that
standard scenarios become very very easy to manage.
2) I think that training for our SPO procedures should be
separated and completed before Point Merge.
3) The Point Merge training should consist of 2 phases:
1 - just managing normal scenarios and 2 – looking at
various unusual situations such as go-arounds, holding,
traffic running off the end of the leg, emergencies at
various stages of arrival, etc.
4) I would have a small concern about training in the
future in that if we use Point Merge, people will lose the
skill of vectoring and some kind of continuation training
or unusual situation training should include approach
vectoring.
- F: Simulation + class room training.
- S: Very important to train for unusual events, goarounds, level bust etc. Important that controllers are not
allowed to forget vectoring skills, re-fresher training
important. Co-ordinator will need training before
implementation.

Q30 - Do you think that at the traffic levels used in the
simulation, the current working method can be
used without a metered traffic flow?

-
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A: Yes, but it would need two holding controllers.
B: No. Too busy.
C: Yes, but holding controllers will be necessary.
D: With some difficulty and 2 holding controllers
available.
- E: With some difficulty, I believe the traffic levels would
be manageable. Special attention would need to be paid
to the work of a co-ordinator and also holding
procedures to help manage periods of heavy traffic.
- F: Yes, but easier with metering. Without metering
holding would be used more.
- G: Yes. But without metering, workload on App would be
greatly increased.
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- S: Yes, but only with 2 holding controllers.
- X: No.

Q31 - Do you think imple me nting the Single
Pe rson Ope rations will be be ne ficial?

10
9
Number of answers

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Y ES

NO

Q32 - Whatever your previous answer, please justify.

Q33 - Do you have any additional
comments/suggestions about the working
methods in the different conditions?

182

- A: It makes better use of what is now the planning
controller. This reduces the load of the Area controller.
- B: The workload distribution between exec + planner
needs to be shared more equally. Area + Intermediate
gives this shared workload.
- C: Maximum runway usage. Standard method of arrival.
Optimal use of airspace.
- D: Again basically it allows for better workload
distribution and a tighter focus on points of conflict.
- E: Provides a better split of responsibility in Area sectors.
Helps provide a departure control service (in
Intermediate) to allow for automatic releases and
reduced departure intervals. Co-ordination between Area
and Intermediate can be easily effected as they are colocated.
- F: Better balance of workload. More concise airspace.
- G: The work of Area and App would be split. Each
position would have better defined duties, and defined
airspace.
- S: It gives a much more even split between Area +
Intermediate than is current. However I am a little
concerned about Intermediate workload esp. in unmetered traffic in PM. In current procedures SPO very
beneficial.
- X: By having a person responsible for a smaller airspace
they can concentrate on their tasks easier. The FL
restrictions between the sectors provide a separation
between all of the sectors.
- D: I think we should look at some small flexibilities,
particularly with regard to non conflicting inbound tracks
in both Point Merge and non Point Merge scenarios, as
well as sector skipping and system co-ordination.
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SAFETY

Number of answers

Q34 - Do you think that unusual e v e nts like :
ac picking up instruction for othe r ac
(callsign confusion), non compliance with
le v e l, he ading/Dire ct To or spe e d
cle arance , can be de te cte d and solv e d with
same e fficie ncy in PM S as in Radar
v e ctoring?

- C (answer=Yes): because you have much more thinking
time than in normal vectoring.
- E: They are easily detected, but I am slightly concerned
that controllers may not retain the skills necessary to
respond as efficiently as required due to an over-reliance
on P-RNAV. Regular continuation training is essential in
my opinion.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Y ES

NO

Q35 - If No, please justify.
Q36 -Do you se e any safe ty conce rn in
controlling a mix of P-RNAV approv e d a/c
following the PM S proce dure and some a/c
on v e ctoring be cause e ithe r non
approv e d/P-RNAV failure , or take n on
he ading for v arious purpose s ?

Number of answers

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Y ES

- B: A procedure for running off the end of the legs needs
to be looked at. During the simulation there were
problems when a/c ran off the legs and had to be
vectored.
- C: If controllers become used to traffic on standard.
- D: Would like to see some simulations where these
things were deliberately assessed and trained for to
properly answer the question.
- F: That would be difficult. Dublin arrivals will all need to
be P-RNAV equipped.
- G: All Dublin traffic would need to be P-RNAV equipped.
It is hard to see how a very efficient service could be
applied with a mix of P-RNAV and non equipped a/c.

NO

Q37 - If Yes, please justify.

Q38 - Do you hav e any othe r conce rns
re garding the safe ty of the Point M e rge
syste m Ope rations?

- D: Deskilling. Boredom.
- G: The run off at the end of the leg needs to be
developed properly.
- X: Traffic coming off the end of the legs. Where does it
go? Needs to be set down.

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Y ES

NO

Q39 - If Yes, please describe them below. Any
suggestion for possible mitigation is welcome.
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Q40 - Do you hav e any conce rns re garding
the safe ty of the Single Pe rson Ope rations?
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Y ES

NO

Q41 - If Yes, please list and describe them below and
propose possible mitigations.

184
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- A: I think it is essential that a holding controller be
available to each sector.
- B: When Intermediate is operating a busy hold (4 or
more a/c) it is very difficult to monitor departures as well.
2 holding controllers are required in busy traffic.
- D: Possible overload of Intermediate controller when
holding.
- E: It is possible to become focuses on one particular
area at times, mainly when holding traffic for extended
periods of traffic. Provision for two holding controllers is
essential to remove responsibility for hold management
from the Intermediate controller. The Cairde 2000
holding list (TML) is also a cumbersome tool for
managing the hold and could contribute to difficulties in
this regard.
- G (answer = No): No reservations as long as proper
procedures are developed and adhered to.
- S (answer = No): A full safety case would have to be
provided. Training, etc.
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HMI
Q42 - The distance markings and the de sign
of the se que ncing le gs we re suitable and
sufficie nt to he lp de ciding whe n to issue
the Dire ct To instruction

Number of answers

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q43 - All the information you ne e de d was
e asily av ailable through the HM I

- C: Not this HMI – but the Irish one is better so I would
strongly agree if this question was about Cairde 2000.

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q44 - The information prov ide d in the
Arriv al list was use ful and sufficie nt

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree
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Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree
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Q45 - The information prov ide d in the
De parture list was use ful and sufficie nt

8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q46 - The information prov ide d in the Hold
list was use ful and sufficie nt

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

A gree

Strongly
agree

Q47 - Do you think the re is ne e d for anothe r
spe cific support tool for planning, building,
and maintaining the arriv al aircraft
se que nce ?
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3

- C: The tool we use in Dublin is the TML. I do not know a
single controller who likes this tool. It is badly designed,
badly laid out, unfriendly to use, and has enormous
potential for mistakes. I have never used this tool without
accidentally descending a/c through another’s level
before I correct the mistake without losing separation.
- D: Don’t know, but the Advanced Arrival Manager looks
like it could be useful if all connected sectors could be
involved and integrated.
- G: There is need for a permanent moveable QDM vector
to be located at MALCO.

2
1
0
Y ES

NO

Q48 - If Yes, please develop.
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hinde re d in any way the e fficie ncy of
ope rations?
8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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- B: Traffic leaving hold without clearance. Problems with
sector sequence.
- C: Just general unfamiliarity with the HMI slowed things
down.
- D: Distance of screen from seating and size of font on
label made reading a little difficult.
- E: I became more familiar with the HMI as time went by,
but it is significantly different from our own HMI and
since some of our procedures are based on the HMI
(transfer of labels for example) this caused some
problems.
- X: At the start of the simulation a lack of familiarity
caused some problems.

0
Y ES

NO

Q50 - If Yes, please describe the situation.
Q51 - Do you have any other suggestions regarding the
HMI in general?

EEC Report No. 410

- A: For TMA work I would prefer a larger label & a/c
symbol.
- D: Prefer IAA colours.
- E: As much as possible, functionality and procedures
should reflect those of the system used by controllers.
- S: The screens we used seemed to be situated too far
away from controller seat. At times it was hard to see the
labels especially in Area. Perhaps the labels could be
brighter.
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QUESTIONS / RATINGS

CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

PLATFORM
Q52 - Ple ase rate your le v e l of satisfaction
with the simulation facilitie s (display, data,
functions, R/T syste m, aircraft pe rformance ,
piloting…)
8
Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
V ery bad

Bad

Medium

Good

V ery good

Q53 - If you experienced problems with any of these
points, then describe the circumstances in more detail,
noting particularly the effect that this had upon your
effectiveness.

- A: Some pilots were slow to transfer comms to next
sector. This improved with time.
- B: The HMI in general was good. Piloting was a problem.
The support team were excellent. Any HMI problems
were sorted immediately.
- C: Some pilots were not good, confusing instructions &
being very slow in general. The radar displays were a
little too far away from the controller to make labels easy
to read. The foot pedals were dreadful + very user
unfriendly.
- D: Some minor problems with piloting, probably could
have been resolved with training + familiarity with typical
Dublin instructions??
- E: Some driving (piloting) problems, it is not advisable to
train new pilots on a position as busy as approach or
Finals.
- S: At times pilots seemed to have difficulty in
understanding/taking instructions, esp. when exercises
became busy. In un-metered traffic a wrong turn can
cause a lot of problems. Slow transfer of comms
sometimes a problem. Training of pilots should be
avoided during measured exercises esp. in busy
positions.
- X: Difficulty in seeing the screen with it being set far
back. Small labels also.

ACCOMMODATION
Q54 - Ple ase rate your le v e l of satisfaction
with the accommodation (transport,
re ce ption, cante e n, hote l…)

- D: Canteen is not great.

8

Number of answers

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
V ery bad

Bad

Medium

Good

V ery good

Q55 - If you have any comments or suggestions to help
us increase the quality of general accommodations,
please do it here.
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CONTROLLERS COMMENTS

SIMULATION CONDUCT

Number of answers

Q56 - Ple ase rate your le v e l of satisfaction
with the simulation conduct (organisation,
inv e stigation and solv ing of ope rational
issue s and te chnical proble ms, proje ct te am
av ailability…)
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
V ery bad

Bad

Medium

Good

V ery good

Q57 - If you have any comments or suggestions to
make on the level of support during this simulation,
then please make them here.

EEC Report No. 410

- A: At times there were too many people around the
working areas. This caused distraction and frustration.
- B: Again, the support team were excellent. Top class.
- C: All Eurocontrol staff were very friendly & welcoming to
the Irish controllers. In turn we adopted a homeless
English controller and kept him fed + watered for the
duration of our visit. We would like to present him to
Eurocontrol as a gift to show our appreciation of all your
efforts. He is easy to feed + is quite timid except when
around Belgians or the colour purple. Both must be
avoided at all times!
- D: Fantastic, don’t know if Eurocontrol will ever be the
same again, think we may have broken some…
employees.
- E: I was particularly impressed by the speed with which
simulator problems were resolved by the technical team.
I would have preferred less visitors in the ops room, or at
the very least that they would keep their conversation
down (and on topic!)
- S: The level of support from Sasha, Motto and Terry
consistently excellent. They are a great team & a
pleasure to work with.
- X: Any problems were sorted out for the next day at the
latest. Once the number of visitors in the centre was
reduced, noise levels were manageable.
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ANNEX F: STATISTICAL TESTS
F.1

ANOVA for post-exercise questionnaire ratings (questions 3 to 30)
IN

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
F(1,1,5)
Vectoring)
Overall workload
F=6.25;p=0.024
R/T Workload
F=6.54;p =0.021
Traffic Workload
NO
Procedures Workload
NO
HMI Workload
NO
Number of system inputs
NO
Number of R/T comm..
NO
Amount of label monitoring
NO
Amount of coordination
NO
Overall SA
NO
Stress
NO
Fatigue
NO
Maintain std separations
NO
Sequencing and spacing
NO
ISA
NO
Perceived number of conflicts
NO
Long term conflict detection
NO
Short term conflict detection
NO
Long term conflict resolution
NO
Short term conflict resolution
NO
Use of vectoring to resolve long term conflict
Missing value
Use of speed control to resolve long term conflict
Missing value
Use of levelling off to resolve long term conflict
Missing value
Use of vectoring to resolve short term conflict
NO
Use of speed control to resolve short term conflict F=4.59;p=0.047
Use of levelling off to resolve short term conflict
F=6.11;p=0.024
Overall sector workload managed
NO
Overall sector conflicts managed
NO
Conflict resolution workload at P600 boundary
Missing value
Coordination workload at P600 boundary
Missing value
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AN

IS

Effect of
Effect of working
Effect of
Effect of working
metering (Yes vs method (PMS vs metering (Yes vs method (PMS vs
No)
Vectoring)
No)
Vectoring)
F=12.25;p=0.003 F=7.53;p=0.014
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=6.75;p=0.019
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=4.8;p=0.043
NO
NO
NO
F=6.4;p=0.022
NO
NO
F=5.14;p=0.037
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=4.66;p=0.046
NO
NO
NO
F=5.15;p=0.037
F=4.8;p=0.043
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
Missing value
NO
NO
NO
Missing value
NO
NO
NO
Missing value
NO
NO
F=4.67;p=0.046
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
Missing value
NO
NO
Missing value
NO
F=6.125;p=0.032

AS
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
Effect of
method (PMS vs metering (Yes vs
Vectoring)
No)
NO
F=8; p=0.012
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=7; p=0.017
NO
NO
NO
F=6.25;p=0.023
NO
F=27; p<<0.001
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=5.53;p=0.031
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
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AP
F(1,1,5)
Overall workload
R/T Workload
Traffic Workload
Procedures Workload
HMI Workload
Number of system inputs
Number of R/T comm
Amount of label monitoring
Amount of coordination
Overall SA
Stress
Fatigue
Maintain std separations
Sequencing and spacing
ISA
Perceived number of conflicts
Long term conflict detection
Short term conflict detection
Long term conflict resolution
Short term conflict resolution
Use of vectoring to resolve long term conflict
Use of speed control to resolve long term conflict
Use of levelling off to resolve long term conflict
Use of vectoring to resolve short term conflict
Use of speed control to resolve short term conflict
Use of levelling off to resolve short term conflict
Overall sector workload managed
Overall sector conflicts managed
Conflict resolution workload at P600 boundary
Coordination workload at P600 boundary

192

FI
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
F=6; p=0.026
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

F=14.28;p=0.001
F=5.12;p=0.037
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)

CO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
F=6; p=0.026
NO
F=9.685; p=0.006
NO
NO
F=9.29; p=0.007
F=24.14;p<<0.001
F=13.06;p=0.002
NO
NO
F=7.57;p=0.014
NO
F=7.71;p=0.013
F=7.33;p=0.015
NO
F=10.56;p=0.005
NO
F=5.44;p=0.033
NO
F=11.11;p=0.004

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=6.09;p=0.025
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
Missing value

F=5.44;p=0.033
F=4.9; p=0.041
NO
NO
F=6.09;p=0.025
F=6.53;p=0.021
NO
NO
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ANOVA for NASA-TLX ratings
IN

F(1,1,5)
Mental Demand
Physical Demand
Temporal Demand
Performance
Effort
Frustration

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

F(1,1,5)
Mental Demand
Physical Demand
Temporal Demand
Performance
Effort
Frustration

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
F=12.78;p=0.002
NO
F=24.25;p<<0.001
NO
F=19.69;p<<0.001
F=8.47;p<<0.010

AN
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=6.08;p=0.025
NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)

AP
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IS
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
F=6.14;p=0.024
NO
NO
NO

FI

AS
Effect of
metering
(Yes vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering
(Yes vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

CO
Effect of
metering (Yes vs
No)
NO
NO
F=10.50;p=0.005
NO
NO
NO
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F.3

ANOVA for SASHA ratings
IN

F(1,1,5)
Ahead of traffic
Able to plan, organise
Surprised by unexpected aircraft action
Focus on single problem
Forgetting a task
Difficulty to find information
Late instructions
Surprised by unexpected control action

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

F(1,1,5)
Ahead of traffic
Able to plan, organise
Surprised by unexpected aircraft action
Focus on single problem
Forgetting a task
Difficulty to find information
Late instructions
Surprised by unexpected control action

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

AN
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
F=4.88;p=0.042
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
F=6; p=0.024
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)

AP

F.4

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

FI

AS
Effect of
metering
(Yes vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of
metering
(Yes vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

CO
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
F=5.14; p=0.037

ANOVA for ISA ratings

F(1,1,150)
IN
AN
IS
AS
AP
FI
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IS
Effect of
metering (Yes
vs No)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Effect of working
method (PMS vs
Vectoring)
F=25.81; p<<0.001
F=34.79; p<<0.001
NO
F=9.33; p=0.002
F=347.85; p<<0.001

Effect of metering
(Yes vs No)
F=66.80; p<<0.001
F=9.19; p=0.002
F=43.95; p<<0.001
F=4.00; p=0.045
F=20.92; p<<0.001
F=4.15; p=0.042

Interaction
Working method x
Metering
F=30.50; p<<0.001
NO
NO
NO
F=14.21; p<<0.001
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ANNEX G: DEBRIEFING NOTES
Several debriefings took place during the training week and the simulation weeks. The
notes taken by all the EEC team members during the following debriefings are
summarised hereafter:
 Training week debriefings (summary of the week).
Note: Short debriefings were also held after each of the refresher training slots during
the first simulation week, but as no additional questions or issues were raised, there
is not a separate report.
 Debriefing after each Organisation (in the same order as the Organisations were run,
i.e. 2-1-3-4).
G.1 Training week debriefings (07/01/08-11/01/08)
General
Controllers felt that too many technical and development problems hindered the training,
turning at times the training sessions into debugging sessions, preventing them from
concentrating on the trained topics and the control task. The general feeling was that
more training is needed with high traffic levels.
The training week will be complemented by 4 supplementary training sessions during the
first simulation week.
Traffic Samples
Some problems were encountered with the traffic, mostly related to overflights and
handover traffic. It was decided that all the 140% traffic samples will be reviewed after the
training week.
The feed positions worked without any major problems.
There were no issues with regards to arrivals and departures.
Action: The DATCC Core team representative will provide support to EEC before the
simulation start on the 28th January to ensure that the traffic samples are correctly
reviewed. Further work will also be carried out on the metering of the traffic.
Aircraft Performance (Climb/Descent Rates, Speed)
Some of the controllers expressed their concern at the difference in the descent rates in
the different Organisations. They felt that the descent rate was slower in Organisations 1
and 2 than in Organisations 3 and 4 where aircraft were much higher and faster.
Action: The DATCC Core team representative will provide support to EEC with further
testing of aircraft C/D rates and speed in order to improve the aircraft performance in final
phases of approach.
Holding Procedures
Throughout the week the controllers noticed problems with aircraft entering, leaving, and
executing the holding procedures (some aircraft which were given headings were turning
into the hold, several others were not entering the hold at all and had to be killed off). It
could not be clearly established whether this was attributable to piloting errors, late
instructions, or system problems. In any case, the hold parameters were modified and the
controllers were advised of the importance of giving the holding instructions to the pilot at
the appropriate moment.
Transfer of Traffic
The controllers raised the issue of the transfer procedure of aircraft from Intermediate
sector to Approach: they felt that the transfer indication used in the simulation was not
visible enough. In Dublin they use the HOP procedure that provides more noticeable
transfer information. It was decided to use the available ‘Handover’ procedure for transfers
EEC Report No. 410
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to Approach in the Current Working Method conditions (Orgs 1 and 2) and to use the
standard transfer procedure in the Point Merge conditions (Orgs 3 and 4).
Piloting
Apart from the holding problems mentioned above, it was agreed by controllers that it was
taking too long for pilots to go from one frequency to another and these late calls from the
pilots tended to hold up the traffic.
AORs
Controllers suggested that a minimum fixed area of airspace should be defined for the
Intermediate controller which allows him to clearly see from where on s/he should have an
aircraft.
Action: The DATCC Core team will coordinate in order to verify the AORs and draw up
guidelines with regards to transfer of traffic.
HMI
The controllers agreed that they had no problems with the HMI. At the end of the training
week it seems to be relatively stable. Refresher hands-on training will be given at the start
of the simulation, which will allow the controllers to gain more experience and practice
with the HMI.
Telephone Communications
The controllers expressed their preference to rely on the Coordinator to relay
communications, in the same way as in their current operations. Telephone use will
therefore remain limited.
Controller Working Position - ISA Box
It was expressed that for the tower controller position, the screen seems to be a bit far
away - however this is due to the BARCO screens and the way they are positioned.
One of the controllers felt that the ISA box was a bit too far away to allow comfortable
access.
Action: It was decided to change the position of the ISA box for the simulation.
Simulation Room
Controllers complained about too many people in the simulation room, making it at times
difficult to concentrate on the control tasks.
Action: For EEC to ensure less “agitation” in the simulation room, by limiting access for
uninvited people.
Note: all the identified actions and issues were addressed and improved upon in time for
simulation conduct.
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Organisation 2 debriefing (29/01/08) - Current Working Methods (Vectoring),
Metered traffic
Split between Area and Intermediate
The controllers who carried out the Intermediate and Area positions felt that the level band
split was good and that the balance of work was evenly shared between the two positions.
The fact that they are sitting near each other allows a high level of coordination between
them. The controllers in these positions felt that they can get a much better overall picture
of the situation.
On the South side sectors, everything was quite straightforward; one controller stated that
140% traffic load is not a problem with the split and remains easily manageable.
The main problems are on the North side sectors. Crunch will be to be able to manage
traffic in an efficient manner. Holding controller will be needed to give traffic to Approach
in an orderly manner. Not enough levels are available for aircraft coming from North.
Overall, controllers considered that the split provides better situational awareness of
airspace issues and requires less cognitive effort in Area and Intermediate. This is not the
case for Approach (see below).
Holding Controller
There should be Holding controller even with lighter traffic to help the Intermediate
controller and give him time to manage the departures as well. It was stressed that the
Intermediate controller should not have to hold traffic as, although this is not a safety
issue, it may impinge controller efficiency. If the Intermediate controller has to do
departures, crossing and holding, this could lead to problems with prioritizing the tasks.
Approach
It was considered by the controllers who assumed the Approach position that workload
was much higher compared to the other positions. It was felt that the traffic builds up
quickly and controllers have little time to catch up, they are constantly under pressure. It
was suggested that some of the pressure should be put on the Hold and Intermediate to
take it off the Approach.
One of the controllers felt he would not feel comfortable in Approach for 2hrs with having
to keep a 3 mile separation on traffic vectoring out of Approach.
Coordinator
It was felt that the Coordinator has an important role to play at such traffic levels, and his
role should be better defined. Controllers stressed the importance of giving traffic to
Approach at the appropriate time to avoid gaps. A pro-active Coordinator is required.
Procedures
Transfer: some controllers felt that if Approach ROF aircraft before holding it would speed
things up (facility available in IAA system). However, ROF when aircraft are actually
holding might cause confusion and misunderstanding of which aircraft is lowest in the
hold. Another point to note is that in the IAA system the use of ROF blocks the label from
further interaction.
Hold: there were still some problems with aircraft not going into the hold when they are
instructed to, possibly due to late instructions (for the simulation system). It was
suggested that on first contact (AN/AS) all aircraft are advised to enter the hold, and then
instructed not to hold if not needed.
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Metering
Overall, the controllers were satisfied with the metering of traffic and considered that it
made it much easier for Area and Intermediate, taking the sting out of the workload.
However, further comparison with non metered condition is needed to see how the traffic
will be managed without it (Organisation 1).
Aircraft Performance
Approach speeds of aircraft under 3000ft vary greatly.
It was felt that the descent rate for aircraft tends to be a bit slow between AN and IN.
Piloting
Piloting has improved, but there were still 2 or 3 missed holds.
HMI
Controllers were satisfied with the HMI and at this stage were getting used to it except for
the HAND/ROF procedure used in simulation which can be a bit cumbersome.
The “HAND” display in Line 0 of the ECHOES HMI is not as easily noticeable as the
display of the HOP procedure in the IAA system. In the IAA system it is brighter.
Also, controllers would prefer if the facility to leave hold was available as an option on the
hold list rather than having to select the sector indicator pop-up.
G.3

Organisation 1 debriefing (31/01/08) - Current Working Methods (Vectoring), Non
metered traffic
General consideration
Controllers felt that the foreseen levels of traffic are not manageable with single runway in
operation. The expected traffic increase has to be accompanied by a total change in the
system. It is clear that in 2012 unless the system is adapted in a way (operations/
procedures/manning) - Dublin will be unable to manage. What are the choices? - AMAN,
PMS, Parallel runway operations! If some or all of these options are not taken onboard,
then the current capacity limits must continue to be maintained.
Split between Area and Intermediate
Intermediate sectors: experienced difficulty when managing aircraft in the hold as this took
the attention away from departures climbing out to FL120 (less SA of departures, aircraft
sometimes levelled off at FL120 without controller being aware of it).
Area sectors: once again, less overall SA with pending departures.
For the South side, it was considered that traffic from the west had to be held up on higher
levels. This problem did not exist on the North side.
Holding Controller
It was felt by the controllers that the multi-tasking involved in assuming both Intermediate
and Holding controller roles (managing a hold and handling departures) makes it very
difficult to handle traffic on both North and South sides. Also, as put by one of the
controllers, “Area and Intermediate working a holding list at the same time is a mistake
waiting to happen”. In addition, transition from Area/Intermediate hold management to
Holding controller operations often caused confusion and operational problems.
It was therefore strongly supported by all the controllers that in this Organisation and with
that level of traffic, there should be two hold controllers.
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Approach
Controllers felt that Approach position was very busy (very heavy, almost unmanageable
workload), especially in maintaining a 3 mile separation. If the 3 mile spacing is infringed,
this leads to a go-around, especially without a Final controller. As a consequence, it was
argued that at these levels of traffic there would be need for 2 controllers, one for Initial
Approach and one for Final Approach (AP & FI).
Coordinator
The overall impression of the controllers was that the Coordinator plays a very important
role. A pro-active Coordinator may greatly help alleviate Approach controller workload.
This role would have to be well-defined for Dublin. The current situation in Dublin is that
when the traffic gets busy, the Coordinator becomes the sequence manager until there is
no other traffic in the hold and then he resumes his normal tasks.
With the increased complexity of future multi-runway (parallel runways) and multi-airport
(Weston) operations the Coordinator role will become even more important.
Procedures
Controllers agreed that the Holding controller procedures have to be worked on.
In the case of holding aircraft - controllers suggested that the Coordinator should advise
Approach of headings before aircraft are transferred from hold to Approach, which would
help to speed up the process. Heading could be input by the Holding controller and
displayed in the label, removing the need for Coordinator help at that level, but this would
put more strain on the Holding controller. Another idea put forward was to send aircraft out
of the hold on pre-defined points or set of headings.
Metering
One of the controllers did not find much of a difference between metering and nonmetering of traffic because of the amount of traffic. Most of the traffic went into the hold
anyway.
HMI
Controllers reported some difficulties with sorting of the holding list - it does not update
correctly when new aircraft enter a previously sorted list. Also, if they forgot to put an
aircraft in the hold list and then used the hold list to verify available levels in the hold –
there was a risk of proposing or offering a level that was already occupied (safety issue).
A planner might be useful in this scenario.
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Organisation 3 debriefing (04/02/08) - Point Merge System, Metered traffic
PMS
Controllers agreed that PMS worked very well and was very straightforward and efficient,
although subject to and depending on the delivery from sector to sector. As put by one
controller, “Any problems experienced were of our own making”.
Area
In Area South, controllers considered that there is need for more flexibility with regard to
current procedures that forbid removal of aircraft from the STAR route. Most of the
problems were with traffic coming via VATRY. Especially in the South where there is less
vectoring room, achieve 8 miles separation with non metered traffic, may be a problem. If
AOR could be extended, this would give a margin on either side.
From the Area North perspective, controllers felt that metering had a huge effect on the
efficiency of handling the traffic and decreasing the workload.
Intermediate
One of the controllers specifically tried to close longitudinal gaps from 10 and 8 nautical
miles to 6 nm, and found it very easy but boring! However, it was easier in the North than
in the South: there is less radar vectoring room in the South sectors than in the North
sectors when aircraft are too high, and the only solution then is to send them to the hold.
Controllers argued that aircraft should be descended earlier. Also, having dog-leg points
would remove the vectoring workload.
Controllers felt that by concentrating on getting the right speed and getting the arrivals
down lower, the departures tend to be neglected.
From Intermediate North point of view, metering worked very well. Controllers observed
that its main benefit is to help maintain a high level of spacing consistency on Final
approach. With point merge, the controller knows when the legs are full and when turned,
the spacing between aircraft. There is a much better picture of what is going on.
It was stressed that on the Intermediate positions there is need for alternative plan if
Approach cannot take an aircraft.
Holding Controller
There was no need for a Holding controller in this Organisation.
Approach
Controllers reported that some of the traffic delivery to the legs was a little bit high especially from the South where there was less vectoring airspace available (see above).
One of the controllers, without being previously trained to PMS, had no problems at all in
the Approach position and found it easy to use. He reported that it was simple to verbally
coordinate with the Final controller as they were seated beside each other. This is a vital
requirement for optimised operations, and helps taking decision on what to do in problem
situations, e.g. when an aircraft is coming off the sequencing leg or in case of a goaround. Neither the Approach nor the Final controllers felt that the go-around had any
impact on their workload and they still felt in control of what they were doing.
Workload was low. The Approach controller felt that his workload was at approximately
60% of his normal workload. Very few aircraft went beyond the centre line of the legs
(possible due to metered flow) and delivery of traffic from the Intermediate sectors was
very good. Controllers were aware that traffic was coming in a measured way.
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Final
According to the controllers Final was no problem at all and worked very well, just
requiring monitoring an application of speed control. Even when things did go slightly
wrong it was easy to recover the situation as the Final controller was sitting next to the
Approach. Controllers felt comfortable with workload.
From the Tower feed position it was noticeable that the delivery on finals was consistently
3 nm at touchdown.
Coordinator
Coordination was very simple. The Coordinator did not come across any difficulties,
especially as due to the metering the sequencing was established, there was less
pressure. Cognitive task of sequence decision making was removed, aircraft went to the
sequencing legs in arrival order.
In this role controllers prefer to verbally coordinate with Approach and move between the
positions (as opposed to electronic coordination via the system) as this is less of an
intrusion and interruption to the Approach controller and allows better understanding of
the traffic.
It was agreed that the main role of the Coordinator should be to make judgment on when
the aircraft should go to Approach in this case and to decide what separation is needed
upstream, i.e. 8 or 6 miles.
HMI
In Approach it is imperative to ensure that aircraft on higher inner leg is in the turn and
laterally separated from aircraft on opposite direction outer leg before issuing the descent
instruction to the merge point. A safety line on the video map display to indicate the point
at which the descent instruction could be issued would be worth implementing.
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Organisation 4 debriefing (05/02/08) - Point Merge System, Non metered traffic
PMS
The general opinion was that the PM principle in itself is fantastic, with very little training
everything works reasonably well. However, when the traffic flow is not metered problems
are more likely to happen, and controllers observed that in these situations the system
lacks flexibility. They raised some ATC procedures issues that have to be sorted out (see
below) to make the system operationally viable.
Area
Again, controllers expressed the need for the Area sectors to be able to vector aircraft off
the STARS (forbidden in current operations). The delivery of aircraft with 6 nm spacing on
the legs puts Approach under too much pressure.
Intermediate
No real problems were reported in Intermediate, but Intermediate North was considered
easier than Intermediate South, due to more vectoring room being available.
Delivery from Intermediate North and South to Approach worked very well, but according
to the controllers Intermediate needs help from Area, who can already start organising the
sequence, e.g. by giving speeds.
When focusing effort on a sequencing leg point (e.g. RONN2), controllers were inclined
not to notice departures climbing and levelling at FL120 - therefore they felt that there is
an impact on the efficiency of departure operations.
Holding Controller
There were some aircraft put in hold in this Organisation. As reported by one controller,
“In this ORG, I tried to avoid holding at all costs but had to at times due to traffic levels”.
Approach
The Approach controllers felt they had less workload with PMS. It was quite
straightforward using sequencing legs and it was easy to cope with the demand.
However, on several occasions, separation was lost on the legs when the first aircraft was
turned direct to MALCO.
Final
One controller felt he was under constant pressure to maintain 3 nm separation. “It’s the
limit, so there’s no leeway if it’s breached! Aircraft that need to go round should go to the
hold rather than penalising following traffic and sending them to a hold. The penalty is
then on just one aircraft and not on numerous following ones”.
Other controllers felt comfortable with the monitoring of traffic and speed control and
found it to be consistent.
They all agreed that when busy and there is need to revert to vectoring, it is difficult to
recover the situation. Procedures have to be defined for go-around aircraft (see below).
Overall, controllers agreed that from a safety point of view, 3 miles spacing may not be
enough as if any problem occurs, separation may be lost very quickly. It is better if
Approach gives the aircraft with greater spacing to allow more flexibility and make it more
comfortable. In any case, kick to the Final should only be done when aircraft is clear, e.g.
at FL60.
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Coordinator
Controllers agreed that the PMS Coordinator role is a very worthwhile and necessary role,
but that it needs to be defined in accordance with his current duties related to military
activity, Weston operations, departure operations etc.
The Coordinator role is considered vital for anticipation of opening of the Holding position
and of managing the delivery of traffic on the legs, stopping it when necessary when a
problem occurs in Approach or Final.
Procedures
Several questions were raised with regard to the procedures:
1) When an aircraft runs off the sequencing leg it is hard to get the aircraft back on,
especially if the legs get too busy (at times, there were between 10 and 12 aircraft either
on the sequencing leg or being vectored), and it has a knock-on effect on all the other
aircraft.
2) Recovery procedures for go-around.
3) Holding procedures must be reviewed and tidied.
Proposed solutions:
 Implementation of leg run-off areas and new procedures for re-insertion of the aircraft
back into the sequence.
 Recovery procedures for go-around: after a go round it should be reasonably easy to
insert an aircraft on the sequence legs if a gap of 10 nm was prepared for the reinsertion. It is important to take the decision to put the following traffic into a hold until a
clear situation is recovered (Coordinator role). In some cases however, recovery may
be much quicker if the missed approach aircraft goes into the hold. This raises the
question of go-around aircraft’s priority with regards to following traffic (in principle,
priority is the same as today’s operations and there is need to design and test goaround procedures).
 Design of the sequencing legs: the possibility to extend the length of the legs should be
investigated.
Piloting
Controllers experienced no real problems but felt that sometimes the transition by pilots
from one frequency to another was a little too long. In Area and Intermediate sectors, it
was observed that this could be partly a HMI issue linked to transfer/assume of label by
the controller being done at a different time than issuance of transfer/assume instructions
to the pilot.
In Approach there was also a problem with some irregularity of pilot reactions, sometimes
aircraft turning too late off the sequencing legs, which made more difficult delivery of
aircraft to Final with the correct spacing.
Metering
In general, after this exercise, the controllers believe that metered traffic is more beneficial
for Intermediate and Area controller than for Approach, the metering of traffic for Approach
being in fact performed by the Intermediate Controller.
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ANNEX H: INTERVIEWS NOTES
Individual interviews were conducted during the two last days of the simulation weeks,
each of the measured controllers being interviewed by two members of the EEC
Validation team. An EEC safety expert also participated in the first three interviews.
The interviews were semi-directive, in that each controller was first asked to give her/his
perception of the benefits and drawbacks of the Point Merge System (PMS), and then this
spontaneous expression was eventually completed by asking additional questions (see
the set of questions in the Interview guide below). As simulation sessions were running in
parallel to the interviews and due to lack of time, not all of the topics were completely
covered with all the controllers.
The following notes are the summarised and roughly categorised result of the recorded
interviews.
Safety issues: safety specific questions (included hereafter) and the controllers’
considerations concerning the safety issues collected during the interviews by the safety
expert are presented separately in the last section of the individual interviews (§ 0).
Note: each controller is denoted by the same letter as in the Experimental Plan and some
of the questionnaire results (A to G, S and X)
Additional interviews were conducted by the DATCC team with some of the controllers,
concentrating on a limited number of topics of immediate interest for DATCC. The EEC
Validation team participated in four of these. The notes are summarised in the final
section (§ 0).
Interview guide
 In your opinion, what are the advantages and disadvantages of using PMS?
 With regard to working methods, how do you compare the PMS to your current
working methods using radar vectoring. For example did it change the number of
instructions which had to be given?
 With PMS did you find a significant change in the tasks you had to do? Did you have
more or less monitoring to do? As well as applying PMS, were you able to perform
other tasks? Explain for the impact on the different positions (Int, Area, App, Coord).
 With PMS, do you think the tasks are evenly/fairly distributed for Approach and Final
controller?
 How did you find your workload in PMS as compared to current working methods ?
Did it increase or decrease?
 What was the impact of using PMS on conflict resolution? In your opinion did you find
it easier or more difficult to recognize or resolve potential conflicts?
 How did applying PMS and giving “Direct To” affect your situational awareness? Did
you find your situation awareness decreased/increased - for example were you
focusing too much/too little on getting the right separation? Was it easier or harder to
predict /anticipate what was going to happen in the future?
 Would you feel comfortable with using the PMS and Continuous Descent Approach
methods in your own every day situation? Why?
 Does PMS make your job more easier or difficult in any way? Effect on job
satisfaction?
 In your opinion, how did using metered flows of traffic affect your job or workload?
 Did you experience any problems during the simulation runs (e.g. technical problems
with regards to the platform, HMI, problems with the traffic, procedures, pilot
communications etc)?
 Did you find the traffic easy to manage in the simulation runs?
Safety questions
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Vectoring conditions: Main objective: identify hazards and related data (adding to those
already identified by PMS HAZID between IAF and sequencing leg entry) – to be used as
Baseline for the PMS relative risk comparison.
Point Merge conditions: Main objective: inform the risk model about the efficiency of the
main mitigation of PMS hazards effects: ATCO radar monitoring & recovery.
 Any safety concern in managing holding and entry to /exit from it, due to PMS
introduction? (new hazard, more frequent, more difficult to recover).
 A/c too high at IAF. Is it more frequent, more difficult to recover, with PMS?
 Catch-up along sequencing legs: Is it detected sufficiently early to allow proper
recovery (via later speed instructions, revert to vectoring).
 A/c enters the sequencing leg at same level as opposite traffic on parallel leg: Is
MONA (CLAM – Cleared Level Adherence Monitoring) required? In other words,
without MONA/CLAM, how likely is it to detect and solve problem prior to enter
sequencing leg?
 A/c turns without getting enough spacing (another a/c picks-up instruction to turn).
Any difficulty in timely detecting & solving problem? (worst case both a/c turn).
 A/c Direct To wrong point (intercept WPT instead of MP). Any difficulty in timely
detecting & solving problem?
 Early descent from the sequencing leg level (e.g. descend without instruction).
Confirm that one is the worse. Comparison to vectoring?
 A/c at inappropriate speed while converging to Final Approach. Any difficulty in timely
detecting & solving problem?
 A/c deviation from sequencing leg (eg overshoot at turns). Any difficulty in timely
detecting & solving problem?
 A/c deviation from MP-intercept route segment . Any difficulty in timely detecting &
solving problem?
H.1

Controller A
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
The controller felt that the main positive aspect of PMS coming to Dublin airspace is that it
would be easier and more efficient. The controller opinion is that the PMS is a vast
improvement on the working methods currently used in Dublin. In Dublin, the holds build up
quickly when it gets busy and there is big pressure on the Approach controller who is
operating on his own to vector a lot of traffic in order to free up the hold for the Area
controllers. Therefore, when busy, Approach can be a very demanding position. The set up
for PMS with a Final controller particularly when 3 mile separation is being used, is a good
improvement. With the PMS, it is easy to monitor traffic on the legs and it is the Final
controller’s job to take them down to the threshold.
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Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
The controller felt that workload was higher in Approach than in the Final controller
position. The Final controller position is easy to manage once the controller gets used to
speed control. However, the controller is operating on a very low range. It is very difficult if
the controller is trying to vector aircraft from the boundary or from the hold to the threshold
with a 3 mile separation.
According to the controller workload became high when situation where aircraft came off
the legs arose – when two aircraft came off the legs at the same time, vectoring was used
to recover the situation. The controller feels that aircraft should be automatically descended
to get them into a flight profile in order to get them eventually back on to track for MALCO.
This would maintain some form of separation, rather than having them high and having to
vector them all over the place (at 7 or 8). Keeping them high means they might have to go
into the holds and procedures would have to be put in place. The controller argued that if
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an aircraft has to come off the leg, unless it needs a priority approach, there should be
some standard heading for the hold instead of immediately bringing them back in.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
For the Area positions, workload was quite low. The controller didn’t like holding either in
Area or Intermediate and argued that two Holding controllers are needed to be available.
According to the controller, this may not be a major safety issue but certainly an efficiency
issue.
The controller didn’t encounter any difficulty in the Intermediate position. However, he
suggested that procedures should be put in place in order to allow aircraft, particularly
those coming from the south, to vector a bit before aircraft come into AOR. It should be
responsibility of the Area controller to establish speed control. In Intermediate position,
once the controller gets a flow going, he/she knows that the aircraft is going to go on to the
leg so this allows for planning unless Coordinator says to go to the hold. This is more
controlled than the current situation where the controller heads for the hold and doesn’t
know whether aircraft will hold or not. When aircraft goes into hold, controller finds it better
if the Holding controller takes all traffic in hold rather than keeping some aircraft with the
Intermediate because otherwise there is more coordination involved if you have two - an
exception being if there is a very heavy outbound flow.
Job satisfaction with PMS - Training
The controller felt that job satisfaction could be affected (decrease) slightly especially for
the younger controllers for both Approach and Final as they will have less to do. There is
more variety in vectoring aircraft. However from a safety and efficiency point of view, PMS
is much better. But the controller claimed that this is an issue for the future. Controllers
would have to hold their vectoring skills, therefore regular training and refresher courses
would be required .
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H.2

Controller B
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
According to the controller interviewed, the PMS works quite well. However in order for
this to work, airspace and metering issues would have to be sorted in Dublin. It is a good
concept, is easy to apply and has great advantages. However, there may be some
problems with airspace procedures – interesting to see it up and running in other
airspaces and how it works. Dublin airspace receives blocks of inbounds at any one time
and is quieter at other periods. PMS would be beneficial for this kind of airspace.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
In Approach the controller is doing the same thing all the time - you are just turning them
off the leg to one point and descending them to one point but this has to be planned
ahead and you have to watch speed of aircraft ahead and watch speed of aircraft coming
on to the sequencing leg etc.
Approach controller & Final controller need to get the spacing correct or otherwise the
traffic backs up.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
For Area and Intermediate, everything goes into hold and levels are sorted but this is to
ensure that a good sequence for the next aircraft is set up. The controller is aware of
exactly what’s going on all the time and can see where the traffic is flowing and how much
space is required. Whereas, with the normal procedure, when going in towards a hold the
controller doesn’t know what is happening ahead. Especially with Coordinator controller,
you can see much easier when you have to put in a Holding controller, give bigger gaps
etc. With the conventional system, it’s a minute to minute thing.
With PMS, in Area and Intermediate, there is more planning to be done to set up the
sequence, so it doesn’t become too tedious.
Safety - Procedures
Only safety concerns the controller has is that if people do not follow the procedures
properly. A couple of times during simulation, people were a bit unsure of procedures and
this caused a few problems. A procedure is needed when traffic is coming to the end of
the legs, when Approach controller has to start vectoring with levels etc. Once this
happens nothing else should go on the legs so the situation can be recovered.
Procedures for a go-around or break off of approach need to be made. For departures,
heavy arrival flows need to be looked at. It helps the situation if there are two Holding
controllers (when needed), Intermediate comes out of arrival traffic and concentrates on
departures. However, 2 Holding controllers are not always needed, it depends on how
heavy the traffic is.
Metering
Metering traffic makes a big difference to Area and Intermediate controllers. Dublin being
close to all other boundaries could make it difficult for metering. Adjacent sectors are very
close - this could be an issue.
Training
People have to be properly trained, vectoring skills have to be kept up to date. Time
pressure is an issue.
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Coordinator role
Coordinator role needs to be properly and well defined, especially with this system. At the
moment this is not the case. North and South sector worked as two separate sectors in
the simulation. The Coordinator was able to give information to each sector.
H.3

Controller C
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
The controller felt that overall, PMS will be more beneficial than current working method. It
optimizes airspace, it presents a standard flow of traffic to the controller and pilot knows
what to expect. It reduces unpredictability, thereby if something unusual happens, it will be
spotted quicker. However, procedures for go-arounds, Coordinator, Holding controllers
need to be sorted.
The controller felt that the simulation environment was a bit unrealistic in using feed
controllers - with regard to aspect such as there are usually six different sectors calling up,
there are phone calls from the tower, and VFR traffic. The simulation carried out was not
just about PMS, it also concerned new holds, new SIDS, new airspace - however the
controller believes that, at a glance, it is obvious that that is a far more efficient method.
However, in order to measure efficiency of PMS the new airspace, new airway, new SIDS
should be worked back in Dublin to see what sector capacity is without PMS, and then
come back and carry out a simulation and apply PMS to see the improvement. A true
measure what percentage is attributable to increase in capacity. However, the obvious
improvements are observed and this includes maximum runway usage, standard
operations and no holding as example.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
The controller believes that change in method may take a while to get used to. Controllers
may not agree to turning traffic certain degree - and will initially just give them a speed
and send them to the hold and then get them to leave the hold and follow the sequencing
leg.
Currently the executive controller is the busy area, planner does not have much to do.
Where now, each controller is doing a bit of vectoring, sequencing and speed control and
this is a far more efficient method of sharing the workload. The concern lies with the
Intermediate controller and the holding. Because of the 8 mile separation and applying
speed control and levels, the Intermediate controller is not watching the departures
climbing and crosses and departures climbing above the arrivals. When it is quiet there is
no problem, but it is not clear when a Holding controller is needed. Specific role for the
Coordinator needs to be defined and when a certain number of aircraft are inbound or
predicted, a Holding controller comes into operation. Intermediate controller can then
concentrate on monitoring the departures. The controller argues that Dublin needs Area,
Intermediate, Approach, Final and two Holding controllers.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
After the simulation, the controller feels that the tasks are evenly distributed. However, in
a real life situation controllers would put six mile separation between traffic instead of 3
miles before giving aircraft to the Final controller to build in an extra safety buffer.
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H.4

Controller D
When Organisations 1 & 2 were ran, the controller feels that the two one man positions
was a better method of operation and provided a lot more efficiency, especially in the Area
sector. With the PMS, workload is re-distributed to all four controller sectors in the arrival
sequence.
However, although capacity is improved in the Area sector it can put a strain on the
Approach sector because traffic is being fed very quickly into that sector. This is
discussed below.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
The main concern was the increase in workload for the Intermediate controller during
heavy traffic loads, trying to de-conflict arrivals and departures and at the same time trying
to sequence arrivals to the beginning of the leg. This works fine as long as the controller
doesn’t get to a situation where aircraft are going into a hold and the controller has to try
and manage the hold as well.
It would be beneficial for the Intermediate controller, that when sequencing aircraft to the
leg, the Area controller is allowed a bit of flexibility to help him. A lot of focus has been on
arrivals and maximizing arrivals and to make it as efficient as possible – quite often people
were playing it standard with departures as they were getting used to the system - it might
be observed that the Intermediate controller worked harder if s/he tried to work on
efficiency of both arrivals and departures. The controller argued that if running another
simulation, more attention could be given to departures and take account of how many
departures are not climbed or not handed over to next sector etc.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
Area and Intermediate have been made very efficient but the Approach role has not been
made any easier - the capacity of the overall arrivals is dictated by the Approach
controllers. For 2012 for parallel runway, the IAA would want to look into a system like
PMS as the increase in capacity will be gradual and something needs to be done to
improve the arrival controller efficiency. In 2000, in Dublin, they looked at having two
Approach controllers – one working traffic from north and one from south, with both
controllers sitting beside each other and coordinating - with this procedure, the number of
traffic vectored was split and the monitoring of the localizer was shared between them
both with dedicated AORS. The work was divided between the two and controllers could
focus on a block of traffic. The controller suggested that this could be a short-term solution
for Dublin before implementation of PMS which could take up to 18 months .
In Organisations 1 & 2 the Final controller position wasn’t used so it is hard to tell whether
the use of Final controller made a big difference or not. However the controller felt that
having a Final controller there was an efficient method for PMS. During the simulation it
may have been useful to see or to confirm that it was the PMS that has allowed the work
to be split between Approach and Finals. If you didn’t have a systemized operation, the
workload between Approach and Final controller would be erratic and there would be no
predictability to it.
Acceptance of PMS
When asked about acceptance of PMS, the controller felt that going on the positive
opinions of all the controllers who took part in the simulation, controllers back home
should easily accept it when they see how efficiently it works -with the proper training
carried out.
The current aircraft which circulate in and out of Dublin are mainly either B737 or Airbus
320 aircraft. Generally these aircraft perform with predictability. There may be some
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inefficiencies, but normally it should work once flexibility for coming off the leg for speed
control to close or open gaps is left.
Coordinator role
According to the controller, the Coordinator controller is someone that maintains the
global picture. To maximize the role, procedures and training programme have to be put in
place to keep them as effective as possible. A lot of factors are present that the
Coordinator can learn which can also affect efficiency for the airlines. In current operations
in Dublin, the role should be properly defined and better use should be made of this role.
The controller also suggested having rotating Coordinators throughout the team. The
controller felt that to a certain extent, there is no need for intervention by the Coordinator
but in matter of minutes, depending on the situation, this can change. There are other
tasks that the Coordinator performs i.e. coordination with military activity and station
manager but it could be better defined. They need to be trained on what are the best
methods to use. This was very transparent during the simulation.
Holding controllers
In Dublin traffic is only held for a few hours a day, at different times. Metering could play a
huge part in reducing the need for Holding controller. Controllers during the simulation
considered that as safety-net Holding controllers were needed for PMS. As Area
controllers, because of procedures, there is a psychology of putting aircraft into the hold
and controllers don’t attempt to stream the traffic or take them off STARs because of the
safety valve that exists in the hold. Most controllers don’t like too many aircraft on
headings because they start to loose the picture.
The Holding controller as a safety issue should be considered. Otherwise strict
procedures with regards to SIDs and STARs and with the climb and descent after aircraft
pass the de-confliction point would be the only way to manage it.
Safety concerns regarding levels on sequencing legs
The controller was concerned that if using too many levels like 6, 7, 8 and 9, there can be
some confusion, but a fixed and steadfast operation like 7 and 8 could remedy this. As
Approach controller, watching the legs in a 40 mile airspace, means that the traffic has to
be monitored all the time. Increasing the spacing of the legs to 4 miles apart and not one
and a half could be an improvement because at least there would be that lateral
separation. This would alleviate concerns on altitude.
Procedures
Procedures would also have to be put in place for traffic running off the ends of legs, and
how to anticipate and give the controller a chance to recover. Controllers need to
recognise when aircraft are going to end up in that situation, reduce the number of aircraft
on the leg when one goes off and take the necessary measures – anticipating as
Coordinator i.e. planning ahead/calibration and increasing the spacing. Training and
research for this should be put in place.
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H.5

Controller E
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
The controller feels that one of the main advantages to PMS is that it allows the controller
to see problems in advance. It is easier to know when the Approach controller is
overloaded. In the current set-up, it is difficult for an Area controller to work out if traffic
has to go into a holding pattern, if they need to be slowed down, etc. With the PMS, it is a
uniform performance and it makes it easier to identify the sequence of traffic.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
The controller feels that task-sharing between Final and Approach is balanced - the Final
controller only has to worry about speed control, limited R/T interaction provided the
Approach feeds the Final controller the traffic in the correct manner and there is no need
for vectoring. This leads to more thinking time for speed control. With the development of
these skills controllers should be able to deliver traffic to Tower controller without any
problems.
The split between Approach and Finals has to happen in Dublin in order that they apply a
3 mile separation. As Approach controller, the controller doesn’t feel comfortable being
asked to provide 3 mile separation to the tower on a regular basis while also working
traffic in a holding pattern or leaving a holding pattern.
Holding
One of problems in Dublin is that there are badly positioned holding patterns so that when
aircraft reach the hold, they need to do some form of turn but not to go into a full holding
pattern. The controller feels that the sequencing legs in PMS will take a lot of that away
because instead of commencing a right or left turn away from the runway, aircraft will now
be on an equidistant arc and can be turned in when that suits for sequencing. The
controller argues that Dublin has to work on putting traffic into a hold and then out of hold
and onto the leg and this will be difficult unless metering is introduced.
Metering
Another problem is that adjacent sectors will be unable to deliver traffic in the way that it’s
needed. Metering makes the system much better, however, PMS is workable without
metering up to a point - i.e. until 3 aircraft are calling you, all equidistant for example from
a STAR (i.e. RONNY), then the controller will struggle to get the 8 mile gap. The
controller feels there are a lot of complexity issues which were not represented in the
simulation such as limited vectoring space, constraints caused by airway structure and
limited controlled airspace, these might make PMS difficult to achieve without metering. In
current level of traffic, things would be much more manageable.
Procedures
At times where capacity levels are much higher, robust holding procedures and defined
roles have to be in place. Definition of procedures is one of the most important elements
to put in place.
Training
In Dublin, controllers are trained for a lot of circumstances that they never see arise - for
example in procedures associated with the runway 34. Yet this runway may be active 10
times a year and everyone is trained and is expected be able to work this runway. The
controller believes that one of the main issues is de-skilling of controllers especially with
regard to vectoring and it would have to ensured that there is continuation training for
controllers - this is a bit of a worry. This has to be looked at.
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Coordinator role
The controller believes that the Coordinator role is an important one as s/he has to have a
good picture of the traffic and be aware of how it is evolving. If they also have other
functions (for example in Dublin, departures from other airfields is coordinated), they may
lose situational awareness and not be able to pick it back up again. Coordinator should be
able to decide the sequence number of the aircraft – s/he should have final decision, with
some input from the Approach controller. The current practice is currently by committee.
H.6

Controller F
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
The controller believes that the main advantage of PMS is the reduction in the workload of
the Approach controller. For the Area and Intermediate, there is not such a massive
change. In Dublin there is currently only one Approach controller whereas with this system
there is an Approach and Final controller so it makes it difficult to make a direct
comparison on the workload situation. However, the reduction of the workload for the
Approach controller and the consistency of spacing that can be achieved with PMS is a
major benefit.
The controller felt that there are some problems with regard to aircraft running off the end
of the sequencing leg and what has to be done but this could be a procedural issue. The
Coordinator shouldn’t allow too many aircraft onto the sequencing legs because this can
cause aircraft to run off the end of the legs. However there are other factors that can cause
problems such as the close of a runway etc. so the controller believes that some
procedure to allow aircraft to run-off should be in place. The simulation didn’t allow the
observation of PMS with factors such as wind deviances, etc. and that will need further
investigation. In a real life situation, the Approach controller would look at the wind and
judge speeds from there.
The controller feels that TCAS is something that has to be developed and looked at. If
aircraft are coming opposite each other on the sequencing legs, and even with 1000ft
separation, there will be TCAS warnings all the time. Controllers will have to be aware of
this and this might be a workload issue for the pilot.
Acceptability of PMS
The vast majority of Dublin controllers would see the benefits of PMS. If it was
implemented, they would put it on their own simulator to familiarise people with the
concept.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate
The controller didn’t think that there was a massive increase in workload once the
Intermediate controller became accustomed to PMS. If an aircraft is routing to a hold all
the time, controllers have to keep monitoring the level to clear the aircraft, however, with
PMS the controllers know they are not going to a hold so they can descend aircraft to a
lower level. The controller believes that the mental picture is greater, while the controller is
providing 8 mile separation, s/he is not worried about aircraft going into the holds. The role
is slightly different. Instead of vectoring, sometimes as a delaying tool, aircraft has to
temporarily go into the hold in order to obtain the 8 mile separation. There is certain
flexibility with the levels at 70 and 80, depending on the transition level.
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Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
The controller believes that in order to fly the sequencing legs safely aircraft will have to fly
at 210/220 knots coming on to the legs but is not sure whether Approach controller should
reduce speed again before handing over to the Final controller. This could become a
working practice to be decided among teams of controllers.
In a holding situation in Dublin, the workload of Approach controller means it is difficult to
achieve the 3 mile separation between aircraft - the PMS makes that easier. It’s easy to
choose what the sequence is.
Realism of traffic - Piloting - HMI
In the simulation, the controller felt that general traffic into Dublin was realistic – apart from
military traffic and traffic from Weston and VFR traffic which was not represented. The
traffic was quite high at 140% but the delivery was accurate and speeds were consistent at
final stages of approach.
Controller observed slight delays in aircraft responding. This may be due to different
accents and getting used to callsigns.
The one week training was probably not sufficient as there was still some debugging being
done. After the first week though, controllers had a good grasp of the HMI. The HMI is a bit
different to that in Dublin, but there were no issues that would have caused any major
problem.
Metering
The metering was set on the start of sequencing legs but the controller felt that the
Intermediate controller still had to do some vectoring. Overall the controller was surprised at
little effect metering had except for Org 2 over Org 1 where it had a much bigger effect than
for PMS organisations. The controller believes that the metering is of benefit for the
Intermediate and Area controller positions but that the benefit not as big as expected. As an
Intermediate controller, if speed control is used, metering does not make a major difference.
Job satisfaction with PMS - Training
The controller feels that for the Approach and Final controller positions the job may
become more tedious. There would have to be a lot of refresher training on how to
maintain vectoring skills and monitoring skills would also have to be maintained. Perhaps
in the future simulation training for Dublin controllers might be an option.
Impact of PMS on identification of conflicts
With respect to holding, are there safety concerns in the Holding position - is there an
impact or a change due to the previous methods.
The big issue that the controller found with PMS is that aircraft have to be descended down
lower and earlier. The current rule of routing to a hold is that aircraft is descended to a level
of 70 and next aircraft is descended to a level that the first aircraft has been cleared
through, but that doesn’t always happen in reality. The controller believes that the benefit of
PMS is that the aircraft is not going to stop and start circling, the controller is not worried
about vertical separation so can better anticipate the situation.
The controller felt that with regard to identifying potential conflicts, the controllers can not
always measure traffic distance on the sequencing legs, it is difficult to judge where one
aircraft will be in relation to the other. On DFLs the distance on the legs which is available
for controllers can display this. The controller reported that there is a tendency in Dublin to
accept that whichever aircraft first calls is the closest but in reality this is not always the
case, especially for the PMS. Traffic quite close to the leg needs to be monitored and
according to the controller, this is perhaps the role of the Coordinator controller.
There is a reduced risk with PMS with managing inbound aircraft into the hold. Aircraft are
already spaced and controller is less concerned about aircraft arriving together to the hold.
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Procedures
If there’s a go-around, the aircraft should be put back on the sequencing leg instead of
being vectored back in, depending on amount of aircraft on the sequencing leg - a decision
for the Coordinator, especially in a very busy period.
To avoid aircraft taking the wrong level, aircraft have to be level - this must be part of the
P-RNAV STAR that the aircraft has to reach a certain point at a certain level.
Problems of speed on sequencing legs and recovery
The controller believes that 6 mile separation on the sequencing legs was an issue
because the first reaction when coming towards end of leg is to slow the aircraft down. If
the controller forgets to slow the second one down, they catch up with the first aircraft. The
controller has to be aware of the catch-up. The controller feels that a reduction from 6
miles to 3 miles is fine. The procedure will be that all aircraft join the legs at 210 knots so
all aircraft should be doing the same speed. With P-RNAV there is 3 mile separation at
Dublin but at certain times they have to go back to 5 miles and this could change with
regard to the sequencing legs. There is also the alarm to alert the controller so s/he has
time to figure out what to do. With regards to the wrong callsign, controllers have to be
aware of not descending aircraft until they see them clear of the sequencing leg because
of the close proximity of aircraft. Perhaps an additional tool could be added.
H.7

Controller G
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
The controller qualified the PMS a simple and straightforward system. He found that it is
easy system to work with, easy to get used to and an easy system to learn. According to
the controller, the big advantage is the workload distribution of the Approach and Final
controller. Another vital element is how it is easy to observe the spacing.
However the controller did have a couple of concerns, the main concern being with how
Approach controllers might easily lose their vectoring skills.
The second issue involves what do when and aircraft reaches the end of the sequencing
legs and if there is a go-around. Holding is not an ideal option because of the time
element in getting a hold up and running. The controller suggested that some sort of runoff should be developed at the end of the sequencing leg so that aircraft could turn on to a
westerly heading and then turn back into another P-RNAV point on the cone and then turn
back on the PMS. However, overall the PMS would be hugely beneficial to Dublin.
Acceptability of PMS
The controller agrees that with new defined procedures and thorough training, this system
could work because it is so straightforward. It was argued that Dublin needs a system like
this because of the rise in capacity and the ability to cope with this rise.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
With the current system in Dublin, there is only one frequency, with the Intermediate and
Area controllers there would be two. The workload would be more evenly divided. The
Intermediate and Area sectors have better defined procedures and requirements and
duties for the controllers involved compared to what is used today. According to the
controller, these positions would lead to sub-division of the work, thus a reduction in
workload and R/T and not as much coordination because the controllers would be sitting
beside each other. Also, in this scenario, the controller concentrates on either the north
sector or south sector whereas in the current system the controller sees the overall traffic.
The controller felt that concentrating on one sector is a better option because s/he is not
worried about what goes on elsewhere, and this is where the role of the Coordinator
comes in for deciding the traffic flows etc.
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Job satisfaction with new task sharing between Intermediate and Area
Another concern expressed by the controller is the complacency of controllers with the
system - long term would controllers be more inclined to be distracted? The controllers
opinion is that most mistakes are made when people are not busy and this could be an
area of concern. The Intermediate controller would be taking over a lot of the work of the
Area controller.
Coordinator Role
According to the controller, the Coordinator role is currently invaluable when it gets busy or
when there is an incident such as a go-around. One of the problems is lack of training in
Dublin. The Coordinator needs to have an overall picture of what is going on. In Dublin, the
Coordinator also deals with military and Weston traffic. The controller feels that it needs to
be developed more, especially with regards to flow management function and a structured
training programme needs to be put in place. The controller pointed out that Coordinator
should also be given a search and rescue course. In Dublin, the first sign of an emergency
is signaled to the Coordinator who then has to brief the watch manager and this takes
time. The controller believes that the Coordinator should be the first person to get an initial
procedure in place in this type of a scenario. The controller also felt that it may be better if
the Coordinator controller was sitting in front of a screen and coordinating from there. The
problem for Dublin is that everything is shown in a non-concerned state for the Coordinator
so it is difficult to pick out traffic etc. As a result of this, the Coordinator has to move around
and point out things. In London and Manchester, they have sit-down positions where they
pass on the information - this could be evolved in Dublin.
H.8

Controller S (not rated for Intermediate position)
Benefits and disadvantages of PMS
According to the controller, PMS works very well and is workable to an extent without
metering. The controller found it easy to use and also felt that workload was hugely
reduced for Area with a split of tasks between Area and Intermediate. From an Approach
point of view, the use of legs was easy to sequence the traffic and have consistent
spacing, and the Final controller just has to concentrate on spacing of the aircraft.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
Compared to current situation in Dublin, traffic was easier to manage as an Area controller
because controller is just looking at either north or south area. With PMS it is easier to
predict what is going to happen, as traffic is vectored toward the sequencing legs with
correct spacing - the controller can see traffic going on to the leg and can see if Approach
is getting busy whereas with the current system, traffic is vectored towards the holds.
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Approach and Final
The controller felt that balance of tasks between Approach and Final is appropriate and
makes a huge difference and claimed that there is certain satisfaction in getting consistent
spacing. For Approach controller currently it is quite frustrating trying to pull all the traffic
together with current procedures. The only main concern is losing vectoring skills and
what to do when in a difficult situation, if there is need to revert back to vectoring.
Metering
From an Approach point of view, metering does not make much of a difference. However,
the controller observed that there is better anticipation of events when traffic was metered.
For the Area controller, metering is important. For Dublin, current capacity for 140% traffic,
metering is absolutely necessary.
Procedures
According to the controller, proper procedures would have to be put in place in controlling
a mixture of P-RNAV and non P-RNAV equipped aircraft. One of the procedures proposed
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is to perhaps free vector aircraft behind the preceding traffic. Because PMS takes away a
lot of the workload, apart from decision of when to turn, vectoring a certain number of
traffic would not be that difficult.
The controller argued that procedure need to be put in place for the holding traffic with
PMS, and how to get traffic out of the hold and to give them a heading. Procedures with
regards to departing traffic for Intermediate controller are also needed. Training for PMS,
unusual situations, weather conditions, Coordinator role etc. would need to be a priority
Safety Issues
The controller was asked to comment with respect to a particular situation during the
simulation in which aircraft is turned too early - the pilot misunderstood call-sign and the
aircraft took the clearance to turn and the controller immediately spotted the problem and
took the aircraft on vector while the other aircraft stayed on the legs.
This kind of situation would lead to free-vectoring and if necessary you would have to stop
putting aircraft onto the legs (for example if weather was bad), aircraft would have to start
holding (as currently done) because controller can handle less traffic when something
unusual is happening and then when control is regained of situation, vectoring can recommence. If PMS is implemented, it is important that re-fresher training is given,
especially for unusual situations.
Aircraft on sequencing leg descends without instruction
If an aircraft descending without having been turned was not spotted in time, for example
if very busy, controller would have to rely on STCA but as soon as spotted, take both
aircraft off the legs and slow everything down. For PMS, controller has to act faster to
maintain separation.
Aircraft too close when leaving the sequencing leg
The main potential conflict according to the controller is when aircraft are turned too fast
and too tight behind each other as they go up and down the sequencing legs. It is the role
of the Intermediate controller to deal with conflicts when approaching the leg.
Aircraft converging to merge point at inappropriate speed
The current speed is 220kts for the legs. Final controller currently prefers the flexibility of
controlling speed in order to get the gaps correct. It is part of the skill to know when to turn
and being aware that if the Approach and Final controller are very busy, then all the
aircraft have to reduce speed.
When the aircraft turns, it slows down leading to potential loss of separation with next
aircraft
Again part of skill is to be aware of the speeds that Finals have of the aircraft. In the
current day situation aircraft can often surprise the controller - i.e. in ATR on a windy day
they might come back to 150kts very suddenly without saying anything and this could
cause problems with PMS if aircraft do not have specified speeds to maintain unless told
to do so. Specified speeds for controllers and pilots should be part of the procedure.
Confusion of levels on the leg
This is the responsibility of the Intermediate controller. The aircraft just have to be
monitored. Level bust warnings exist on the radar to alert the controller.
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Job satisfaction with PMS
The controller explained that the situation in Dublin seems to be heading towards training
controllers with just one rating. The controller believes that if PMS came in and the
controller was consistently an Approach or a Final controller, job satisfaction may
diminish. However, with PMS a lot of traffic can be moved quicker especially in busy
spells - this would compensate by increasing job satisfaction.
H.9

Controller X (not rated for Approach/Final positions)
Impact of PMS on the workload/tasks/procedures in Intermediate and Area
When asked about the PMS and its impact on the Intermediate and Area positions, the
controller felt that it was hugely beneficial. It seems to bring more traffic in an efficient
way. Because the controller is not putting traffic in the hold as often, there is much more
levels for Area and Intermediate to use. It speeds up the whole process of getting the
traffic in, so obviously it seems to be beneficial for Approach, and also has a knock on
effect for Area and Intermediate.
According to the controller, because the controller is aware of how many aircraft are on
the legs, s/he knows sooner whether traffic will have to hold or not by just looking at the
traffic that they are working on inbound so the advantage of this is that it is a lot easier to
plan the work, unless something goes wrong and things have to change.
Currently, the time that aircraft are sent to the hold depends on the ability of the Approach
controller because some controllers work two aircraft at any time where others will work
seven so you’re not always sure what will happen. However, with the PMS the controller
gets a better picture as the level is standardized - s/he knows the amount of aircraft that
will be on the sequencing legs.
The controller felt that workload was eased somewhat compared to current procedures.
The only constraint reported was that with the current applied method when you are
sending traffic in to the hold you do not need spacing other than 1000ft vertical separation.
In comparison with the flight legs on PMS and because you need to get either 6 or 8 mile
separation, workload is increased slightly but this has no major effect on the overall
workload.
The only major problems observed (miscommunications with pilots etc) were overcome
when both controllers and pilots got accustomed to the system. In the second week
everyone was up to speed and things ran a lot smoother.
Area and Intermediate sector split works very well with good workload split. More verbal
coordination is required but this is not a problem as positions are adjacent to each other.
From an SPO point of view did not experience any situation where potential conflict was
noticed later than with current EC/PC operations. The split level of FL130 seems ok and
worked well during the simulation. The cross on the south side near SYMMO did not
cause any problems.
Safety concern with regards to SPO
Presently, the argument is that a single person operation is less safe than having 2
people, but when looking at the current system and even though there are two people,
workload is loaded mainly onto the radar controller. With the Area/Intermediate split of
flight level 120 / 130, there is immediately something in place there for safety for crosses.
The main safety concern according to the controller is having only one Holding controller
looking after 6 or 7 aircraft for the north or south sector and with the other sector controller
having to work their own hold. This could lead to overloading of the sector concerned as
the controller would be both managing and holding traffic. There are situations when you
have the same kind of flow coming from both sides so an issue would be in which sector
should a Holding position be opened.
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Procedures
There are a few procedures to be clarified such as if one sector is holding, should the
other sector hold as well.
According to the controller, structured procedures and roles would have to be put in place
for the increased levels in traffic and ensure that they are applied in order for the whole
system to run smoothly.
Job satisfaction with PMS
With PMS, there is less vectoring involved. The controller agreed that this can make the
job less of a challenge. However, if there is an easier or more efficient way of managing
the traffic while keeping the safety aspect, PMS is a good solution.

Training
Also with PMS the roles of controller change slightly - over time the controller might lose
situation awareness but once trained properly and regularly the vectoring skills are
maintained and the controller knows how to spot conflicts.
Metering
The controller feels that because of the large capacity of unmetered, constant traffic flow
in Dublin, the traffic is becoming unmanageable. If asked to choose between AMAN or
PMS, the controller would prefer metering. From an Area point of view, the traffic arriving
is already separated with metering.
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H.10

Safety issues
Subject

Impact on holding

Ctr
F

E,
F, S
S
Interaction with
departing traffic
Catch-up on
sequencing leg

S

Wrong level on leg
(same as opposite
traffic)

F

Early descent from leg

F

F

S
A/c turns without getting S
enough spacing
Inappropriate speed
S
when converging to
Final
E
Mixed traffic (some
non P-RNAV)
Seq leg run-off
Go around
RWY closure
Bad weather
TCAS

F
F
F

Loss of vectoring skills

F
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S

F

Safety issue
PMS requires anticipation, earlier spacing of a/c. As such the risk for a/c
arriving inbound the holding at conflicting levels is reduced (previous to
PMS: A/c1 inbound at FL150 cleared by IT to FL080, a/c2 inbound at FL120
cleared to FL070; meanwhile, a/c1 might descend quicker than a/c2, with
risk of passing through a/c2 level).
IT has to adapt its working method: an a/c calling later than a second a/c
might be first in sequence
No problem with bottom level of holding required by seq leg. Holding
capacity should be enough (e.g. HN FL090 to 240), with seq legs providing
additional buffer
Need procedures for IAF hold (when to start holding, how to take a/c out of
hold)
IT work improves; in Vectors a/c are systematically vectored towards the
hold, waiting to see; with PMS a/c are vectored towards leg entry point with
better predictability
Risk for IT to overlook departing traffic if too focused on optimal delivery of
traffic to seq leg entry
On approaching end of leg, APC slows down a/c (to the extent possible) to
avoid seq leg run off. Risk for forgetting to instruct speed reduction to
following a/c (vectoring still available to timely solve situation, a/c
progressing in same direction)
Requirement for:
- a minimum acceptable spacing inbound seq leg (8 NM; 6 NM was
simulated and it appeared difficult to manage)
- a/c speed at 220 kts on entering leg
That could happen (e.g. in low traffic a unique IT managing IN and IS, thus
confusing levels to clear on legs). APC might not detect (due to routine)
Sandra: spotting is efficient, facilitated by the APC specialization on the task
(attention focused on legs), compared to his work in Vectoring
Worst hazard. Comparable with same hazard in hold (e.g. due to a wrong
a/c picking up descent instruction for other ac), but easier to detect on leg
than in hold (due to labels overlap for the latter)
Spotting is difficult, but nevertheless facilitated by the APC specialization on
the task (attention focused on legs), compared to his work in Vectoring
Easy to spot and recover
APC needs to be aware of speed reductions instructed by FIN (need for
anticipation)
Requirement for specifying speeds in the airborne loaded procedures (both
on leg and beyond)
FIN mainly concerned on speed control (no more vectors or level
instructions), thus easier to achieve the 3NM spacing objective for traffic
delivered to TWR
Workload should be fair, no foreseen problems. Will mimic PMS procedure
by vectors
Need procedure. Requirement for limiting the traffic delivery rate to the legs
Need procedure
Need procedure
Need procedure and simulations (revert to vectoring, come back to PMS)
Nuisance TCAS warnings occur in current holding operations, with a/c
levelled-off and 1000ft separated. That might be the case on the legs as well
Indeed. Need ATCO periodic refresh training
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DATCC Interview Notes
Area and Intermediate
Area and Intermediate sector split works very well with good workload split. More verbal
coordination is required but this is not a problem as positions are adjacent to each other.
From an SPO point of view the controller did not experience any situation where potential
conflict was noticed later than with current EC/PC operations. The split level of FL130
seems ok and worked well during the simulation. The cross on the south side near
SYMMO did not cause any problems.
Positive feelings for AN/IN operations but there may be a problem in that there could be a
tendency for the IN ATCO to expand his/her area of responsibility. The FL130 split
between AN/IN works well because the manning configuration is good - with positions
located side by side. Speed control should be applied - it’s not done properly in Dublin at
the moment.
Approach and Departures
When holding is introduced it becomes a bit messy but this is not unusual with the
introduction of new procedures. The controller believes that the Holding controller should
keep all the holding aircraft. Happy to stick with rigid procedures, but no doubt these
procedures will be modified and optimized with time and experience, with some flexibility if
traffic is low.
Situational awareness and conflict resolution task for departing and arriving traffic is much
better with the Intermediate sectors. However, VFR traffic will need a dedicated Flight
Information Service (FIS). No controller should be “multi-tasking”, additional staff is
needed for the Holding positions and other tasks. The systematization of procedures is a
good thing, it is needed to level performance between different teams (senior or not
controllers).
P600
The levels being used in the procedures seem to be ok. Dualised route structure is much
better. The inbound level (FL160) at CELTA might be a bit high in busy traffic situations. In
addition, FL240 may be too high for turboprop departures out of Belfast. There was no
real problem achieving FL140 at BELTO with traffic over flying Dublin and inbound to
Belfast.
AORs
No problems experienced in Intermediate North but may be an issue for Approach. Some
kind of representation would be needed (line?).
Holding Procedures
Need to get used to them, practice is necessary. Holding ATCO position is necessary, to
be open when needed. Probably two will be needed - North and South.
The Holding controller should manage all levels in the hold as there is confusion with
some aircraft holding with Area, some with Intermediate and some on the Hold frequency.
There may be some buffer issues with the SIDs when aircraft are holding above FL140.
However, this may depend on or be resolved by the possible improvement and/or
accuracy of P-RNAV holding procedures.
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ANNEX I: INSTANTANEOUS SELF-ASSESSMENT (ISA) OF WORKLOAD RESULTS
I.1

ISA Continuous Workload Assessment
The following figures show the variation, during the measured hour of simulation, of the
mean values of workload obtained from the five runs in each of the four Organisations on
each of the positions. In addition, for each position the mean values for Vectoring, PMS,
Metered and Non metered conditions are given.
ISA Workload Ratings

Comments

IN - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
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IN - Evolution of mean ISA value for M etered and Non
M etered conditions during the measured period
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ISA Workload Ratings

Comments

AN - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
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AN - Evolution of mean ISA value for Vectors and PM S
conditions during the measured period
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Comments

IS - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Metered
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ISA Workload Ratings

Comments

AS - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AS - Evolution of mean ISA value for Vectors and PM S
conditions during the measured period
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors

PMS

AS - Evolution of mean ISA value for M etered and Non
M etered conditions during the measured period
5
4,5

ISA Value

4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Metered
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Comments

AP - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

AP - Evolution of mean ISA value for Vectors and PM S
conditions during the measured period
5
4,5

ISA Value

4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors

PMS

AP - Evolution of mean ISA value for M etered and Non
M etered conditions during the measured period
5
4,5

ISA Value

4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Metered
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ISA Workload Ratings

Comments

FI - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
PMS

PMS-Metered

HN - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5

The Holding North position was
only open towards the end of a
limited number of runs in three
of the conditions:
 Vectors: 3 runs
 PMS: 3 runs (no ISA press
was recorded during one of
the runs)
 Vectors-Metered: 1 run

1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors

PMS

Vectors-Metered

HS - Evolution of mean ISA value during the measured period
in each condition
5
4,5
4

ISA Value

3,5
3
2,5

The Holding North position was
only open towards the end of a
limited number of runs in three
of the conditions:
 Vectors: 3 runs
 Vectors-Metered: 1 run (no
ISA press was recorded
during this run)

2
1,5
1
0,5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ISA press number
Vectors
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EUROCONTROL

ISA Global Workload Assessment
The following figures present for each position a global view of the ISA ratings, expressed
as a percentage of each level of workload ratings in each Organisation during the five
runs.
AS - M ean ISA values

AN - M ean ISA values
100%

1
6

100%

4
13

90%
80%

1
5

1

90%
29

80%

27
50

70%

33

34

33

70%

44

62

60%

60%
36

50%

50%

41

40

43

40%

40%
62

30%

30%
44

39

20%

35

0%

20%

29

23

3
1

3

Vectors

Very high

3

PMS

High

Normal

1

0%

3

1

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Vectors

Low

No answer

Very high

Very low

PMS

IN - M ean ISA values
100%

High

Normal

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Low

No answer

Very low

IS - M ean ISA values
100%

1
5

26

23

10%

10%

1
11

11
19

90%

16

80%

41
39

80%

35

44

34

70%

50

32

60%

60%

32

50%
40%

40%
30%

55

39

34

50

36

53

20%

20%

45

30
19

10%
0%

1

1

Vectors

PMS

Very high

High

17

12

9

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Vectors

Low

No answer

Very high

0%

Normal

Very low

3
3

1

PMS

AP - M ean ISA values
100%

100%

90%

Low

No answer

Very low

1

90%
31

14

38

80%
70%

Normal

PMS-Metered

FI - M ean ISA values

2
7

4

High

Vectors-Metered

50

21
34

80%
70%

60%

60%
50

50%

50%

55

40

30%

39

35

40%

40%
30%

35

20%

20%

24

27

20

10%
11

0%
Vectors

Very high

High

3
1

2

0

PMS

Vectors-Metered

PMS-Metered

Low

No answer

Normal

Very low

23
3

0%

PMS

Very high

HN - M ean ISA values

High

PMS-Metered

Normal

Low

Very low

No answer

HS - M ean ISA values

100%

100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%
60%

29

10%

70%
72

67

60%

85
96

50%
40%

88

50%
40%

30%

30%

20%

5
5

10%

15

0%

1

10
1
3

Vectors

Very high
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2

PMS

High

Normal

Low

Vectors-Metered

Very low

No answer

20%

22

10%

6
5

0%

3
2
0
5
2

Vectors

Very high

High

Vectors-Metered

Normal

Low

Very low

No answer
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I.3

Effect of experimental conditions on ISA ratings
The following figures represent the effect of the different experimental conditions on the
ISA ratings: effect of the Working method (Vectoring vs PMS), effect of the Metering (Yes
vs No), and of their interaction (i.e. effect of Metering more or less important in the
Vectoring than in the PMS conditions). The ANOVA figures giving the significance of each
effect are provided in Annex F.
Effect on ISA ratings for sector AS

4

4

3,5

3,5

Mean ISA ratings

Mean ISA ratings

Effect on ISA ratings for sector AN

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors

Non metered

PM S

V e ctors

4

4

3,5

3,5

3
2
1,5
1

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors

Non metered

PM S

4
3,5

Mean ISA ratings

Mean ISA ratings

4
3
2
1,5
1

PM S

Effect on ISA ratings for sector FI

3,5
2,5

Metered
V e ctors

Effect on ISA ratings for sector AP

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

Non metered

Metered
V e ctors
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Effect on ISA ratings for sector IS

Mean ISA ratings

Mean ISA ratings

Effect on ISA ratings for sector IN

2,5

Metered

PM S

Non metered

Metered
PM S
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